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INTRODUCTION
The Commission on the Social Studies (1929-1934) ·was a
committee compose~ of prominent educators and subject matter
specialists, formed by the Council of the American Historical
Association in December, 1926, and charged with the task of
improving Social Studies instruction at the secondary level.
The field of Social Studies education '\ras in a deplorable
state according to various studies which had been completed
during the preceding decade.
Secondary educators vie'\red the deliberations of the
Commission with guarded optimism.

Some educators believed

thn.t the work of the Commission '\Tould strengthen Social
Studies education and restore it to its once prominent position in the secondary school curriculum.

As the work of the

Commission proceeded, areas of contention began to develop.
Positions on the Commission polarized around two points of
view:

those who favored a progressive, humanistic approach

as opposed to those who favored an essentialist, scientific
approach.

The controversy which centered around these posi-

tions led to several interesting questions which form the
theoretical basis for this study.
This study will employ the historical method, using
the principo..l primary sources relating to the "imrk of the
Commission.

Minutes of meetings, position papers, committee
i7'i

reportst the: .Annual Report of the American Historical Association, vhe volumes prepared and published by the Commission,
letters and papers of the participants and critical articles
relatin: to the Commission's

~ork

form the body of these

documents.
This study, based on a careful readin6 of these documents, 'l'iill focus on six aspects of the Commission's work;

(1) the methodological and philosophical views of the major
participants; {2) a consideration and analysis of the social
theories advanced by members of the Commission; (3) views of
the Commission concerninci Social Studies education; {4) an
analysis of the views of the dissidents on the Commission who
refused to sign the final Report; (5) the role of the American
Historical Association as it interacted with the Commission;
and (6) the reception of the final Report by secondary educators and an analysis of this criticism.
Social Studies education finds itself in a comparable
situation today.

There is much criticism directed at the

public school and especially at Social Studies education.
Confusion exists as to what should be taught and to what grade
level.

This study 1vill be useful for the followinc reasons:

(1) it will give Social Studies educators some ideas concern-

ing the major-formative influences on their discipline; (2)
it will sho'\r educators how curricular change has been dealt
v.-ith in the past; and (3) it 11as an important event in the
vii

history of American education - as such it has some intrinsic
value in being explored and examined.
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THE HISTORICAL :BACKGROUND,
.AND TIL:.: l'ROCEDUP..ES

0~

TiC

L::lillL~G

PZESONALITES

co:~ThfiSSION

0~\

THE

SOC I;J. STUDIES

The Conunission on the Social Studies began its '\'tork in
January, 1929, in the midst of what seemed to be a period of
endless prosperity.

'When its work was concluded, in 1934,

the country was in the grip of a devastatinG depression that
had been heralded by the Greet Crash of October, 1929.

In

fifteen years the mood of the country had fallen from the
giddy heiGhts of military victory and economic prosperity to
the gloom of ·w·hat seemed to be a bottomless pit of economic
depression.

The intervening years w·ere to be some of the

most momentous in the history of the Republic.

Social chan6es,

which determine educational policies and curricular change,
were to transform American life during this brief period in
her history.

The first section of this chapter will examine

the factors which altered American society and shaped the
social environment in ;:-hich the sessions of the Commission
were held.
Factors 'vhich contributed to the alteration of American society during this period were:

1

(1) the effects of World

2

.. :~.r I, (2)

"th:

brought on by

c:;_cvelo:pment of
t~c

E1ass

culture and ccmsumcrisrr..

effects of industrialization, {3) the

shift in po?ulation from a rural to an urban society, (4)
the effects of immigration from outside the country as "''rell
as internal yopulation shifts, and (5) the catastrophic effeet of the Great Depression on the economic, social and
political life of the country.

These factors were often

intertwined mcldng it difficult to show a direct causal
relationship to social change.
·world \1"ar I had ·an unsettling effect on many Americans, varying from the numbing sorrow over the loss of a
loved one to the pangs of disillusionment brought on by
the failure of the peace settlements.

Arthur Schlesinger,

Jr., in The Crisis of the Old Order, quotes Hiram

Jo~~son,

Senator from California, on the impact of World Viar I.
The war has set back the people for a generation. They
have bowed to a hundred repressed acts. They have become slaves to the government. They are frightened at
the excesses in Russia. They are docile; and they will
not recover from being so for many years. The interests
which control the Republican party will make the most
of their docility.l
Johnson•s ''ords proved to be prophetic as the records of the
~epublican

administration show·.

In another aspect, he was

1 c. V. Gilbert, .!!!£.Mirrors of Washington~ quoted in
Arthur E. Schlesinger Jr., The Crisis of the Old Order
(Cambridge: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1957),--p: 45.

3
mistal~en

about the docility of the people as they tried

frantically to return to an era that had vanished, never to
a~~ear

again.

The quest for normalcy became the vision of

the grail for the twenties, and was referred to by the adjcctive, "roaring."
Many people were seeking answers as to the direction American society should take.

Charles Beard invited a

group of scholars to participate in a symposium based around
the eternal question "·vrhi ther mankind".
were published in book form.

The contributions

In the introduction Beard

alluded to the false sense of security that existed in the
midst of prosperity and the feeling of political uncertainty.
"The age of Victorian complacency has closed everyw·here; those
'\V'ho ""re whistling to keep up their courage and deceive their
neighbors merely succeed in hoodw·inking themselves ."2
Bertrand Russell remarked in the same volume about
the damaging effect that the machine had on the individualrs
self-esteem.
In the modern machine-world, mdng to democracy and to
the achievements of science, other compensations are
possible, more especially nationalism, which identifies
the individual emotionally with the power of his Group.
But in order that such compensations may satisfy, it is
necessary to belittle the i~dividual wherever he is not
contributing to a totality.

2

Charles A. Beard, Whither Mankind: A Panorama of
Modern Civilization \,New York: Longmans, Green, 1928)p.3.

3 Ibid • , p. 7 8 •

4

John De·wey, a giant in the ac :.:.demic arena and a
respected social critic,
can society.

desc~ibec

the changes facing Ameri-

He felt that the major social problem of the

1920's related to the preservation of the individualistic
values of the older community and their transmission to the
new·er social or collective democracy that he referred to as
"corporateness."

4

The movement towards a mass consumer society was accelerated by population shifts, the growth of the film and
radio industries and the attitudes of business leaders.

Popu-

lation shifts made it possible to break down the barriers bet'l'feen urban and rural society.

The differences in viewpoint

that once existed were being removed.

Cities were seen as

places of opportunity and promise rather than dens of sin
and vice leading to the degradation of the soul.

Rural areas

were seen as centers of stagnation and backwardness.
The film and radio contributed immensely to the
development of a mass consumer society.

Attendance at

movie theatres sk)TOcketed during the period.

In 1922

forty million cinema tickets were being sold weekly.

In

4John Dewey, Individualism Old ~ ~ (New York:
Minton, Bolch and Co., 1930), p. 138.
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1929 this figure hacl tripled." Fe''' Americans ·were untouched by these

Qech~nical

means of entertainment.

Sales

of radios continued until a set could be found in many homes.
The new means of entertainment helped immensely to shape
the mass consumer mind noY> so dear to the advertising men
of Madison Avenue.
The attitude of business leaders was the third leg
in this triangular development.

Unlike their European

counterparts, American businessmen were willing to move
heavily into the areas of consumer credit and installment
buying.

They were also willing to take the risks of ex-

pansion of facilities and production.

The old business

system Y:as replaced by one based on mass production and
consumption.

The census of 1920 revealed that for the

first time in our history the urban population exceeded
that of the rural population.

·we had become an urbanized.,

mass consumer society.
At this time the effects of the "new immi;;ration"
were felt and an angry chorus of anti-foreign sentiment
was raised in response to it.

The majority of the new-

comers were from South (Italy) and Southeastern Europe

York:

5George E • .Mowry, 'l'he urban Nation:
Hill and ';{ang, l965),p. 4.

1920-1960 (New

6

(the

Bc.lk~ns).

Unlike the l\orthern and \iestern :.:;uropeans,

tney e;_:braced the Catholic faith and usually had less education.
nation,

This group, 'i\·hile anxious to be part of their adopted
w~;.s

not always interested in total assimilation.

Ethnic enclaves appeared in the cities of Ne,.,... York, Chicaro,
Boston, etc.

It was felt by many native .Americans that

these people brought radical doctrines such as Anarchism,
Socialism and Bolshevism with them.
Waves of new immigrants, labor unrest and the residue of wartime intolerance led to the Red Scare of the early
1920's.

A national crusade led by A. Mitchell Palmer,

Wilson's Attorney-General, was directed against labor unrest
and the radicals, real or imaginary.

Numerous labor

~eaders

were arrested and eventually several hundred undesirable
aliens were deported.

These activities reached a tragic

climax in the execution of Nicolo Sacco and Bartolomeo
Vanzetti in 1927.

Worldwide protest and sympathetic Ameri-

can public opinion as to their innocence helped to temper
the spirit of intolerance but did not remove it from the
.American scene.
Protests against the country's liberal immigration
policies came from all segments of society but especially
from the upper classes.

Organizations, such as the Immi-

grant Restriction League, ·vrere set up to stop the flood of
newcomers from reaching our shores.

During World War II,

7
immigration almost ceased
Congress,

res~onding

immigration policy.

b~t

began

~~Lin

after the peace.

to pressure, adopted a drastic new
This measure restricted immigration

from each LuroDean nation to three per cent of the number
of its nationals resident in the united States in the base
year, 1910.
1927.

Further restrictions were enacted in 1924 and

Immigration restriction did not eliminate the prob-

lem, as animosity to1•:ard ethnic groups remained..
Internal m1gration also presented a problem as
Negroes moved from the poor, agrarian South in hopes of
findin~

em;_;loyment in the large Northern industrial cities.

Racial violence became a social problem to be added to the
growing list of problems.

Negroes occupied the poorer

sections of the cities and vied with the new arrivals for
the less skilled jobs.

Immi0rants were often preferred

because of their skin color.

This period marked the genesis

of the racial problems in education which are plaguing the
nation today.
The effects of the economic depression spread
through the

f~bric

of the American system.

Coinciding

with this economic and social disintegration were the
evils accompanying the passage of the Volstead Act.

Pro-

hibition led many citizens to openly defy the law and accounted for the rise of org:mized crime to a hitherto unknown sce.,le.

The social evils generated by the depression

ancl orzanized crime exe:-iieC:. enormous pressure on American
society and led mc.ny critics o:f the .American system to
lament the passing of the .American dream.

It ,,;n.s in this

soci::;,l enironment that the Commission began, continued and
ended its ·;;ork.
The depression and its

accomp~nyin;

evils affected

all segments of American society, including American education.

Many teachers ,·rere among the ranks of the unemployed.

School districts, unable to generate financial income had
to shorten the school year or resort to payinz teachers
in scrip or merchandise.

Thousands of students were un-

able to finish four years of high school and roamed the
countryside in search of work.

At the turn of the century

the role of the high school seemed full of hope and promise
in the American educational system.

By the 1930's its

future was clouded with doubt and uncertainty.
One of the major developments of American edacation during the latter h:,,lf of the nineteenth century was
the emergence of the high school as the principal form of
secondary education.

By the 1890's, the high school had

become a permanent fixture in the design of American education replacing the Academy which remained, but was to play
a diminished role among twentieth century educational
institutions.

With the survival of the high school as-

sured, educators turned their attention to the problem of

9
developin~

a

sui~aLle

curriculum.

The history of the

secondary school in the twentieth century is punctuated
by the controversies generated by attempts to deal with

curricular ?roblems.

Confronted with rapid change on

every side, educators hoped to develop a high school
pro[;rarn that would. meet the needs of a modern, industrial
society committed to the goal of free secondary education
for each of its citizens.
In the absence of a national educational ministry
vrhich was found in most countries, Americans turned instead to professional educational organizations or special
interest groups composed of capable laymen to bring about
curricular change.

Begi'nning with the work of the Com-

mittee of Ten, in 1894, these groups sought to change and
modernize the American secondary school curriculum.

The

aims of these groups reflected two opposing schools of
opinion.

One group, composed of professional educators

and interested laymen, felt that schoolmen should originate,
propose, and implement curricular change.

They advocated

broad, general changes that would encompass the entire system.

The other group, composed largely of subject matter

specialists, advocated a narrow·er, traditional view within the confines of their respective disciplines.

They

felt that they were best fitted by training and kn.o'i·rledge
to determine the objectives and course content in their

10
r~:rea.s
sc~1ool

of expertise.

';;i th the ra.piC. ex:pc.nsion o: the hirh

population

the first tw·o decades of the

durin~:

t'·'e::1tieth century, the divergence of opinion between the
croups increased.

The controversy vras particularly

heated in the area of the social sciences, with numerous
disciplines competing for their place in the "curricular
sun. 11
These developments were a prelude to the "era of
committees," 1394-1919.

This period formed the immediate

background out of 'l'lhich the crisis of the social studies
curriculum developed; a crisis which "1-rould lead to the
creation of the Commission on the Social Studies in the
mid 1920's.

Three committees appeared to have the great-

est influence on social science curriculum development.
They were:

(1) The Committee of Seven (1899); (2) The

Committee of Five {1911), sponsored by The American
Historical Association and {3) The Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education (1912), sponsored by
the National Education

A'-~soci~:tion.

The latter commission

was comprised of seventeen different committees; one of
which wa.s the Committee on the Social Studies.
The committees were interested in the fol1o,·ring
areas of curriculum development:

(1) aims and objectives;

(2) courses and course content; and (3) methodology.
was felt that students could be taught the necessary

It

11

values and goals of American ci-c.izenship by taking a sequence of courses.

Social and class distinctions could

also be removed if the necessary courses w·ere included..
The impact of World War I was responsible for the revisionist attitude which many educators and subject matter
specialists developed.

American ideals and goals had to be

reevaluated, educators felt, in the light of the war and
the changes expected in the years to come.
The Committee of Seven placed great emphasis on the
value of aims and purposes in history instruction.

Teach-

ers were admonished to be sure of the direction they were
taking in their teaching practices.

Every teacher, the

Committee felt, should be aware of the goals and objectives
that were sought in the courses to be taught.

History

vms seen by the Committee as the core subject in the
secondary school curriculum.

uther courses could be or-

ganized around it and linked to it by the commonality of
the social process.
Seeming to antici}?ate the Progressive Movement,
the Committee of Seven strongly rejected some of the
teaching practices then in wide use.

Memorization of

facts '\Vas seen as a waste of time and not an end in itself.

Ilistory, the

Con~ittee

felt,should be studied for

its own sake and not merely for formal discipline.

Other

recommendations which eventually became- commonplace in the

12

teaching of the social studies were:

(1) the use of text-

books to provide continuity; (2) written assignments and
ex&minations; (3) the use of outside reading materials and;
\4) stress on the influence of georrraphical causes on historical events.
The curriculum recommended by the Committee was to
become the most influential in the history of Social
Studies curricula.

lt included four years of history for

the secondary school student.
was as

The recommended curriculum

folloi\~s:

1.

Ancient history, with special reference to Greek
and Roman nistory.

2.

Medieval and Modern .t;uropean history from the close
of the ancient period to the modern time.

3.

~nglish

4.

American History and Civil uovernment. 6

History.

Despite the lasting influence of the Committee on
the social studies curriculum, its recommendations were not
well-received in all quarters.

The Committees: handling of

Ancient History and Civil Government were particular
sources of dissatisfaction.

Many historians and teachers

felt that the average high school student could not deal

6Report to the American Historical Association by the
Committee of Seven, The Study of History in Schools {New
York: The Macmillan Company, 1899), p. 34.
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adequately

•~"ith

Ancient History.

Some critics felt that

Ancient ::i.story vms poorly taught in some schools because
classics rather than the history teachers offered the
course.

This practice, they assumed, led to an over-

emphasis on Greek anti Roman history.

Another yroblem re-

latin,c to .Ancient History was the area to be covered in
the course.
Citing the rise in juvenile delinquency, crime and
alleged ignorance in the study of Civics and Government,
a group of critics called for revision of the Committee's
conclusions regarding civil government.

Rather than an

integrated course in Civics and American History, it was
suggested that American History and Civics be taught as
separate courses.

Professor Leo Bidwood, a highly vocal

critic of the Committee, argued:

"We cannot give a res-

pectable American History course and a course in Civics
in three periods a week." 7
Bidwood continued, to:

It •vould not be advisable,

" ••• take- away time from American

history to give to Civics and make ourselves think that
we are giving an ade<}_uate course." 8

7Andrew McLaughlin, Chairman,

"Conference on History in Secondary Schools with Especial Reference to the
Report of the Committee of Seven, 11 American Historical
Associ~tion, Annual Renort-1908 (Washington, D. C.:
united States Government Printing Office}, P• 71.
0
0

Ibid.' P• 67.
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Organized groups, such as the Ame=ican Political
Science Association, joined in the criticism.

In response

to these complaints, the Council of the American Historical
Association appointed a new committee to study these ::_Jroblems;

the Committee of Five.

The Committee of .ttive sub-

mitted its report to the American Historical Association
in 1910.

This report enlarged upon and for the most part

supported the earlier report of the Committee of Seven.
The Committee of Five reiterated the earlier view that
the inclusion of history in the curriculum should be for
its intrinsic merit rather than for any supposed disciplinary value.

Thus, the Committee of Five concluded:

If history teaching results only in the memorization of
a modicum of bare facts there is not much to be said in
-favor of the retention of the subject as an important
part of the curriculum.9
The Committee of Five also upheld the teaching of Ancient
History but felt that the methods used should make the
course simpler and less abstract to students.

Other cur-

ricular suggestions were justified, including the controversial American History - Civics course.
The chief contribution of the Committee of Five was
the popularization of Modern European History.

It includ-

9Report to the American Historical Association by the
9~mmittee of Five, The Study of Historv ill Secondary Schools
\.l~ev: York:
The Macmillan Company, 1911), p. 44.

15
ed the earlier

recomrnend~tions

of the Committee of Seven

re ·.'ardin;;, I.redieval History and early JHodern European History.

.American involvement in ·world \'Tar I and the Committee

of Five report have been cited as the principal reasons for
the popularity of this

cours~

in the 1920's.

The report of tlvo:· Committee on the Social Studies,
sponsored by the National Education Association, indicated
the direction curricular disputes would take in the 1920vs.
The Committee felt that the problems of the community should
be included in the Social Studies curriculum.
recommendations of this group included:

Three major

(1) instruction

in Civics, not as a theoretical course but as a practical
course; \2) changing American History to a full

~ar

course; and (3} the addition of a course in problems of
democracy, w·hich the Committee felt, should be taught to
twelfth grade students.
The recommendations suggested by the committee
brought about a reaction from the American Historical
Association through the work of the Conference of Teachers
of History.

This group was a standing

~ommittee

of the

Association charged with the responsibility of continuing regular investigations into the methods and course
content of the social studies on the secondary level.
Meetings were held in 1916 and 1917.

The 1916 meeting

ended with a high degree of disagreement concerning the

16

nlace of Hist-ory in the school curriculum.
The conference held in 1917 was well-attended.

:::)ro-

fcssor Henry Johnson of Teachers College, Columbia, gave
the major adciress at this conference.
dealt with three problems:

Johnson 1 s view·s

(1) course content; (2) lay

pressure and t,3) methodology.

He criticized the views of

the Committee of Seven that History courses could be
divided into distinct blocks of learning.

Johnson indicated

that historians have "been talking and thin1dng of subjects
in history, and not courses in history.n 10 Secondly,
Johnson felt that historians should not buckle under to
lay pressures with regards to the teaching of citizenship
and patriotism.

Thinlting in terms of broader interpreta-

tions of history, Johnson felt that:
We are ready to grant to an extent not hitherto granted, that the better we can understand other peoples,
and the more peoples vre can understand, the better we
shall be able to understand and appreciate that part
of ourselves which is distinctly American ••• \~e want
a patriotism founded upon the kind of understanding
of ourselves which comes from an un~erstanding of
other peoples, and which brings with it a sense of
duty to our neighbors as well as to ourselves.ll

10Henry Johnson, "Proceedings Conference of Teachers
of History," American Historical Association, Annual Report1917 (\.:ashin~ton, D.C.: united States Government Printing
Office, 1Sl7J, P• 227.
11
Ibid., P• 225.
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Johnson concluded his address by askin[ for a methodology and a curricalum in history that was based upon the
problems and needs of the ]_)resent.

The history :program,

according to Johnson, must be "determined by the SJ1ecial
interests and problems of the community. 1112 The study of
history should be broadened in scope to meet the needs of
the present and the immediate future.
Rolla

~ryon

of the university of Chicago '.ras an-

other important speaker at this conference.

'rhe major

thrust of his address to the conference was an attack on
the feeling of status quo •ri thin the American .l:listorical
Association.

Changes in the organization of the American

school system, the development of the junior high school,
were negating the recommendations of the Comrnittee·s of
Seven and Five.

"This fact," Tryon asserted, "makes it

very urgent that this Association again attack the history
pro~ram

and bring some order out of the chaotic conditions

in which we now find ourselves." 13 He urged the Association to once again assume leadership in adjusting the
history curriculum to these new changes.

12
13

Ibid., P• 220.

R.olla Tryon, nProceedings t,;onference of 'l'eachers
of History," American Historical .Association, annual Renort1917 \1'iashington, D. C.: United States Government Printing
Office, 1917), p. 229.

lE
Tryon concluded his aalress by referring to the
groY:ing rift bet"l\"een educators :.mG. historians which
resulted from the aforementioned problem.

h~.. d

'l'ryon remarked

that "Historians believe in history for its ovrn sake,
v•hile the educational psycholo,;;-ists, sociologists and
administrators believe in history for the sake of the
child. 1114 In order to solve this dilemma, historians
and concerned educators would have to agree on points of
emphasis and content in the social studies.
Despite the warnings of Johnson and Tryon the conference adjourned 1ri thout taking any direct action.

Fol-

lowing the 1917 meeting,the conference lapsed into relative inactivity.

In 1919, the Association discharged this

group and moved in other directions in attempting to solve
the nagging problem of curriculum revision.

The next

section of the chapter will deal with the steps taken by
the Association to bring about the needed changes.

At this point, the American Historical

Associr~tion

turned to the National Board for Historical Services.

This

group had been created during the war as an organization

14

lbid., P• 230.
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throu~h ~hich histor~c~l

defense effort.

schol~rs

could contribute to the

It l?a.s not actur·>lly a part of the Ameri-

ca.n Historic<tl .A.ssocietion but the membership of the
National Board '.':as com:priseu largely of Association members.

Throu:::;hout the '."."r.. r the National Board for Histori-

cal Services y;as involved in a ''·'ide range of educational
activities.

It published a series of suggestions related

to the teaching of history in the secondary schools, along
·with a series of booklets which concerned World \rar I and
its origins.

The final activity of its existence was a

joint undertaking ·with the American Historical Association.
This was to be a "fresh study of the whole program of historical instruction in the schools." 15
The study was to be undertaken by the Committee
on History and Education for Citizenship in the schools.
This committee was appointed by the National Board for
Historical Services and the American Historical Association, in cooperation with the Commission on a National
Program for

Educ~tion

of the National Education Associa-

tion.

15wal ter Lel::md, "National Board for Historical Services," Americr.m Historical Association, Annual Report-12.12.
!Yashington, D.C. : united States Government Printing Office,
1919), P• 161.
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The Committee on History n.ncl Education for Citizenship set out on its ambitious
tasks were fivefold:
ei~ht

pro~ra.m

in !>iarch of lS l S.

1 ts

\1) to plan courses of history for

years of common school and four years of

hi~h

school;

(2} to develop course content for the high school history
progr~m;

\3) to revise the Committee of Eight rerort as i~

applied to the elementary school curriculum; (4) to seek to
eliminate duplication in course offerings and to set up
reliable evaluation procedures for measuring results in
history instruction and (5) ·to consider methods of teachinz history on the secondary level.

16

The final report of this committee was quite different from the recommendations of the

Commit~ee

of Seven.

Ancient History was placed in the seventh grade and replaced by a course which offered recent history, economics,
geo~raphy

and civics for the ninth grade student.

The tenth erade offering consisted of modern world
history w·ith emphasis on European history.

In the eleventh

grade, students w·ere expected to take a course in American
history.

This course was to be organized topically.

The

twelfth grade course was to be a problems course centered

16Ib.,

J.O.. '

P• 178.
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around economics,

~olitical

anc socicl issues.

There were also differences 1;ith regard to methodology and the organization of course content.

The Committee

on History and Education for citizenship advocated the
topical arrangement of studies and the nroblem solving
a~proach

in classroom methodoloey.

The Committee of Seven

had relied on the tra&itional approaches of chronology and
a more conservative classroom methodology.
The group

YJas

officially discharged in 1920 and its

report was not accepted by the American Historical Association.
It would be difficult, if not impossible, to measure the
influence of this group.

Since it was largely a middle-of-

the road approach to social studies education, the Report of
the Committee on History and Lducation did nor arouse passionate feelings either from the right or left wing groups in
education.

The Gommittee did show a willingness to cooperate

vri th and accept points of view of spokesmen for the other
social science disciplines as well as professional educators.
Lastly, the Committee used the word "world 11 in describing outcomes of

history instruction which was a significant departure

from the goals of previous study groups.
The conclusion of the work of the Committee on
History and Education brings us to the Trork of the
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preliminnry committee ;;j,!ich l

~id

the: groundwork for the

or()'anization of the Commission on the Social Studies.
0

1'his ;_,-roup, kno':n as -rhe History Inquiry, bec;an its work
in 1922.

It was charGed with the special task of develon-

ing a -r)ol icy "as to the teaching of history in schools. 1117
usin~

the questionnaire method, the Committee

polled superintendents, principals, and heads of departments of history and they were asked to respond to a
series of questions which appeared in the November, 1923,
issue of "Historical Outlook."

Essentially, the question-

naire sought data as to sequence, courses, methods and
textbooks used by various social studies departments
throughout the nation.

The answers and reactions to these

questions were collected for publication and were "made
available to all who were interested in the develoPment
of history teaching and training for citizenship."lB
School programs, reports of curricular committees
and textbooks "\'rere also examined by The History Inquiry.

17Edgar DaT:son, "The History Inquiry, 11 Historical
Outlook, 14, {November, 1923) : 318.

18Ib.l.a..
~
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These mu."Leri2-ls \.·ere evaluated in the perspective of tb£>
"?urpose of ti.1c Committee.
Outside nressures elso played a role in
the direction taken by the lnquiry.

Two major forces v:ere

in the united States at this time.

dominr~nt

determinin~

One such

force was the growing strength of the other social science
disciplines.
ment for

The second factor was the wides1)read move-

lioeraliza~ion

of the public school curricultm.

Political scientists, sociologists and economists voiced
disapproval '\'rith the existing social studies curriculum.
They felt that history dominated the offerings at the
expense of the other fields.
There was a gro,'ling discontent of scholars and
lay people alike 'vith the domination of the secondary
school curriculum by more traditional philosophies of
education.

The Ancient History course, they felt, was a

case in point.

It had originally been placed in the cur-

riculum to placate college officials who demanded such
training.

Groups, such as the National Education Associa-

tion, urged the liberalization of college entrance registration and the social studies curriculum.

As a result

of these factors, the History Inquiry broadened its
scope as it dealt w·ith the problems of the social studies
curriculum.
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The first phase of the investigation

~hich

employed

the questionnaire method, ascertained the frequency and the
sequence v;i th which certain courses were taught.

Educators

vere asked to respond to the follo·w·ing questions:
~hat kind of facts are we teaching to history classes?
With what success are we teaching these facts, from
the standpoint of general information or from that of
other measurable purposes? Is the teaching of history
in different parts of the country to any degree
homogenous?l9

The second aspect of the Inquiry was designed to
deal with the success of teaching methods and various curriculum offerings available to students.

This phase of

the investigation was conliucted through the administration
of standardized tests to students throughout the country.
One test was given in the course in .a111erican nistory
and civics, which is found in all parts of the country
in grade 11 or 12, to two or three sections of pupils
who completed the course in uanuary, 1924, and to one
section of pupils in the same schools, differing, as
far as possible, only in the fact that they had not
entered the course bein~ tested •••• The former group
w·ere called the "re;.:;ulars" and the latter the "control."20
-

19 Edgar Dawson, "The History Inquiry," Historical
Outlook, 15, tJune, 1924): 260.
20.b"d
..L ~ . , P• 258
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At the end o:::' its 1·.·ork tile History Inquiry forwarded
its impressions and conclusions to the
~ssociation.

Americ~n

Ilistorical

The major items in the final report were as

follow·s:

1.

.Ancient History as a separate course seems to be
receding in popularity.

2.

The -tendency to stress recent history seems to be
weakening such popularity as MedieYal History formerly had.

3.

English History as a separate subject seems to be
losing ground.

4.

The one-year course in ·world History, while popular
in some quarters, does not seem as yet to have made
much headway.

5.

American History tends to move from the last year
of high school to the next earlier year--the
Eleventh Grade.

6.

There is a tendency to include a course in current problems at the Twelfth Grade level.

7.

There seems to be a tendency to put into the Ninth
Grade one or more of the new· civics courses.

8.

There is considerable interest among school administrators in a Junior High Course made up of a
combination of materials and industrial and social
conditions.

9.

The tendency to give a large amount of time to the
socialized discussion of current events seems to
be gro·v;ing.

10.

The teaching of government seems to be standing
still, if not actually recedins under the pressure
for a rather indefinite discussion of economic
and social problems.
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11.

The train in_:: of teac::..ers for the social studies,
se<)arc.telv or as a group, is clearly in sad need
of~attention.2l

The final report of the History Inquiry seemed to
sho:·: that specialized courses in history were not popular.
There was a return to the course in t,;eneral history.

There

a-;rpcared to be a lack of continuity in the course offerings.
The study also pointed out the lack of research efforts in
the social studies and drev• attention to the perennial
pro0lern of inadequately prepared teachers in the social
studies.

Lastly, the Inquiry indicted Yarious scholarly

groups, including the American Historical Association for
the part they played in bringing about the situation.
In light of the foregoing, it is not difficult to
see 1vhy the leaders of the Association were generally dissatisfied w·i th the outcome of the History Inquiry.

They

felt that the Inquiry was not complete; being only a random sampling of social studies offerings and methods.
Since the findings of the Inquiry were incomplete, the
Association felt that it could not recommend new programs.
The results of the Inquiry illustrated the unstable condi tions w·hich existed in the social studies.

A·ware of the

possible consequences should these conditions be allowed
to persist, the American Historical Association proposed

21 .1.,-b.~
~a.,
p. 268 •
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comprehensive study of thE: er;.tire soci<.tl stuC..i·?s __':':ro;;ra.m •
.A.t the forty-first annual meetinz of the American

Historical
wori~ i7"<1-S

.t~.ssoc

ia tion in Rochester, New Yorlt, the ground-

laid for this comprehensive study of the social

studies in the :public schools.

At this meetinc the Com-

wittee on History and Other Social Studies in the Schools
su1Jmi tted to the American Historical Association a report
calling for such an inquiry.
The Committee on history and Other Social Studies
in the Schools felt that there were three major factors
which necessitated chan[;e from the static curriculum
recommended by the Committee of Seven.

'!hese factors were:

(1) the increased social maturity of school-age children;

(2) a rapicl increase in school -att€ndance and (3) the
development of the junior high school.

These factors,

the Committee felt,pointed to the need for a major study
of social studies
it was clear that:

c~rriculum

and methods.

To the Committee,

"the curriculum and methods of instruc-

tion :planned for the self-selected few seeking culture or
preparation for learned careers are not suited to the needs
of mass education on the present scale." 22

2211 Report of Committee on History and Other Social
Studies in the Schools, 11 .American ilistorical .Association,
Annual ReDort-12l§. nrashington, D.C.: united States Government Printing Office,' 1926), p. 111.
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After identifying the problems

~·~~iich

existed in

social studies education, the Committee then directed its
attention to those resources which were available to mee·t
these problems.

The Committee felt that there were several

like-minded organizations which w·ere seeking answers to
these same problems - The National Education Association
and The American Political

~cience

but t·wo of the interested r;roups.

Association, to name
The study must be con-

ducted by educators and subject-matter specialists who
would make use of the resources of these groups.
Another factor was the vast number of research
facilities available to assist in the proposed study.
Educational research facilities had grown at a record pace
during the past two decades.

ihe study was to have a

solid footing based on these new methods and facilities
for educational research.
'l'he Committee also felt that the "seven cardinal
principles" of education should be utilized in the preparation of the report.

These seven principles were, according

to the Commission on neorganization, the main objectives of
American education.

The Committee also embraced this view·,

despite the protests of more conservative groups and
individuals within the American nistorical Association. 23

23 lbid., P• 112.

The American Hist,or..:.cal Association, actin: within
the guidelines set forth by the Committee on History and
other

Soci~;.l

Studies in thf: Schools began its massive study

of social studies education.

The project was underv,rri tten

by the Carnegie FounQation at a cost of S350,000.

It would

take five years to complete this comprehensive project.
The Commission, organized in 1926, consisted of
nine members -later the size was expanded to eighteen.
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Membership consisted of noted educators such as George S.
Counts, Colum•;ia university; Ernest Horn, State university
of Iowa; and Jesse Newlon, Columbia university.

Subject

matter specia,lists represented were Charles A. Beard, History and Political Science, formerly of Columbia university;
Isaiah Bowman, Geography Director, American Geographic
Society of New York; Charles Merriam, Political Science,
university of Chicago; and August C. Krey, university of
Minnesota.

A complete list of the membership of the Com-

mission can be found in Appendix I.
Since the leading members of the Commission 17ill be
mentioned throughout the work, it might be useful at this

24American Historical Association: Report of the
Commission on the Social Studies, Conclusions and Recommendations (New York: Charles Scribner;s Sons, 193~ p. 145.
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point to include brief bio6raphical sketches of the major
particiiJants in the work of the Commission.
August C. K.rey ''ras the director of the Commission
throughout its neriod of activity.

He was the only major

fi;;ure on the Commission to be born outside the country;
being born in Germany on June 29, 1887.

Emigrating with

his parents to the United States, the family settled in
\.isconsin -vrhere Krey spent the rem;,inder of his youth and

'1

early manhood.

After graduating from high school, he

attended the university of Wisconsin where he obtained
the A.B. in 1907, the A.M. in 1908 and the Ph. D. in 1914.
\'ihile at \'iisconsin, he studied under several great teachers; including Frederick Jackson Turner, Dana Carleton
Munro and George Clarke Sellery.

Munro led him to the

field that was to be his career specialty, the Crusades.
K.rey's most notable work w-as a critical examination of
'i'tilliam of 'l'yre, an important figure of the crusading era.
While pursuing his advanced degrees, Krey began
his teaching career at the high school level in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.

After brief teaching stints at the university

of Texas {1910-12) and the university of Illinois (1912-13),
he was appointed Professor of History in the university of
Minnesota in 1913; a post he was to hold until his retirement.

He was department chairman from 1944 until 1955.
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l.n 1913 K.rey married Miss Laura Lettie Smith, a
we 11-lmown American

aut~wress.

They haci two children.

Like other members of' the Commission, Krey was at
the prime of his career during the years the Commission
deliberated.

unlike some of his university colleagues,

he never lost sight of secondary teaching and its problems.

Throughout his career he maintained membership in

several professional organizations devoted to secondary
education.

Krey was a member of the National Council

for the Social Studies and was active in state and local
historical societies which were interested in the teaching
of history and research in the social studies.
A

gentle, kindly individual, Krey ·w-as well-liked

by students, fellow· scholars and interested laymen.

His

scholarly abilities and congenial nature made him a natural choice for the difficult assignment of Chairman of the
Commission.

Philosophically a moderate, Krey was able to

bridge the gap between the subject matter specialists and
the educators.

The relatively smooth working of the Com-

mission was due in no small part to Krey's national stature
and his awareness of the many problems facing the Commission.
Charles A. Beard's lifespan covered an important
period in
1948.

Ar~erican

development, the period from 1874 to

His intellectual career covered the half century

from 1898-1948; and he was to be a m<:..j or figure in many
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of the intellectual controversies which occurred
this period.

durin~

While most indiviclu"-lS are content to rise

to the top of their chosen field, Beard had the distinction
of achievin;; :;Jrominence and vi'ide influence in two fields,
Political Science and History.

He obtained the presidency

of the national association in each discipline.

A pro-

lific writer, his works achieved popularity with academics
and laymen alike.

It is estimated that his histories sold
around tvrelve million copies. 25 The success and controversy
engendered by his writings continued until the day of his
death.

While many academics seek the shelter of the ivory

to•·•er, Beard enjoyed playing the role of gadfly and social
activist.
His historical works, such as An Economic Interpretation

~

the Constitution of the united States, were the

center of controversy as Beard and other American historians revolted against the scientific view of history prevailing in American historical scholarship.

He joined

with J. Allen Smith, Carl Becker and other scholars to
champion James harvey Robinson's New History.

riis

intellectual view·s were to change throughout his life as
he adhered to his relativist convictions.

25 Howard K. Beale, Editor, Charles A. Beard: An Annraisal (Lexington: university of Kentucky-Press, 1954) -P• 262.
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Charles Ben.rd was born on an lndiana farm on November 27, 1874, near the town of Spiceland.

His family could

be considered to be well-off for the period, with substantial land holdings and a high standard of culture for
the area.

The family was old stock, having immigrated

to .America 200 years earlier.

Religiously the family was

Quaker while of the Federalist-l';hig Republican tradition
politically.
His early education was not unusual.
the Quaker academy located in Spiceland.

He attended

In the fall of

1895 he enrolled at DePauw vniversity in ureencastle,
Indiana.

t:ollege ex?eriences, as they haYe done to count-

less others, awakened .,;:,eard to the broader world beyond
his rural beginnings.
Following the completion of his undergraduate
work at DePauw,

~eard

graduate studies.

spent a year at Oxford pursuing

He did not complete a degree but did

further his social education.

Beard became involved with

the Fabian Society and other socialist groups.

With the

aid of a fellow American, Walter Vrooman from Kansas, he
helped found a workin.;-man's college at Oxford, named after
John Ruskin.

Maintaining a frenetic pace, Beard returned to the
United States and attended Cornell university for one year
and married his DePauw sw·eetheart, 1lary Hitter.

She was
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to remain by his side as helpmate
of .t.is best 1-.n.m·.:-n works.

an~

collaborator in some

After two years of travel in :;::.ng-

lani where Beard gathered data for his first work, lli_
Industrial Revolution, the couple returned to the united
States.

Beard entered Columbia university in 1902 anG

proceeded to finish his formal edcuation, receiving the
I.I.J... in 1903, with the Ph. D. following a year later.
Stimulated by such professors as Goodnow, Osgood, Robinson,
Burgess, Clark and Seligman, Beard 1 s keen mind reacted
vigorously not only to the world of scholarship but also
to the bustling life outside his books.
Beard taught at Columbia from 1904 until 1917.

He

taught Euro:9ean History and English History at first, later
s1dtching to American History and Government.

It was in

the latter area that Beard made his greatest impression.
He was chosen to deliver the lecture on "politics" in the
university 1 s public lecture series in February, 1909.
Beard develoned the introductory undergraduate course and
his textbook American Government
model for others in the field.

~Politics

became a

By 1915, Beard had ad-

vanced to the rank of Professor of Politics.
He was a popular teacher, as the testament of
many former students record.

He had a warm personality

and excited the imagination of many students during his
career.

Further incidence of his popularity can be shown
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in the student nrotests vrhich occurred. in the wake of his
abrupt resignation from Columbia in 1Sl7.

His actions

came as a protest against the policy of the administration y:hich resulted in the firing of an instructor wi-th
nu.cifist leanings.
,l

visiting

He did not, >ri th the excention of

~rofessorshi~s,

engage in classroom teaching for

the remainder of his life, refusing numerous appointments.
This is not to indicate that he remained far from the
academic scene as Beard was in the midst of intellectual
endeavor.

A prodigious number of books, essays, revie"\'fS

and historical criticism flowed from his pen.

From his

farm in New Milford, Connecticut, he supervised a herd
of dairy cattle but often entered the lists of academ1c
controversy either through his sharp,clear prose or in
person to deliver an important address.
Beard \<;·orked with the Commission over a four year
period, from 1930 to 1934.

His contribution consisted of

the authorship of tw·o works:
Sciences and

~Nature

of

A Charter

~

v<i th the final work Cone 1 us ions

12!:.

~

Social Sciences.
~ H.e c omme nda t

Social
He helped

ions.

He

also chaired the important advisory committee and was
probably the most prominent as well as the most contraversial member of the Commission.
George S. Counts held the important position of
Director of Research for the Commission.

Counts, like
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Beard, came from a rural background.

He

·vres

born on Decem-

ber 9, 1889, on a fcrrr; near the sraall tovm of Baldwin City,
:Kansas.

His early

year~

were to have a lifelong influence

on his thought, even though he would become a sophisticated
traveler and spend most of his career at Columbia university, far from his rural origins.
Counts received the A.B. degree from Baker University, a smell Methodist college located in Baldwin City.
Following his graduation, Counts taught high school for
two years before beginning his gTaduate education.

Counts

enrolled at the university of ChicaGo where he majored in
Education.

At the university of

Chica~~o

he came under

the influence of Albion Small, Charles H. Judd and Charles
Merriam.

Other formative influences on his career were

John Dewey, Thorsten Veblen and Charles A. Beard, although he did not study under any of the last mentioned.
Counts received his master's and doctorate at the
university of Chicago.

After teaching at several univer-

sities, he accepted a position in the Teachers College of
Columbia university.

It was at Columbia that Counts made

some of his notable contributions to educational theory,
research and teaching.
At the time the Commission embarked on its
activities, Counts reputation was firmly established.

He

had published several important works on education during
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the 1920•s.
~v
0 0'-'

These works reflected his interest in Social-

and his emerging role as a social reconstructionist.

By this time he had authored:

The

.America tl917), The Selective Character.£!

ii2a (1922),

~Social

(1927), and Secondary

i£

Hi~her Learnin~

~"'lerican

Comnosition .2f Boards of

Educa.-

E_.d~u~c~a_t_i_o_n~

~ducation ~Industrialism

\1928).

His most famous publication would appear during the work
of the Commission.

This vras a series of speeches pub-

lished under the title

~~Schools

Build

~~·Social

Order? (1932).
Counts was another controversial member of the
Commission.

His activities in the teacher Union movement

and Ne"iV' York str..te politics had earned him an undeserved
reputation as a ,.radical."

Like Beard, he was qualified

for his task as research director.

He had a wide range

of experience to draw on and was aware of the realities
of the problems facing the Commission.

As research

director, he influenced the deliberations of the Commission
and thus played an important role in the final report of
the Commission.

He also contributed a major volume to the

Cornmissionrs publications:

~Social

Foundations

~

Education.
A preliminary plan for the work of the Commission
vms dra"im up by the American Historical Association and
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was nuiJlished in December, 1926, under t.ile t:.tle, History
and Otlwi" Social Studies in

~

Schools.

l'nis ?lan, 1'ri th

revisions and elaborations, served as a guide for the
Commission until the completion of its work.

In order to

facilitate the v;ork of the Commission the comn.ittee was
subcli vided in to five I::J.aj or committees ancl numerous
snecial investigations.
The rationale suggested by the above plan ·was used
by

the Commission.

Important statements are auoted in their

entirety '\'>"hile other less important statements are paraphrased.
1.

The social sciences more than any other subject matter area, bear most directly on the life of this
nation.

2.

The Commission v:-ill not limit itself to surveys of
textbooks, curricula, or methods. It has to adopt
a broad view of the total situation.

3.

The nation is undergoing a period of profound
change. Educators, particularly in the social
sciences, need to be ready to assist in this change.

4.

The scientific method will be used as the Commission
compiles, analyzes, and organizes materials of the
study.

5.

The Co;nmission ·w·ill use current methods being employed in the social sciences, as well as significant work in other disciplines, particularly the
report of President Hooverrs research committee
on Recent Social Trends in the united States.

6.

The scientific method, while used extensively,
cannot dictate the purpose, policy or prorrram for
either statecraft or education.
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7.

The Commission ~·.-ill go beyond the scientific method
and v.·ill rna.ke j ud.gmen ts based on ethical and
aesthetic considerations where they will lead to a
better understanding of a social problem and its
proposed solution.

8.

The conclusions and recommend<Ltions of the Commission, consequently, are not, and in the nature of
thing·s cannot be, mere matters of quantitative
determination. They are d.ra>m u:p v:-ith resrect to
some general point of vie,,· or frame of reference.
For some frame of reference, large or small, clear
or confused, conditions every general work in the
social sciences, every program of instruction in
these subjects., every conception of methods and
examinatigns, and every plan of school and administration.2
Following appointments and brief organizational

meetings, the work of the Commission got under way.

Meet-

ings were held as was thought necessary, in the form of
two or three day conferences.

Three meetings were held in

1929, tv;-o in 1930, one in 1931, one in 1932, and two in
1933.

The

~xecutive

Committee, consisting originally of

A. C. K.rey, Charles E. :Merriam, and Jesse H. Newlon, and
enlarged in 1931 by the addition of Edmund E. Day and Guy
Stanton Ford, met at
Commission.

interv~ls

The investigation

between the meetings of the
w~s

carried out through the

direction of A. C. Krey, head of the inquiry from its inception, and George S. Counts, who served as Director of
Research from August 1, 1931.

26 Amer~can
·
H'~s t or~ca
. 1 Assoc~a
. t'~on: Report of the Commission on the Social Studies, Conclusions and Recornmendations, pp. 1-4.

----

~~~~~~
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A central staff, with quarters at the university of
Minnesota, the university of Chicago and Columbis university, vras maintained throughout the period of the inve stigation.

At the head of the staff

was~.

G. Kimmel, former-

ly Supervisor of Social Studies for the New York State
De:')artment of Education, who occupied the yost of Executive Secretary during the entire career of the Commission.
The 1)rincipal function of this staff was the preyaration
of reports of progress in the several divisions of the
inquiry for the consideration of the Commission.

The

staff Y<as aided in the investigation of special problems
by many scholars and teachers who either worked directly
with the staff at intervals or who checked work of the
staff at their convenience.
Following the making of a number of analytical
and explanatory researches, involving bibliographies,
textbooks, course of study, methods of instruction, classroom materials and devices, grade placement and administrative and public relations, the Commission proceeded to
organize its work into six major divisions:
phy,

~urpose,

(1) Philoso-

and objectives; t 2) !),fa terials of instruction;

(3) Methods of teaching; (4) Tests and measurements; (5)
the teacher and (6) Public relations.

As the investiga-

tion proceeded, sections two and three were combined into
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one committee.

Ea.ch member of the Com."11is:,ion T:-as assigned

to a committee and given a definite task to pe-rform; thus
setting up an interlocking arrangement '\\Thich would integrute the several branches of the inquiry.

A complete list

of the Committee assignments can be found in Appendix II.
The worlt of the Cor..mission consisted of special
re~orts,such

as a

bibliogra~hical

study, and specialized

studies conducted by each of the five committees; results
of which were published in book form.

The bibliography,

while useful, contained much extraneous material and was
not published.

To facilitate the work of the Commission,

a special advisory committee on objectives was appointed.
To this committee 11ere assigned:

s.

Charles A. Beard, George

Counts, Guy Stanton Ford, A. C. Krey and Charles E.

Merriam for the Commission, and Franklin Bobbitt, Professor of Education, University of Chicago; Boyd H. Bode,
Professor of Education, Ohio State University; and
Harold

o.

Rugg, Professor of Education, Teachers College,

Columbia University.

Charles A. Beard served as Chairman.

The Committee held four meetings

two jointly with the

Commission, one in connection "Vrith the advisory Committee
on Tests and one independently.
Members of the Committee prepared position papers
to develop a pattern of thought which could be used· in
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the preparation of their report.

Charles

_t:,..

Beard pre-

sented a paper on "Preliminary Thoughts on Civic Instruction in the Schools 11 ; Franklin

o.

Bobbitt on the "Objectives

of the Social Phases of Education"; Boyd H. Bode on "Objectives in the Social Sciences"; L. C. Marshall on "Yihat
is Involved in Social Livings"; and Harold

o.

Rugg on the

"Typical Objects of Allegiance of the Cultured Man."

These

papers, as well as the contributions of other members of
the Commission, were drawn upon in drafting:
~ ~

Social Sciences

ia

~

Schools.

A Charter

With the comple-

tion of the manuscript of this volume, the work of the
special committee came to an end.

Every study undertaken

by the Commission was directed to pay special attention
to the philosophy, purposes and objectives of the Social
Studies as enunciated in the charter.

Fifteen volumes

were published dealing with the work of the various committees.

A complete list can be found in Appendix III.
With the completion of the work of each com-

mittee a final Report was issued under the title:

-

elusions and Recommendations.

-

Con-

The Commission felt that

its principle aim was to present a "frame of reference"
which could be used by educators throughout the country;
the social sciences being too diverse and changing to
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was hoped that the reJ>ort vrould e,v;aken educational leaders
to the enormity of the problem.

This would, in turn, lead

to the development of new programs in the social sciences,
textbook revision, improvement in teacher training and the
development of an enlightened v-iew of the problem by educational journalists and publicists.
The report was submitted to the Executive Committee
of the American Historical Association in 1933.

lt was not

approved at this time and was sent back to the Commission
for rev-ision.

Several members of the Commission, Frank A.

Ballou, Edmund E. Day, Ernest Horn and Charles E. Merriam
declined to sign the report and isaiah Bowman signed with
reservations.

The revised report was resubmitted, approved

and published in 1934.

27 Ibid.,

148.

CHAPI.'ER II
THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE CO.MMISS ION

The

~ask

of the Commission on the Social Studies

was herculean when compared with preceding curriculum committees.

Previous committees had been staffed by small

numbers; i.e., the Committees of Ten, Seven and Eight,
and had dealt '\d th specific aspects of the curriculum,
not with the curriculum as a whole.

Results of the

proceedings of these Commissions were contained in slender
volumes.

The report of the Commission was to run to sixteen volumes, some of which were quite lengthy. 1 While
previous commissions had centered their attention around
certain particulars of the curriculum, the Commission on

the Social Studies '\Vent far beyond the basic social science
curriculum and made the following broad studies:

an

analysis of contemporary culture, a survey of social institutions and groups, a study of the functions of the
schools and a statement concerning the fundamental objectives which could be promoted by an adequate program in the

1

Most volumes ran between 150 and 200 pages while the
volume by Counts ran close to 600 pages. Curti, Tryon and
Newlon also produced volumes which ran over 300 pages.
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social studies.

unlike previous committees, the Commission

called upon the teacher to become involved in planning and
executing the changes recommended by the Commission.
Teachers were admonished to implement the recommendations
not only through their teaching experiences, but also by
thorough study and contemplation.

Lastly, the Report dif-

fered from its predecessors in that it failed to recommend a
specific program or to endorse any particular subjects or
types of organization.
The Commission was composed of outstanding specialists in subject matter areas, as well as leading educators
in the field of secondary education.

One commentator re-

marked that the makeup of the Commission constituted an
"honor role" of American higher education. 2 .Members of
the Commission felt the urgency of the situation and the
need for curricular reform in the social studies.

As the

work of the Commission proceeded, the deepening effects
of the economic depression added to the seriousness of
their labors.

Charles A. and Mary Beard vividly described

the plight of teachers and American education as the Com-

2Robert D. tlarr, James L. Barth and S. Samuel
Shermis, "Defining the Social Studies", Bulletin No. 51,
National Council of the Social Studies, (Arlington,
Virginia, 1977) P• 28.
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mission began its deliberations.
The dream of an educational science was interrupted
by the crash of the economic depression, by the sharp
curtailment of the employment for which the schools
had been preparin6 their charges, by conflicts over
New Deal legislation, by the breu.king up of orthodoxy
in many places, and by fascist upheavals and wars in
Europe and Asia. Such events 'vrenched the business
of education out of the groove and made the "science"
of education appear far less scientifically sound.
Teachers streamed out into the ranks of the unemployed. Schools by the thousands were closed. Bills were
unpaid, even in the rich city of Chicago. r.tillions of
graduates, correctly instructed and precisely tested
according to the rigid canons of indubitable masters,
could find no places in the scheme of things pecuniary.
"Here we come, WPA" was the cry of one graduating
class ••• 3
Despite the gloomy social and economic conditions
surrotmding the Commission, the membership remained intact
throughout its period of existence, with three exceptions.
Carlton J. H. Hayes and Avery

~raven

replaced Evarts B.

Greene and William E. Lingelbach, who were forced to retire because of heavy work loads.

The other exception was

Edmund E. Day, who did not become a working member of the
Commission until 1930.

Leadership of the Commission was

in the hands of A. C. Krey, George S. Counts and Frank
Ballou.

~rey

served as Chairman, nallou as Secretary and

Counts served as Director of Hesearch.

3 Charles
passage, Vol. II
p. 902.

Beard and Mary Beard, American in Mid(New York: Macmillan and Co., 193'9)-

.rh
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The membership of the Commission was drawn primarily
from large midwestern
schools:

~nd

eastern institutions.

Three

Columbia Universit3r, the University of Chicago and

the University of Minnesota provided a large proportion of
the membership.

Facilities at these institutions were used

to help the various staffs prepare the reports and papers of
the Commission.

This also led to ease of administration as

members 'vere often in close proximity of each other.
Ada Comstock, then President of Radcliffe-College,
was the only female member of the Commission.

Other minori-

ties were not represented, nor 'vere any topics discussed
that seriously related to their needs.

No small colleges

were represented, as the membership came from large institutions or private foundations.

Edmund E. Day '\'"as Director of

Social Science for the Rockefeller Foundation and Isaiah
Bowman was Director of the American Geographical Society
with headquarters in New York City.

Frank Ballou, Superin-

tendent of Schools in Washington, D.

c.,

directly involved in secondary education.

was the only member
Charles Beard

remarked on one occasion that "Ballou is the only schoolman
among us."
The various subject matter areas of the social
studies w-ere represented -vrith historians leading the way
with six members.

GeoJraphy, Political Science, Economics
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and Sociology each had one representative.

:!?sychology and

Anthropology had not yet become major secondary school subjects, hence they v-1ere not represented.

Trum&n 'Kc lley,

who hel:!'_)ed .A. C. Krey prepare the volume on nTests ancl
r,~en.surements",

was a

psycholo.~~ist,

but he did not deal

directly i'>'i th the teaching of Psychology or suggest the inclusion of Psycholog3r in the Social Studies curriculum.
It would be difficult to classify the members of
the Commission into rigid categories, but there are some
distinctions which can be made.

_hey had many concerns

in common but there ·were striking dissimilarities which
often characterize individuals of outstanding ability •

.An almost obvious difference can be seen in the subject
matter specialists and those who represented the schools
of education.

These were not rigid distinctions, as

there was often some degree of overlap.

For example,

George S. Counts ,·ras from Teachers College, Columbia university, but he often sided with the specialists during the
deliberations of the Commission.

A. C. Krey was a sub-

ject matter specialist but he helped co-author a volume
on tests and measurements and was to find himself in the
center of the controversy over this work.

There were

those who held somewhat dogmatic views, such as Charles
Beard and Frank .1.1allou.

Beard had little patience with

those who advocated rigid testing procedures.

Ballou,
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on the other hand, was to lament the lack of
objectivity in the final

re~ort

ri~idity

of the Commission.

and

The

beginnings of the controversy that was to flare up in the
1950·s, between liberal arts specialists and the schools
of education, can be seen in its nascent form in some of
the infighting of the Commission.
Another dimension of' these positions can be discerned between those who held a relativistic view of the
educational process and those who held the view that
education should be scientific.
psychology were

beginnin~

The vie1vs of Gestalt

to mLLke an impact on education-

al psychologists at this time.

Beard,Counts and other

members of the Commission tended to follow the relativistic view·s stressed by this approach, Beard being most
explicit in his famous presidential address to The
American Historical Association, in December, 1934. 4
Ballou, Day, Horn and their sympathizers stressed the
views of Edward Thorndike.

Thorndike wrote a letter

to the Commission urging the consideration and application of the scientific approach to the work of the
Commission.

Those in favor of the scientific approach

felt it was the responsibility of the Commission to

4
Charles E. Beard, "'7ritten liistory as an Act of
Faith," The American Historical Review 39, No. 2, {January,
1934).
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further this aspect of educational methodology.

These dif-

ferences were to remain unresolved throughout the period of
the Commission's work.
Commission members such as Jesse Newlon were strongly
in favor of the child-centered curriculum, one of the
articles of faith in the catechism of progressive education.
The specialists inclined to be more interested in a modified,
traditional curriculum.

Beard, Counts, Krey, Ford and

others felt that the needs of the student were important
but not the paramount issue in curriculum construction.
The child should be considered, but the child-centered
curriculum was not adequate to meet the demands of the
times.

Child-centered curricula neglected a rigorous

scholarship and gave the student a very shallow idea of
the social sciences. 5
"What we 1vould today term "social awareness, " would
be another point of difference between the members of the
Commission.

Counts was especially aware of the relation-

ship between society and the educational process.

Some

members still clung to the late 19th century liberal or
early progressive vie,vs of individualism.

Day, Bowman and

5charles A. Beard, ! Charter ~the Social Sciences,
(New York: Charle·s Scribner's Sons, 1932},pp. 4::6.
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Werriam appeared to have this point of view.

They felt

that the scholar should try to improve society but not to
the point of trying to reconstruct society.

Educators

could do only so much antl they had to realize their
limitations.

Counts and his sympathizers sa·w the coming

collectivization of American society and the pluralism of
the 1950's and 1960:s.

Probably, by virtue of their rela-

tive youth and training in the new discipline of sociology,
they could see the direction American society and education
were taking with greater insight.
The members of the Commission were predominantly
middle class in their backgrounds and outlook on life.
Three members, including the Chairman, were born outsic1e
the country:

A. C. Krey in Germany, Isaiah Bowman in

Canada and Henry Johnson in Sweden.

This did not have

a significant effect on their development, as they arrived in this country at early ages.

Several members came

from rural backgrounds, but they did not reflect the stereotyped notion of rural educators.

'l'heir families were

successful landow·ners, not share croppers or tenants.
Some members, such as Charles l,Ierriam, Ada Comstock and
Frank Ballou, carne from small towns where their parents
were moderately successful.

No member came from the

larger cities, even though at that time approximately
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one-fourth of all Americans lived in large

ci~ies

and the

problems they were to deal with were related to large,
urban schools.
~n

oruer to understand the various roles and posi-

tions taken by the members of the Commission, it will be
necessary to include additional biographical sketches of
the more prominent members of the Commission.
~,IcCaul,

Robert L.

in an important paper nAutobiography in American

Educational History'', discusses the value of educational
biography.

Some of the points he stressed, which may be

of use for this discussion are as follows:

(1) Biographi-

cal sketches give us an intimate revelation of the
thoughts, hopes, successes, and failures of educators
and the philosophies that sustained them throughout the
vicissitudes of their lives and careers; t2) An analysis
of the experiences of persons of great ability and knowledge who faced certain perennial and important educational problems and devised solutions that may be adapted to
the needs of other educators facing similar problems.;
\3) Evidence on how and why the teaching profession and
education have developed some characteristics and not
others; \4) Evidence on how and vrhy certain academic
disciplines and fields of study in education have developed some characteristics and other others; \5) Testimonial
materials that may aid the historian in reconstructing
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and interpreting the .American pn.st; (6) A body of data for
studyinG the psychology of

hum~n

behavior and the means by

which eminence is won and leadership is attained and exercised in American society. 6 While these views may not apply
to every person on the Commission, they '';"ill help us to
understand the patterns of their behavior as they wrestled
~ith

the problems deliberated on by the Commission.
Isaiah Bo,7I!lan, at the time President of the Inter-

national Geographical Union, was one of the most prestigious members of the Commission.

He would later be appoint-

ed to the presidency of John Hopkins University and would
play an important role in the formulation of geographical
studies in the post World War II era.

Bowman was to geo-

graphical studies what Beard was to historical and political science studies.

Shortly after his birth in Waterloo,

Ontario, Canada, on December 26, 1878, the family moved to
the state of Michigan.

Educated in the public schools of

that state, Bowman received his A.A. degree from the State
Norcal School at Ypsilanti.

Continuing his studies at

Harvard, he received the B.S. degree in 1905.

Returning

6National Society for the Study of Education, Leaders
~ American Education, The Seventeenth Yearbook of NSSE, Part
2, (Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1971), PP• 503-504.
.
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to his homE' sta-ve, he taught at the State Normal College at
Ypsilanti as an instructor in ueography.
gradu~te

Advancing to

study, he completed the Ph.D. at Yale in 1909.

Remaining at Yale from 1909 to 1915, he taught
as an assistant professor.

Geogra~hy

While at Yale he became in-

terested in South AIDerica and led the first Yale geographical expedition to that area.

He was subsequently geographer

and geologist of the Yale Peruvian expedition in 1911 and
in 1913 he was the leader of an expedition to the

~entral

Andes under the auspices of the American Geographical
Society of New York.
In 1915 he resigned his position at Yale to become
the director of the American ueographical Society, a post
he held for twenty years.

His contributions to the Geo-

graphical Society 'vere many.

Among his achievements dur-

ing his years as President of the Society were the increase
in the size of the library and the map collection.

vnder

his direction the journal of the Society, The Geogranhical
Review, became a leading scientific publication.

The

chief project of the society during Bowman's administration was the preparation of a map of Hispanic America on
a scale of 1:1, 000, 000 in conformity with the standards
of the Millionth Map of the World, sponsered by successive
International Geographical Congresses.

The preparation

of this map cost over four hundred thousand dollars and
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recuircd t·;:enty years to complete.

Two other notable enter-

nrises "l'ihich he developed were a systematic study of
scientific objectives in polar ex?loration, and a worldw·ide study of the possibilities of land settlement.
Bo-w111an "\'ias also active in foreign affairs, serving
as geographer for the peace conference in Paris following
the First World War.

In 1919 he was the chief territorial

specialist to the American Commission to Negotiate Peace;
he also served on the Polish Commission, various territorial commissions and the Polish-Ukrainian Armistice CommisIn 1920 he 'lras physiographer for the United States

sion.

Department of Justice in the dispute over the Red River
boundary between Texas and Oklahoma.

An amusing story is

told of this period of Bowman's work:

Bowman seemed so

sure of his facts to please the opposing lawyer who remarked sarcastically (to Bowman) "May I inquire whether
you consider yourself a major or a minor prophet?"
replied:
.

Bowman

"I am called a major prophet; my name is
.

Isaiah," 7Newsw·eek, citin.:; this story in 1944, called
Bowman a "prophet 1dthout peer in the fields of geography
and ethnology."

7Newsweek 23: 98-9, April 3, 1944.
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Bo~~ar-'s

conception of Geozraphy enbraced Natural

History, Sociology,
nationr..l Relations.

Politic~l

Science anc National and Inter-

This view can be seen in his remarks

concerning the dispute over the Polish frontier at the end
of "11'"orld War I:
If every nation struggles for the best strategic frontier, there can never be peace ••• It is not the position
of the line alone that is important: it is a whole
group of economic, racial, ethnic and religious factors
that relate themselves to boundary location. Reli6ion
does not stop at a mountain crest, nor do marriages
talce account of ethnic mc.jorities. A well-defined
topographic feature may be too important to be ne~lect
ed in favor of the ethnic considerations. The same
may be said of any other line of defense, such as a
river or a belt of marshes, as in eastern Poland. 8
Bowman was elected President of Johns Hopkins University in 1935, succeeding Joseph Sweetman Ames.

Of his ad-

ministration at Hopkins, it was said:
He proved himself an able administrator being responsible for many financial and academic improvements, a
new department of chemical engineering was added to
the School of Engineering: the work of the Walter
Hines Page School of International Relations was
directed to special studies for Far Eastern problems
and the university's unique tradition - emphasis upon
advanced scholarly training and research - was fostered in every ,,~ay possible. 9

8

Ibid., P• 99.

9charles Moritz, editor, Current Biogranhy Yearbook,
(New York, The H. W. Wilson Co., l945), p. 66 •
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He

w~s

to remain us president of Johns Hopkins until his re-

tirement in 1948.
Follo"'ving World War II he was to work for World
peace and security, but he could not be classified as a
nacifist.

Bo"'~an

was against compulsory military training

largely because he felt it was a process of indoctrination.
To offset military training, he advocated that colleges
10
set up citizenship courses.
Bo~Tian

was not a social reconstructionist.

He re-

marked in a speech at Johns Hopkins:
This is far from saying that the schools should lead
the way in a changing social order. Neither divine
grace nor worldly experience has given teachers a
special power, all embracing and conclusive,to •settle'
the affairs of men. Human affairs flow in an endlessly
changing pattern. Our schools represent but one "'Vay
of approach and a few of many stages in a student's
development.ll
These view·s would place him to the right of some members of
the Commission.
He was to author a volume for the Commission entitled Geography

~

Relation to

~

Social Sciences and

was a member of the advisory committee on tests.

10

Ibid., P• 67.

11 rsaiah Bowman, A Design ~ Scholarshin,
(Baltimore, Johns Hopkins Press, 1936), pp. 8-9.

Despite
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his heavy ·v1ork load, Bowman w·orked faithfully v.-i th the Commission; refusinr.:; the royalties which were offered by
Charles .:::.cribner 1 s for his volume 1n the Commission reuort. 12 i1i.aintaininrr his idealistic position, Bowman at
first refused to sign the final report of the Commission.
He relented and signed the report whe'n he was given the
o~ryortunity

to add his reservations and objections.

These

vieY:s were added to the final report of the Commission.
Edmund Day was born on December 7, 1883, and died
on J\larch 23, 1951.

At the time that the Commission was

active he was Director for the Social Sciences for the
Rockefeller Foundation.

He was also a Director for both

the Social Sciences and general education in the General
Board of Education, State of New York.

Following his

duties in these positions, he became the fifth President
of Cornell university in 1937.
Day was the son of Ezra Alonzo and Louise Moulton
(Nelson) Day.

He 'vas born in .Manchester, New Hampshire,

but attended public school in lrorcester, Massachusetts.
At Dartmouth he received the B.S. Degree in 1905 and the
M.A. in 1906.

Day won a Rufus Choate Scholarship during

12A.C. Krey to Isaiah Bowman, New York, 5 March,
1934, K.rey Papers, Archives, university of Minnesota,
l1Iinneapol is, Minn.
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his freshmc::n year, i'Ti th the exceptionally hi;::h scholastic
average of 92 per cent.

For this achievement he was nick-

named "Rufus", a nickname that was to remain v:-ith him always.
Following graduation from Dartmouth, he remained as an instructor in Economics from 1907 to 1910.

During this time he re-

ceived his Ph.D in 1909 from Harvard university.

In 1910,

Dav left Dartmouth to teach Economics at Harvard.

He remained

"

there for thirteen years, rising froin instructor 'to full professor and Chairman of the department.
In 1923, he left Harvard to become Chairman of the
Department of Economics at Michigan university.

While there

he organized the School of Business Administration. From
1927-29 he was associated with the Laura Spelman Rockefeller
lviemorial in New York; he remained with this foundation through
the years of 1928-29, while on leave from Michigan.
He left his position at 1fichigan in the fall of 1929,
to become Director for the Social Sciences of the Rockefeller
Foundation; and in 1933 he took on the additional post of
Director of General Education and of Social Science of the
General Education Board, another Rockefeller endorsed foundation.

One of his duties with Rockefeller foundations was the

dispensing of funds, thus being responsible for disbursing
27.5 million to universities and research agencies.

An

expert on money and banking,Day served as a representative
on the preparatory commissions of experts for the World
Monetary and Economic Conference in London in 1933. 13
13charles ~.10ri tz, ed., Current Biography Yearbook,
1956, P• 161.
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The major achievement of his outstanding career was
the presidency of Cornell University.

He succeeded Livingston

Ferrand to thct prestigious post in 1937 and held it until
his resignation, due to ill health, in 1949.

Cornell ex-

perienced grow·th and development under Day's presidency,
especiu..lly in the years following World War II.
Morris Bishop, in his book! History .2f Cornell,
mckes the following judgments of Day's abilities and
characteristics:
He was a man of power and dominance, keen in his judgment of men and things, serious of purpose, zealous for
social betterment, utterly dedicated to his task •••
He was also impatient, sometimes tasteless in dealing
with opposition, inclined to reply on statistical evidence than on intuition. He lacked the grace of his
predecessor Livingston Ferrand in attaining his ends.
Some professors of the humanities complained that he·
never really understood the aims of humane education,
recalcitrant to statistical analysis. This 'lras a misconception1lo 'lorhich President Day deliberately lent
himself •••
His proficiency in statistics and economics had a great deal
to do with his success and enhanced his reputation as a capable administrator.

Day was also described as a pragmatic,

practical, "can do man."

As the President of Cornell he

demonstrated the ability to deal w·ith educational and policy
questions on a broad basis.

These points can be illus-

trated by the innovative programs Day developed during
14tforris Bishop, A History~ Cornell, (Ithaca, N.Y.,
Cornell University, 1962), P• 523.
l5Ibid., p. 524.
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World 1.far II

to deal •·.-i th the need for trained technicians

for the military services.
Day served on the .executive Committee of the Commission, as well as on the Advisory Committee on Materials
and Methods of Instruction.

The latter committee, chaired

by Rolla Tryon, held two important meetings and recommended
a series of projects.

Day did not author one of the volumes

in the Report of the Commission, but he was the author of
four volumes dealing primarily with statistics and economics.

He was also active in other professional associa-

tions, such as the American Economic Association, the
American

~tatistical

Association, the Royal ·Economic

Society (British) and the scholarly fraternity, .Phi Beta
Kappa.
One of the dissident members, Day, refused to sign
the final report of the Commission.

.he did not issue a

formal statement for his refusal to do so, but he did make
his position known in a letter to A. C. Krey which will be
discussed later in this study.

Frank Washington Ballou was Superintendent of
Schools in \iashington, D.C., during the years the Commission met.

Ballou was born in Ft. Jackson, New York,

on February 22, 1879.

He died on February 2, 1955.
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Ballou was the son of Hiram and Jennie E. (Foster) B3.llou.
Educated in the public schools of New York, he received
his early educational training at the State Normal Trainin~

School at Potsdam, New York.

He received the B.S.

in Education from Teachers College, Columbia.

His graduate

degrees were obtained from the University of Cincinnati,
(l,:.A., 1911) and Harvard, (Ph.D., 1914).

He married

Catherine YJlapp in 1912 and was the father of two children,
Elizabeth and Robert.
Ballou began his administrative career while attending the University of Cincinnati.

He was the principal of

the technical school operated by the university.

From 1907

to 1910 he was an Assistant Professor of Education in the
same institution.
at Harvard.

From 1910 to 1914 he pursued the Ph.D.

Following graduation, he was named Director

of the Department of Educational Investigation and Measurement in the Boston school system.

He held this post from

1914 until 1917 when he became Superintendent of Schools in
Boston, a post he held until 1920.

From 1920 and throughout

the work of the Commission, he held the post of Superintendent
of Schools in Washington, D.C.
He served the Commission in four ways:

(1) as

Secretary·o£ the Commission; (2} on the Advisory Committee
on Tests; (3} on an advisory committee dealing with the
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teacher; c::.nd \4) on the committee to study the relation of
teachers and administrators.
Ballou followed the ideas of those educators who
stressed the scientific ap:9roach to education.
tor of the Department of
i1ieasurement

Educ~tional

As Direc-

Investigation and

in the Boston public schools, he conducted

several research projects which emnhasized the use of
these practices.

He authored an article for the 15th

Yearbook of the N.S.S.E., outlining the various testing
procedures used in the Boston school system.
known

'\~Tork

Annointment

His best

was a detailed survey and analysis of
~Teachers

in Cities.

~

It is difficult to

ascertain his views on specific educational issues, as
these w·orks were written in the style and format which
characterized the scientific movement in education.

Devoid

of ideological and polemical content these works illustrate
the objective, no-nonsense approach to educational practices.

The data are arranged in clear, concise

tables~

leaving no doubt as to the methods, scope and results
of the research undertaken.

.t)allou would not change his

opinions with the passage of time.

His a:9proach to the

Commission and its work stressed these views.

One of the

'

major controversies of the Commission was the clash between
those who favored a scientific approach to the educational
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nroblems of the day and those who favored a more liberal,
open-ended, less objective approach.

Ballou favored the

urecise spellin;· out of objectives, while Beard, Counts,
Krey and others favored looser guidelines because of the
uncertainties which they felt lay ahead.

Ballou favored

the conservative, essentialist approach to dealing with
the educational problems of the day.
In his duties as Secretary of the Commission,

Ballou sometimes chaired meetings in the absence of Chairman Krey.

He did not use these opportunities to espouse

his own views but stuck to the agenda of the proposed
meetings.

Ballou was one of the dissenting members of

the Commission.

His objections were made public and will

be dealt with later in this work.

Charles Edw·ard Merriam was, at the time of the Commission, one of the best-informed contemporary students of
Political Science.

He was born on November 15, 1874, in

the small town of Hopkinton, Iowa, where his father was
the postmaster.

The elcler Merriam wanted his son to fol-

low a legal career but Charles chose teaching in its lllace.
merriam received a B. A. from the State university of lowa
in 1895.

Prior to this he had taught school \1893-94) in

an Iowa country school, at $22.50 a month.

He continued

his teaching career at Lenox College, which was located
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in his nome town of Hopkinton.
Clu.ssic.s and l.lathematics.

At Lenox he tau_<7ht the

From 1896 to 1900 he was at

Colambia University, earning his 1:. A.

~1897)

and Ph.D.

(1900) ani lecturing on political theory for a year as a
suostitute for a professor who was on sabbatical leave.
rte spent a year divided between the universities of Paris
and Berlin, at this time furthering his knowledge of
political science.

His dissertation, published in 1900,

was on the History of

~

Theory

.2f. Sovereignty Since

Rousseau.
Following this varied introduction to teaching
and the academic world, Merriam began his distinguished
career at the University of Chicago.

He started out as

a docent in the Political Science department in 1900;
rising in the department from associate in 1902-03 to
instructor (1903-05) to assistant professor (1907-11),
then to professor, becoming the Chairman of the departrnent in 1923.

During this time he contributed two major

works to the corpus of .American political science literature;

A History of American Political Theories \1903)

and Primary Llections \1909).

Charles Beard was to refer

to the latter work as being "of the highest practical
importance" for both citizen and student. 16

.

16

Charles A• .tleard, \-ihither Mankind: A Panorama
{New York: Longmans, Green, 1923T, p. 5.

Civilizat~on

.2.f.
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Merriam entered the political arena in Chicago in
1905.

He became a member of the Charter Convention which

was created that year to draft a new charter for the city.
He investigated Chicago's revenues for the City Club (Report
£!~Investigation~~ Munici~al

Revenues), and later

he served as a secretary of the Harbor Commission.

He

completed his stint as a city official in the capacity of
alderman, representing the Seventh Ward (the ward where
the University of Chic-ago was located).

He was instru-

mental in creating a commission which, under his chairmanship, investigated municipal finances and exposed largescale graft within the city government.

An advocate of the

direct primary, as well as other reforms, Merriam was persuaded to become a candidate in the 1911 Chicago mayoralty
race.

He won the Republican nomination in the primaries

with a high plurality but lost the election by a narrow
margin to Carter Harrison.

Prom 1913 to 1917 he served

again on the Chicago City Council as alderman from the
Seventh Ward and was responsible for the establishment
of the Bureau of Public Efficiency.
During these years Merriam was offered positions
'vith important law firms, as well as high posts in
ton in the Taft and Wilson administrations.

\~ashing

He declined

these offers; preferring to remain in Chicago where he
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felt he could get a better
process.
through

pros~ective

on the

~olitical

He felt that he was gaining valuable insight
th~~

role of

11

partie ipant-observer." Merriam

authored a series of works detailing his exueriences in
city government.

Concerned with the problem of finding

more adequate research facilities and sounder methods of
analysis in political science, Merriam acted as the chairman of a special committee on research for the American
Political Science Association.

From 1923 to 1927, he was

President of the Social Science Research Council which was
established for the aid of social science workers.

In

addition to these activities, Professor Merriam, in collaboration with colleagues and students, and aided by
the Laura Spelman Rockefeller Foundation, launched studies
on such significant aspects of his field as non-voting,
propaganda, leadership, and political psychology.

Just

prior to the Commission's deliberations, he served on
President Hoover's Research Committee on Social Trends.
Like other members of the Commission, he brought a
reservoir of talent to the work of the Commission.
On the Commission, Merriam served on the special
advisory committee on objectives.

The committee dealt

with specific aspects of the philosophy and objectives
of the study of the social sciences.
on this

commit~e

Out of his work

he authored the volume:

Civic Education
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--

in the united States.

.ln

the work Merriam felt that

social Science was the key to civic education, as he

uoints out:
Social Science is the master key to civic education,
unlocking the door to political and social advance.
The greatest need of civic education in our day is
adequate training for the future in terms of modern
social trends and scientific progress. This is the
central point which towers over all minor changes and
adjustments of programs and courses.l7
In this respect he was in sympathy with other members of

the Commission who saw the way out of the thicket through
proper application of the study of the Social Sciences.
The work will be analysed as to its social theory in tbe
follow·ing chapter of this work.
Merriam clashed with several members of the Commission during the course of its deliberations.

Part of

the problem w-as temperament and part was related to differing educational philosophies.

Like the other dissidents,

Merriam did not sign the final report.

His polii tion and

views for this action will be discussed later in this study.

17 charles E. Merriam, Civic Education in the \Jnited
States (New York: Charles ::>cribner's Sons, 1934)-;-p. ix.
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Ernest Horn, like other members of the Commission,
had rural origins, being born in lvle.·rcer County,
on July 17, 1882.

.~uissouri,

After being educated in the rural schools

of his home county, Horn attended the University of

1~issouri,

Columbia, where he received his B.A. (1907) and M.A. (1909).
Continuing' his education at Columbia university, he received
his Ph.D. in 1914.

Prior to obtaining his baccalaurate,

he taught elementary school in Mercer County, Missouri,
from 1900 to 1905.

During his student days at the university

of :.1issour, Columbia, he was the principal of the elementary
laboratory school from 1905 to 1908.

He joined the faculty

of the university with the rank of Assistant Professor.
While serving in this position, he taught various education
courses during the period from 1908-09.
Leaving his native state, Horn went to Colorado
as a professor of seminary work and as the director of the
playground at the Colorado State Teach&rs College (1909
to 1912).

While pursuing studies for the Ph.D. at Columbia

Teacher's College (1912-15), Horn was appointed a scholar
in education.

Horn also taught at the Brooklyn Institute

of Arts and Sciences during his stay in the East.

Follow-

ing graduation, he taught at the State university of
Iowa until his retirement nearly fifty years later.
He was to become a prominent educator in the
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Midwest.

Many teachers in the elementary and secondary

schools of this region w·ere trained. by Horn during his
manY years at Iowa.
While he e'spoused progressive ideas on education,
Horn is usually placed with the Essentialis-ts.
recognized leader of this movement was William

The

c.

Bagley,

who co-authored one of the volumes in the Commission's
report:

~

Selection

~

Training

~ ~

Teacher.

Other

educators associated with this movement were Isaac L.
Kandel, Guy Montrose Whipple, Herman H. Horne, W.
Charters and Horn.

w.

Some historians of education also

place the ,well-lmown educator from the University of
Chicago, Charles H. Judd, '\'lith this group. 18
In his textbook, Foundations !2!, American Educa~'

Harold Rugg describes this group and their approach

to educational philosophy:
The Essentialists are a variegated group of Professors
of Education and public and private school administrators -who after forty years of advancing prestige,
are scorned by most of their liberal arts university
colleagues. The Essentialists took their name from
their passion for finding, preserving, and passing
onto the younger generation 'the essentials' in the

18Harold Rugg, Foundations for American Education
(Yonkers-on-Hudson, N. Y. : World B'O'Ok Co., 1947), p. 636.
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exnerience of the race, past and present - and
especi::.lly those essentials w·hich are of practical
use to the people today. On the positive~side
the Professors of Education among them have, for two
decades, doggedly put to work the principle of social
use. They have insisted that the techniques of life
that shall take the time of the school shall be determined by the factual analysi~ of what use people
generally will make of them.l9
While a minority in the educational profession, the Essentialists made their views kno"'m through spokesmen such as
Bagley.
A glimpse at the various publications contributed
by Horn reveals his devotion to the Essentialist platform.
His

worl~

reveal some of the basic tenets of the Essential-

ist position.

They include the following titles:

-A Basic

Writing Vocabulary, 1927; with others Learn .ie. Study Readers;
Linnincott's Horner Ashbaugh Speller; and Horn's Shields
Silent Reading Flash Cards.

He also contributed numerous

articles to educational journals and yearbooks.
Horn was not a newcomer to the type of work carried
out by the Commission; having served on a similar committee
sponsored by the Commonwealth Fund from 1924 to 1926.

The

committee's purpose was to formulate a statement on the
"Basic Processes in Society."

Horn, along with Leon

c.

Marshall and A. A. Goldenweiser, drafted a statement designed to stimulate social studies instruction in American schools.
education

~ave

b

Several prominent figures in social studies
critical advice to Horn and his fellow com-

19 Ibid., p. 607.
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mittee members.

Arnone those aiding the Committee were

Beard, De·w·ey, Becker, Bode, Turner, Robinson and Roscoe
:r-·ound.
~ith

The draft report of the Committee ,,..as received

diverse

re~ctions

from educators around the country.

Beard criticized the draft because he felt it did not
place enough emphasis on the "economic environment."
The shovrdolm. betwee·n the Committee and its detractors did
not occur as the project was discontinued when the director
of the fund, Max Ferrand of Yale, took a position
Huntington Library in 1927.

~ith

the

The problems faced by this

Committee would haunt Horn in the future.
Horn served the Commission on the Social Studies
by

working on the following committees:

(1) Materials

and Methods of Instruction; and (2) The Advisory Committee
on Testing.

·w·hen the latter committee ran into a snag in

presenting its final Report, he chaired a. special subcommittee to draft an alternate statement.

The sub-

committee issued a compromise statement, but it was not
accepted for the final Report of the Commission.

This

refusal played a part in Horn's actions as the Commission
ended its work and will be dealt with in a later chapter
of this study.
Horn authored an important volume in the Commission's Report.

It was to be the principal statement on the
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commission· s vie·vrs on methode logy and v:as entitled:
1ethods of Instruction in the Social Sciences. In this
-Jvolume
he noted the efforts of the Commiszion in the
1

volume by Beard:

Charter for

~

Social Sciences and the

final statement:

Conclusions

~

tlecommendations to give

in

the most important goals of instruction
and to in<licate their implications for education. 20 His
~erspective

essentialist views were evident, as he indicated what was
needed to straighten out the dilemma between objectives and
teaching:
Statements of general implications for content and
methods, no matter how skillfully formulated, are
not sufficient, however, what is needed is a clear and
unequivocal exposition of the way in which these guiding principles may be embodied in the selection, emphasis, and organization of each unit in the course of
study and in the methods suggested for its teaching.
until this is done, the gap between objectives and
teaching is likely to remain.21
Despite his apparent agreement with many aspects of the
Commission's Report, he did not sign the final draft.

20.&rnest Horn, Methods of Instruction in the Social
Sciences \New York: Charles Scribner's ~ons, 1937)7 p.5.
21

Ibid., P• 6.
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Jesse Homer Newlon
to serve on the Commission.

\'Ta.S

another prominent educator

Like BearQ, a native of

Indiana, Newlon was born in the small town of Salem on
July 16, 1882.

Educated in the public schools of Indiana,

he received the A.B. degree from the University of Indiana
in 1907.

Newlon continued his education at Columbia univer-

sity where he received the A.l1I. degree in 1914.

He did not

obtain a Ph.D. but accepted an L.L.D. from the University
of Denver in 1922.
th~t

Newlon's early career was not unlike

of other educators during this period.
His educational career began in 1905 when he ac-

cepted the position of principal of the high school in
Charleston, Indiana.

From 1907-09 he taught history and

mathematics in the high school in New Albany, Indiana.
Moving to Illinois, Newlon taught history and civics in
the high school in Decatur from 1908-1912.

From 1912 to

1916 he served as principal of the high school in Lincoln,
Nebraska.

His career moved upward as he was appointed

superintendent of schools in Lincoln.
post from 1917-1920.

He served at this

The pace of his career quickened as he

became Superintendent of Schools in Denver from 1920-27.
By now he had gained national prominence.

The capstone

of his career came with the appointment of Professor of
Education at Teacher's College, Columbia, in 1927.

At the
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time the Comraission sat he was the Director of the Lincoln
:Sx!Jerimental School of Teachers College.

He

W<1S

to serYe

at various car>aci ties at Columbia vrhere he remained until
his premature death in 1941.
While at Denver Newlon gained national prominence
through his innovative programs in progressive education.
Cremin remarks:
Two principles were at the heart of the Denver program:
an abidin~ commitment to indiYidual - education and a
profound faith in the average classroom teacher. Jesse
Newlon shared unreservedly the standard progressive belief that it was the responsibility of the public
schools to serve all corners, and that to do so required drastic curricular adjustments in terms of changing
social circumstances. Here there was little new in
his thinking. Rather, his originality lay in his
notion of how these adjustments might be accomplished.
"No program of studies will operate that has not
evolved to some extent out of the thinking of teach-·
ers who are to apply it.u22
Newlon's views represented the direction Progressivism was
to take in the 1930's.
Newlon wrote several works which stressed his committment to Progressivism in education.
known works was entitled:
~'

Education

One of his best-

!£.!:.Democracy~~

which discusses his views concerning the nature of

22 Lawrence
A. Cremin, ~ Transformation of the
School \New York: Vintage Books, 1961), p. 299.-----
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educat-ion:
is a form of social action. The purpose of education is to modify behavior, to mu,ke the individual a
different person from what he would other~ise be. It is
for this reason that educational policy is always social
policy and that, in the modern world, the school is employed, deliberately, for the achievement of definite
soci~l purposes, becomes in fact, a crucial element in
national policy.23
~Qucation

As the above quote indicates, he was a\mre of the social
forces acting upon an educational system at a particular time
in its development.
Later in the chapter, Newlon takes educators, such
as Robert Hutchins, to task for failing to realize the effeet of social problems on the educational process.

The

chapter deals with the weaknesses of the Essentialist position.

As Newlon forcefully states:

Yet it is difficult to understand how· such a theory as
that set forth by President Hutchins can be advanced in
the face of modern scholarship and the conditions existing in the contemporary world. Such a dictum ignores
much that anthropology, history, and philosophy have
taught us. Neither education nor "truth" are in all respects the same in contemporary America as in ancient
Greece or ancient China or in a primitive culture - or in
Nazi Germany. Fascism requires one kind of education,
democracy, another; for education always affects social
habits and social attitudes.24

23 Jesse Newlon, Education ~Democracy In Our Time
tNew York:
Mcliraw .t:i.ill, 1935), p. 203.
24
Ibid., p. 204.

---
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These views indicate that Newlon syrr.na-r,hizeO. with the ideas
of the soc iolorr,ically-oriented. mem·._)er .s of the Commission,
such as Krey, Counts and Beard.
On the Commission, Newlon served on the Advisory
conuni ttee on 11aterials and l.1ethods of lnstruction.

He head-

ed the special committee involved in the relations of teachers and administrators.
report entitled:
Policv.

Ne·wlon authored a volume in the

Educational Administration and Social

The work was well-received and represented the Com-

missionis views on the relationship between educational administration and social policy.

Chairman Krey made the fol-

1o1•ting remarks concerning the volume in a letter to Newlon
after its publication:
I have read it again now that it is dressed up in book
form and it impresses me even more than when I first
read it. It seems to me that you have laid down the
platform on which the school administrators of the next
generation must be trained if they are going to do the
work that society has a right to expect of them. I do
not know how any school administrator who has thought
about his work and his position can fail to agree with
the principles you have laid down •••• 'l'he younger men
now starting the ladder of advancement to1\'ard school
administration cannot fail to be insnired to a finer
and higher conception of their task after reading this
book.25

25 A. C. K.rey 'ro Jesse Newman, New York, 10 September, 1934, Krey Papers, Archives, university of Minnesota,
l1linneapolis, :Minnesota.
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Newlon was in agreement

17"i

th the position taken by the Com-

mission and was one of tnc signers of the final Report.

Ada Louise Comstock
on December 11, 1876.

'ViaS

born in Moorhead, }.finnesota,

She was the daughter of La-\vrence

and Sarah H. tBall) Comstock.

She studied at the univer-

sity of Minnesota from 1892-94, leaving without a degree.
She received the B.L. degree from Smith College in 1899
and a diploma from the State .Normal School in Moorhead,
Minnesota.

Her graduate work was done at Columbia '\'ihere

she received the l.I.A. degree in 1899.

She received many

honorary degrees but did not work formally for the doctorate.

She married the noted historian Wallace Notestein on

June 14, 1943.
Her professional career began in 1899 when she was
aprointed assistant instructor in rhetoric at the university of Minnesota.

Rising through the academic ranl-ts, she

became dean of women and left the university of 1-Iinnesota
in 1912.

She took a similar position at Smith College

where she remained from 1912 to 1923.

At Smith she made

the acquaintanceship of 1ier1e Curti, who was to author one of
the volumes of the Commission's Report.
appointed President of Radcliffe College.

In 1923 she was

At Radcliffe

she became an important spokeswoman for higher education
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for women anC. other liberal causes.
posi~ion un~il

She remained at "this

her retirement in 1943.

At the time of

~he

Commission, she '\'l"as at the he i~ht of her administrative
career.

She vras the only educator on the Commission 'vho

was not a social scientist or educational specialist.
teaching fields were English and the Humanities.

Her

She did

not publish as extensively as the other members of the Commission, but she was an important and respected figure in
higher education.

On the Commission, she served on the

Committee related to relations of teachers and administrators.

She did not author a volume in the Commission's

report.
Miss Comstock was active in many areas related to
education and civic interests.

She was not a newcomer to

the workings of a large Commission; having served on the
Commission on Law Enforcement and Observance, popularly
knovtn as the Wickersham Commission.

She was also the only

woman to serve on this commission.

It was set up by Presi-

dent Hoover, shortly after his inauguration, to deal with
the attitude of the American people toward law enforcement; particularly with the enforcement of the Volstead
Act.

The Wickersham Commission became embroiled in the

prohibition controversy when its director issued a statement urging the states to assume a heavier burden in en-
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forcing the Volstead .A.ct.

.After this ausnicious beginning,

the Commission settled down to a more peaceful method of
operation.

Subcommittees were created and various experts

were consulted as the Wickersham Commission settled down
to a quiet and systematic study of the American machinery
of justice.

Miss Comstock took a liberal position regard-

ing the repeal of the Volstead Act.

In the report of the

Commission she made the following statement:
The material which has been brought before the Commission has convinced me that adequate enforcement of the
Eighteenth Amendment and the National Prohibition Act
is impossible without the support of a much larger
proportion of our population than i t now commands.
Moreover, the conditions which exist today in respect
to enforcement and 'rhich, in my opinion, can be modified only slightly by improvements in administration
tend to undermine not only respect for law but more
fundamental conceptions of personal integrity and
decency. For these reasons, l am one of the members of
the Commission who favor an immediate attempt at change.
As I still hope that federal regulation of the liquor
traffic may prove more effective than that of the states,
I favor revision of the Amendment rather than its repeal.26
Miss Comstock was also active in the creation of
Bennington Gollege, a school for women, devoted to the

26wickersham Commission Renorts, \Washington, D. C.:
u. S. Government Printing Uffice, 1931: reprint ed., 1fontclair, New Jersey: Patterson Smith, 1968), p. 113.
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ider~s

of progressive education.

She was one of the :princi-

pal speakers in a flUld raising rally that was to provide
funding for the college's operation.

~he

school became a

showcase for progressive ideas of higher education.

She

w-as one of the most staunch supporters of Krey and his
position ·when the going got rough for the Commission: s
final Report.

Miss Comstock acted as a liaison between

Krey and members of the Commission who resided in the East.
Correspondence between Krey and Miss Comstock reveals that
she served as a moderating influence with some of the more
outspoken critics of the Commission 1 s final Report. 2 7

Henry Johnson was another member of the Commission
born outside North America.

tie was born in Sweden on

February 10, 186.7, the son of John and Christine (Engquist)
Johnson.

The family immigrated to the united States in

1869 and settled in Minnesota, a center for Scandinavian
migration to this country.

He received the B.L. degree

from the university of Minnesota in 1889 and the 11.A.
from Columbia in 1902.

Johnson did not receive the doctor-

ate, but he did pursue graduate work in Paris and Berlin
during the period from 1904 to 1905.

Apparently Johnson

27A. c. Krey to .Ada Corns tock, Cambridge, M.ass., 27
February, 1934, Krey Papers, Archives, university of Minn.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
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felt that not havin::;

11

doctorate would in no way impede his

chances for a college teaching post.
His professional career began in Moorhead, lfinnesota,
where he served as a teacher from 1889 to 1891 and from
1893 to 1894.

Johnson served two terms as Superintendent

of Schools in 11100rhead from 1891 to 1893 and again during
the 1894-95 academic year.

From 1895 to 1899 he held the

nosition of head of the History Department in the State
Normal School in Moorhead.

During this time, Ada Comstock

was a student at the institution and probably made the
acquaintanceship of Johnson.

He left Moorhead to accept

a similar position at the State Normal School (now Eastern
Illinois university) in Charleston, Illinois.
mained at this position from 1895 to 1906.

Johnson re-

During the

summer of 1904 he was an instructor at the university of
Illinois.

He was appointed Professor of History, Teachers

College, Columbia, in 1906 - a post he held until his retirement.
Johnson, unlike some history professors, became
well-kno'vn for his involvement in secondary school teacherorganizations.

He was a member of the Secondary Associa-

tion of History Teachers of the Middle States and Maryland
from 1906 to 1912; serving as President of the group in
1914-15.

Johnson chaired the Committee on History in the

Schools of the American Historical Association in 1916.
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ae was ap?ointed to serve on the New York State

~oard

of

Regents Corrunittee on .tlistory in the high schools.
Along w·ith these activities, he was involved in
w-riting and in editorial projects.

Jolmson "\Vas on the

editorial corrunittee of History Teacher's Magazine, an
influential professional periodical of the time.

His

pu0lications included two important works on the teaching
of history.

They were:

.12, Children, 1908, and

The Problem
~Teaching

.2!

Adapting History

of Historv, 1915.

The

latter work gives us an idea of his views on history and
methodology.

Johnson defined history in general terms:

History, in its broadest sense,is everything that
ever happened. lt is the past itself, whatever that
may be. But the past cannot be observed directly. What
is kno"'·m about it must be learned from such traces of
former conditions and events as time and chance and the
foresight of man may have preserved. Our practical concern in forming a conception of history is, therefore,
with these traces, the method employed in studying
them, and the results of the study. Traces of past
facts of any kind may be regarded as possible material.
VIe speak of history of plants, of animals, and even of
inanimate nature. But history in the usual acceptation of the term means the history of man. The
materials to be studied are the traces left by his
existence ,,in the world, his thoughts, feelings and
actions.2u
Despite his

acce~tance

of a broad definition of his-

tory, Johnson argues for exacting standards of historical
28 Henry Johnson, ~eaching
.2! History ~ElementarY
~ Secondary Schools \New York:
The MacMillan Co., 1931),
p. 1.
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research in the work.

He comes down on the side of the

relativists in their quarrel with those who advocated the
scientific approach to history favored by Ranke and his
followers.

Johnson states his position as follows:

The realities of history are unique realities. What
happened once can never happen again. For any given
reality the facts of importance are, then not those
common to a number of realities, but rather those
that give to one reality its uniqueness. The facts
of importance in representing and explaining Luther
are not those common to all leader~ of religious
revolt, but rather those that make Luther un~que,
that distinguish him from all other leaders. 9
He realized that history had become a science in
the last seventy-five years due to the work of Ranke and
the German school.

Despite this, he felt that there was

still a need for the descriptive, relativist position.
Johnson remarked:
It is conceivable that human action may come in time
to be explained in terms of general laws, but even
then the reality and succession of realities to be
ex~lained must continue to be described, if history
is to retain any part of its present meaning.30
The foregoing views would tend to place Johnson in agreement ·,-v-i th other relativists on the Commission.

29

Ibid., P• 25.

30 Ibid., n. 26.

S5
o::ith the Commission, Johnson served on the Committee
on

~aterials

and

~ethods

of Instruction.

'.;·i th the AdYisory Cornmi ttee on Tests.

He also served

This cor.1mi ttee "'I'Tas

eml::;roiled in one of the major disputes of the Commission
nncl ''iill be treated in great detail in a later chapter.

As

a result of his involvement on this committee, Johnson
wavered in his acceptance of the final report.

During

the final meeting of the Commission in Chicago in 1934
he was persuaded to accept the final draft of the report. 31
Johnson authored a volume of the report entitled:

An Introduction to
~

Schools.

~

History of the Social Sciences

~

This work traced the inclusion of history

in the curricula of the schools of Western Europe and its
inception in American schools.

Like other volumes of the

report, it was hailed as an important contribution to the
literature on this topic.

Guy Stanton Ford was born in Liberty Corners,
Wisconsin, on .uay 9, 1873, and died in ·washington, D.
on December 29, 1962.

c.

He vras the son of 'l'homas D. and

31 A. C. K.rey to Ada Comstock, Cambridge, .Mass.,
27 March, 1934, Krey Papers, Archives, university of
Llinnesota, 1Iinneapolis, Minn.

36
He len ,Shwmray )Ford.

Following an education in the nub lie

schools o:!: v;isconsin, he attended Unner Iowa university.
He received. the B. Litt. degree from the university of ;;:iscons in, where he stuclied under Ely and Turner.

Following

graduation he continued his education in Germany, primarily at the university of Berlin \1899-1900).

Returning to

the United States he attended Columbia university where he
received the Ph.D. in 1903.
?russia, 1795-1807:

His dissertation:

Hanover

~

! Study in Neutrality, was published

shortly after his graduation.
His teaching career began in the public schools at
Bremen Co., Iowa, 1891 to 1892.

He was Superintendent of

Schools in Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin, from 1895-98.

Leav-

ing-the Midwest, he went to Yale as an instructor in History
from 1901 to 1906.

The University of Illinois lured him

away from Yale to set up a new Modern European History Department.

He remained at Illinois from 1906 to 1913.

Ford

left the university of Illinois for Minnesota where he
chaired the Department of History and was also the Dean of
the Graduate School.

He was credited with transforming

the university of Minnesota from "an overgrown New England
College of the Yiest" to a modern state university. 32 While

32 0bituary, American Historical Review, 69, No. 2,
.
lDecember, 1963): 908.
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at

~.:innesota

he built up a strong history d.e!Ja.:::-trnent which

included such outstanding scholars as A. B. Y;'hite, Wallace
Notestein, A. C. Krey and G. W. Alvord.
He managed to teach a full load., as well as perform
his administrative duties.

tie did not limit his attention

to the History Department, but he also built up other parts
of the graduate school.

Ford seemed to have the uncanny

ability to spot promising young teachers and researchers.
Ford served on a number of committees and professional organizations.

He was on the Executive Council of

the American Historical Association in 1915; the nspecial
Committee on History and Education for Citizenship in the
.Schools" in December, 1918.

Ford served as the head of the

Division of Civic and Educational Publications on George
Creelrs Committee on

~ublic

Information; on the Board of

Editors in 1920, and as Chairman of that board, 1921-27.
On the Commission he served on the Advisory Committee on the Teacher.
Commission is lt.eport.

lie did not author a volume of the
He also served on the important Com-

mittee on Objectives.

Fordis usefulness on the Commission

was largely his ability to work with people and bring dis~arate

groups together.

He disliked the grandiose or the

spectacular and had the ability to persuade people to work
together for common ends, and also had what has been called
11

1.cise shrewdness and good temper."

At the time of the
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commission he was appointed acting President of the University
of

1~innesota.

Later he would receive the post permanently.

Hiram Hayden described this ability in a memorial
tribute to Ford:
The very first time I met him was at a meeting involving what seemed to me an important moral problem. As
the meeting continued, I "''l'as increasingly unhappy to
realize that none of the twenty-odd distinguished
American educators present as going to face the issue
and act decisively within its contest. I had reluctantly just come to this realization when I discovered
that I was wrong. For Dr. Ford stood up and, speaking
very quietly, brought everyone present, however unwilling to face with one of those rare moments of truth.33
Ford was in favor of the conclusions reached by the Commission; and he was one of the supporters of the final Report.

Carlton Joseph Huntley Hayes was born in Al-ton,
New York, on May 16, 1882, the son of Dr. Pheletus A. and
Permilia (Huntley) Hayes.

He was educated at Columbia

University, from "'rhich institution he received a B.A. degree
in 1904, an M.A. in 1905 and a Ph.D. degree in 1909.

His

teaching career began in 1907 when he was appointed lecturer
in History at Columbia.

Hayes remained at Columbia through-

out his teaching career, rising from lecturer to full
professor.

33 nira.m Haydn, "Guy Stanton Ford," The American
Scholar, 32 (Summer, 1963): 355.
---
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DUTin;_: the surnr.1er sessions, Hayes tau;:;ht at various
institutions

an·-~

colleges throughout the country.

He w·as

from time to tine a visitinc professor for the regular sessions at other universities.

He was at the University of

Cc.lifornia in 1917 and in 1923; at the Johns Hopkins University in 1930 and at Stanford University in 1941.
Professor Hayes achieved international fame during his more than tvro decades of historical ter.ching and
T<riting.

His books probably reached more students than

diC::. his lectures, since they 'vere used as textbooks
throughout the United States and in other countries.

Stu-

dents cane from long distances to attend his courses.

One

of his former students related that during the First World
\i~Lr

Hayes's course "Europe since 1815" was the most popular

at Columbia.

Hayes broucht European History "from the

abstraction of a textbook to an experience lived and a
problem to be faced."

The former student continues:

••• and he always surprised some of us that in the midst
of the lectures - first rate theatrical performances,
words shot for em?hasis, silences sustained for a moment,
gestures and movement deployed like those of a good
actor - when he looked down at our notes, they w·ere as
ordered and clear as if vre had listened to a scholastic
metronome ••• Some of the barbs deliYered in a dry voice
by this baldish, sharp-featured man in his thirties ,.,ere
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directed at us, at our very smugness, c:.t our laziness
or at our fathers.34
11any Columbia graduates considered him to be

11

one of the most

potent forces on the campus," and his courses were considered
to be "highlights" of the academic year. 35
Hayes believed that the teaching of history was the
active inculcation of the movement of the past rather than
a passive narration of past events.

On several occasions,

Hayes chided modern teachers for their passivity and
criticized the textbooks used, particularly those dealing
with French history.

In 1930, one of Hayes's textbooks,

Modern History, 1923, co-authored with Parker T. Moon, 'vas
removed from the approved list of textbooks of New York
City schools, where it had been used for seven years,
"after protests had been made that it was un-.American and
pro-oatholic." 36 Both Hayes and Moon denied the charges.
Hayes authored many historical works.
volume textbook:

34

Political lill£ Cultural History

.2!

Modern

charles Moritz, Ed., Current Biography Yearbook,

1:.2.2,l, p. 347.

35 Ibid.
36

His two

Ibid., P• 348.
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Europe was the best

knO'i\'Il.

Other works were:

An Intro-

c..uc-Gion to the ;Sources Relating .1£ thE· Germanic Invasion,
~1909);

--

British Social Poli~ics, (1913); A Brief History

of the Great War (1920);

Fr~nce,

-and
ism
-

-

Ess,~ys

.2.!1 Nationalism,

\1926);

A Nation of Patriots tl930); Historical Evolution

~odern

Nationalism (1931); and A Generation of Material-

(1935).

Lewis Gannet said of the last cited work:

l.lr. Hayes "i';-ri tes as a son of the established Church
and a believer in traditionc.,l religion, \.he writes
also with easy learning and 'V'i th a grace granted to
few historians).37

Hayes, who was received into the Catholic Church in 1924,
remarked that among the many reasons for his conversion
one of the most important was his historical studies. 38
As Hayes served on a number of committees related
to historical studies, his work on the Commission was not
a novel experience.

He received further notoriety by be-

ing appointed ambassador to Spain in 1942.

His supporters

credited him with helping to keep Spain neutral during
World War II.
On the Commission, Hayes served with the Committee
that dealt with the relations of teachers and administrators and the Advisory Committee on 1ia terials and Methods
of Instruction.

Hayes did not author a volume in the re-

37 Ibid., p. 347.
38lbid., ~- 348.
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Jort.

As a sunnorter of

th~

final report, he lent his stat-

ure 2.nd prestige to those in fa.vor of accepting the report.

The

precedin~

sketches glve us an insight into the

oackground and personalities of the important members of
the Commission.

They were indi Yiduals ".-i th deep c onvic-

tions, dealing Tith nroblems at the very core of the educational nrocess as it related to the social studies.

They

were leaders in a time of crisis and they had to play
decisive roles and to make decisions.

In most cases, they

had full teaching assignments or other academic duties.
There were other outstanding educators who assisted in the work of the Commission and they were not official
members.
port.

They authored or co-authored volumes in the re-

William Bagley, Merle Curti, Bessie Louise Pierce,

W. H. Kimmel, Harold Rugg and Rolla Tryon were the most
prominent of these individuals.

Along with these persons,

the clerical staffs brought the number of participants in
the Commission's activities to over one hundred.
The work of the Commission was an interplay of the
individuals and talents of these outstanding educational
leaders.

Success would depend on their ability to reach

a consensus - often at the expense of an agonizing change
or restructuring of long held beliefs and convictions.
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In the end there were some bruised feelings and "ruffled
feathers" but the massive job they set out to do was comnle~edo

It will be the purpose of the rest of this work

to deal ,•.-ith relationships which developed and to suggest
some ways in which they influenced the outcome of the
Commission's work.

The following chapter will delineate,

explain and criticize the social theories expounded by
members of the Commission in the volumes they authored.

CHAPTER III
THE SOCIAL THEORIES E.Xl=>RESSED BY
THE 1WfBERS OF THE COMMISSION
The preceeding chapters dealt with the social conditions which necessitated the creation of the Commission; the
composition of the Commission and the procedures followed
in the deliberations of the Commission.

Leaving these pre-

liminaries aside, let us proceed to the work of the Commission.
The length of the report precludes studying it in
its entirety.

Three major aspects of the report will be

dealt with in depth.

They are:

(1) the social theories

propounded by the members of the Commission; (2) the educational methods and policies which would be ·necessary to
deal adequately with these social theories and conditions;
and (3) the controversial issues surrounding the acceptance of the report.
If one were to succinctly summarize the work of
the Commission, it could best be summarized as the interaction of the social environment and the educational process.

These two factors were the lynchpins on which the
94
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bull~

of the report rested.

A major undertaking of the Corn-

mission was to analyze and attempt to understand the social
setting in 'rhich the educational process took place.

The

same careful analysis would be directed by the Commission
on the educational process.

Once these procedures had been

accomplished the other aspects of the reuort would fall into nlace.
Several members of the Commission felt that a
thorough analysis of American society was necessary before
prescriptions for educational change could be developed
and implemented.

Themes stressed in several volumes of

the report were social theory and the impact of social
forces on education.

In this chapter the various social

theories expressed by the authors of volumes in the report
will be delineated and analyzed.
the report will be utilized:

The follo"·ing volumes of

Charles A. Beard:

of the Social Sciences; Charles A. Beard:

~Nature

A Charter foT the

Social Sciences; Charles A. Beard, George S. Counts and
August C. Krey:

Conclusions~

Recommendations; George S.

Counts, et al.; Social Foundations of .t.iducation; 1Ierle
Curti: The Social Ideas
A. Id.erriam;

£f

American Educators and Charles

Civic Education in the united States •
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Tl1e works "i)y Heard and Counts are more important

because they summarize the views of the authors,as well
as members of the Commission. 1 The Conclusions was written
nrimarily by Counts and contained the final Report of the
commission.

This volume was an outgrowth of the general

meetings and committee reports of the Commission.

The

volumes by Curti a.nd Merriam, w·hile less important, w·ere
significant contributions to the then current social views
of educators.
At the outset of our investigation, it will be necessary to define the term social theory.

There has been no

lack of endeavor in writing about and developing social
theories.

A large part of the activities of sociologists,

social psychologists, social philosophers and other academicians has been directed to the task of developing and testing
social theories.

It would not seem to be practical at this

point to deal at any great length with the nature of social
theory; an operational definition will suffice.
hlelvin H. Marx, a ::?Sychologist and specialist in
theory construction, in a cogent paper entitled "The
General Nature of Theory Construction," described the
different meanings of the term.

1

One of the meanings

George S. Counts and A. C. Krey, Conclusions and
Recornrnenda tions \New· York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1934),
:pp. ix-x.
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stressed by r.1arx will serve as our definition of social
stated:

theory.

Theory is used to refer to any generalized explanatory
principle. Ordinarily, this kind of theory consists
of a statement of functional relationship among variables. If the variables are expressed in empirical
terms, then the term law is more likely to be a:!_)plied
to such a principle. If on the other hand, the
variables tend to be more abstract and less di2ectly
empirical, the term theory is more often used.
We will use the term social theory to mean an explanation
of American society and the direction in w·hich it w-as
developing in regard to the American educational system.

The

views expressed by the Commission members will be analyzed
in terms of this theoretical framework. Members of the
Commission felt that it was necessary to delineate the
forces act1ng upon American society and consequently exerting an influence on American education.

Any changes in the

educational process would have to recognize these forces.
~

Charter

~ ~

Social Sciences was the Com-

mission's primary statement on the objectives and goals of
social science education.

lt

w~s

written by Charles A.

Beard, but it also contained the views of the sub-committee

2Melvin .1:1. Marx, Edited, Theories in Contem-porary
Psychology (New York: The Madfillan Co., 1963}, p. 8.
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on objectives.

Beard chaired this important group which

included Commission members, Coun-r.s, Ford, b:rey and J:,ierriam.
Bclucational specin,lists Franklin .A. Bobbitt, Boyd H. Bode
and Harold 0. Rugg were added to the sub-committee and
contributed their expertise to the difficult task of developing objectives.

The sub-committee worked at its task for

nearly two years.
It met with the Commission at various times during
this tw·o-year period to allow commission members to add
their views and to offer constructive criticism.

Each

member of the sub-committee had the opportunity to present
his views on objectives in writing, as well as orally.
Once the Commission approved the draft report, .!:Ieard was
instructed to prepare the volume which would be the statement of the Commission on objectives.

While the volume

contains the views of the members of the sub-committee,
neard's ideas predominate.
Prior to an analysis of the volume, it might be
useful to mention views held by Beard concerning education
and the relationship of education to society.

veard felt

that the educator cannot separate society from the educational process; education did not occur in isolation.
According to Beard:
A realistic program of social studies cannot be drawn
~ith mathematical precision, therefore, from the realm

99
of scholarly ideas ~ithout. reference to actuality the prosaic ~orie as a go1n2 concern.J

~o

')

He saw American societ-y in a process of continuom

chan~e.

At this ?Oint in his intellectual d.eYelopment, Beard embraced a philosophy that has been referred to as skeptical
relati-v-ism.

4

During the years the Commission sat, he ·was

to deliver his famous presidential· address to the American
Historical Association entitled:
Act of Faith,"

\'i~lich

"Written History as an

summed up his philosophical position.

Beard felt that education as a w·hole could not escape the historical processo

As he nointed out a few years

later:
Every system of education, like all human institutions,
is enclosed in history, is a phase of all culture in
evolution. l t does not spring suddenly, full blo·wn,
out of nothing, and function apart from economy, arms
and the arts. Its significance must be sought not
merely in its form and spirit, but also in its relations with the rest of soci§ty and the world of
nations - past and present.

in

.1:1:!£

3charles A. Beard, A Charter for the Social Sciences

Schools ~Ne'.~- York:

Charles Scribnei=ls Sons, 1932),

p. 24.

cushing Strout, ~Pragmatic Revolt in American
History: Carl Becker and Charles Beard tNew Haven: Yale
university Press, 1958),p. 9.
4

5 charles A. Beard, "Education under the Nazis,"
Poreirm Affairs, 14 (April, 1936), p. 450.

lOCJ

··
i.:LS

~iews

were similar to other progressive educators,

they nore the marks of his unique thought.

Beard.·s Yiews

on the nature of civilization, historical relativism and
the role of pro,;-ress colored his viei\"S on education, which
is to be expected.

He felt that all societies imposed

some form of education on their young.

Education, even

in our democracy, was a type of indoctrination.

This

seemed, according to Beard, especially true of revolutionary societies.

Russian schools taught communism and all

American schools inculcated "republicanism."

Education

always lagged behind the cutting edge of a society.

Since

this was so, education was obliged to revise practices and
methods in order to keep abreast of these changes.

Schools

would not be set apart from society as they would be invalved in the deeper and wider issues.

Educators had res-

ponsibili ties that went beyond the classroom d.nd the teacher-learner process.

Schools and education had and should

be aware of the dominant issues and interest of society
at any given point in time.

6

6

Educational Policies Commission of the National
Education Association, .!!!&.. Jnigue Function of Education in
!!-_Democracy \Washington, 1937), pp. 25-41.

-
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Beard, in an article in
there were four

obli~ations

Soci~l

Research, felt that

which educe..tion had:

(1) to in-

fuse our youth with the moral Ye..lues of our society, to inelude those "hu.-·nan ideals" without which democracy would be
an "empty shell 11 ; (2) to equip our young people with a
nrealistic knowledge of our political institutions and practices"; (3) to acquaint the pupils with the unadorned facts
of economic life; and (4) to enrich our students' lives
with a knowledge of arts, letters, and sciences and all the
other "splendid manifestations of the human spirit." 7 These
were the goals on w·hich our educational system was to be
geared.

The system would be judged on the manner in which

it prepared students to live and work in their times and
circumstances.
~

Charter

~ ~

the following parts:

Social Studies was divided into

(1) the requirements of scholarship;

(2) the nature of the social disciplines; (3) requirements
set by the social realities of our times; (4) the climate
of American ideas; ( 5) the frame"lrork of law and established
pro~rams;

(6) the requirements of the teaching and learning

7 charles A. Beard, "Democracy and Education," Social
Research, 4 (September, 1937): 396-397.
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(>

the supreme
pro Ces s and r7)
\
_
-purpose in civic education.u
?arts three anc. four dealt ·vri th Beard's social
theory.

veard outlined his theory and proceeded to sug-

crest ways in which educ . tors would deal with the problems
0

nosited by these theories.
society

wer~a:

Factors affecting .American

(1) the changing nature of our society;

(2) industrialism; (3) the emergence of rationalism and

scientism; l4) the nature of the American government; and
(5) the nature of the American school system. 9
Change, one of the constants of the emerging
American society, played a significant role in determining
tho nature of the American educational process.

Beard stat-

ed the nature of the problem as follows:
With the details we are not here concerned. It is the
inescapable drive of change under the accumulation of
ideas and traditions, under the relentless impacts of
science and invention, that sets the fundamental problem in organizing social studies for the schools. In
a fixed regime it is possible to establish duties,
rights, and responsibilities with a fair degree of
definiteness, effecti~ always, everywhere; but in a
changing society such crystallization is not only out
of the question, attempts to effect it are dangerous
to orderly development.lO

8 Charles A. Beard, A Charter for the Social Studies
{New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1932r;-p. vi.

l 0 Ibid • , p. 5 •
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lndustrialism was the second major factor influencing American society according to Beard.

Students would

have to learn to live and work in an industrial society.
In many parts of the world people would still be engaged
in agricultural activities, hence these societies would
change slowly.

This would not be true of American society,

as occupations would not extend from generation to generation.

Many things students learned might be obsolete by

the time they leave school.

As he remarked:

All industry becomes dynamic, changeful, requ1.r1.ng for
its development extraordinary qualities of alertness,
mobility and ingenuity. Routine skill is seldom enough;
capacity for adaptation is the prime source of achievement. And this new life must be led in the midst of urban centers large and small, not in the open country
where our ancestors tilled the fields, spun and wove.
It must be lived amid circumstances which dissolve the
habits and loyalties of agrarian and village times.
Therefore, the assumption that the schools can indoctrinate the pupils with fixed ideas and give them definitive skills good always and everywhere has little ·w-arrant in our industrial civilization.ll
Advanced industrialization would bring in its wake the use
of rationalism and scientism in governmental and educational
planning.
re~ulated

Beard felt that our society could no longer be
by unscientific, non-rational means.

He sardoni-

cally commented:
The farmer may still hope to drive away insect pests

ll Ibid • , p • 6 •
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by exorcising evil spirits; but no owner of an automobile expects to start a balky engine by doing r,enu-

flections before the carburetor.l2
?lanning was becomin£ extremely important and the engineerin[ mentality was beginning to extend into governmental and
social arrangements.
chan13'e:

Beard quoted President Hoover on this

"We are passing," said l.ir. Hoover, "from a neriod

of extremely individualistic action into a period of associa. •t•1es. 1113
tiona 1 ac t 1v1

The nature of the American government was another
imuortant factor in shaping American society.

In the united

States, emphasis was placed on elective officials.

~ach

citizen was to participate in the elective process at the
various levels of government.

In practice, the American

government operates under the pressure of political parties.
In lieu of this, students were to learn how to participate
in a democracy.

They were to learn the importance of dis-

sent and when to dissent.

Free discussion of vital topics

must always be maintained and these discussions were to
be frank and open if they were going to achieve maximum
effectiveness.

12

13

As Beard forcefully stated:

Ibid., p. 33.
lbid., p. 34.

l'J5
intelli~~ent <.tmon:: tLS'r.: become creative forces
in tlle ir communities; they make the la,·rs as ·we 11 as
obey them. And the more dynamic become leaders on
some scd.le, for American J)Olitical institutions cannot function w·i thout snontaneous leadershi~.l4

'_;_'he

Lastly, the school coulJ not do everythinG, it was
only one social agency.

Schools could not be expected to

solve the problems of democracy.

Beard showed why this was

so:
The reason for caution becomes apparent on second or
third thought. First of all, there is no assurance that
the problems discussed today with such assiduity will
be the problems before the country when the children
now in the grades have reached the age of maturity.
History is in a large measure a record of unexpected
crises - at all events of crises not generally foreseen or at best dimly foreshadowed. Forty years ago,
the free coinage of silver at the ratio of six~een to
one and the dissolution of trusts were the pressing
issues; now they are, at most, of secondary importance.
Burning questions of the hour may be ashes tomorrow.l5
Beard's relativism came to the surface in the foregoing
statement.

Social problems are temporary when considered

against the backdrop of history.

Schools cannot assume

infallabilit)r, provide remedies for all social discomforts,
and send the children home with dogmatic medicine already
prepared.

it is not only in and through certain domestic

institutions, political, economic and social, that the

14

Ibid., p. 37.

15 Ibid., P• 42.
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citizen lives anc:
50 cicty

o~erates

Social

disc~1arges

his obligations.

on a world stage.

educ<~tion

American

16

cannot help a given society attain

its just ends unless it lays barE: the structure of international relations and emnhasizes the importance of the
kinu of national behavior essential to the rational conduct
of international affairs.

In other words, the domestic

scene must be firmly fitted into the world scene.

17 The

role of the teacher of the social sciences was to create
the conditions which would help the student to realize
the obligation and responsibilities which accompanied
American citizenship.

Students would be prepared to act

responsibly in the domestic political arena as well as
be conversant with the international political scene.

18

Beard envisioned three social ideas; (1) ideological; (2) utopian, and (3) progressive.

The first, the ideo-

logical,refers to the fact that the present order is the
best of all possible worlds and the business of learning
is to rationalize the apparently predominating scheme of

16

Ibid., P• 48.

17 Ibid., p.
51.
18

Ibid., p. 52.
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-r,hin;;s.

This view, according to Beard, degenerc.ted into a

rigid social structure with the establishment engaged
primn-rily in preserving particular forms and processes.
The second idea, the utopian, as a

th~ory,

state as ideal, a perfect, endemic creation.

saw the

It accepted

the idea, stemming from the French Revolution, of perfectionism here and now.

It, too, had the tendency toward

becoming static if this state of perfection were achieved.
Thus it could become as dangerous as the ideological approach.
The third social idea Beard referred to as "progressive."

Progressivism accepted neither the perfection

of current ideology nor the perfectionism of utopia.

It

was, as Beard stated:
••• founded on the assumption that what we actually
have to deal with in reality is a process, a changing
order of things '\V"hich carries along with it an
ideological heritage, and bears within itself the
possibilities of a more perfect order of things,
never utopian and fixed, but always involving the
perils of choice and the advantages of improvement. 19
The teacher of social science had to take the
progressive view if the subject matter was to be useful.
Beard suggested:
By its intrinsic nature, social science requires some

19 Ibid., pp. 54-55.
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pictures of the process in which ''e live and work and
when it is realistically conceived it must deal ''i th
what is here and now and also vrith ''>hat is emerging
from the here and now.20
The chief objective of social studies education was to be
the improvement of individuals and institutions.

A major

objective of the social studies following in the progressive tradition was, according to Beard:
••• it appears that any social science worthy of the
name must objectify itself in the development of individuals, institutions, human relations, and material
arrangements already in course of unfolding in the
United States. The people of this country are engaged
in no mere political experiment, as often imagined,
but are attempting to build a civilization in a new
natural setting, along original lines, with science
and machinery as their great instrumentalities of work.21
This task would fall largely on the shoulders of the American people as civilization could not be imported wholesale
from Europe.

Although we were the offspring of European

civilization, our society had developed a unique civilization.
Beard described this task as follows:
\l'hile few critics go abroad for inspiration, while the
wise search for idioms wherever they may be found,the
great body of thinkers still agree with Emerson that
we must stand fast where we are and work out our destiny along lines already marked out - - build a civilization with characteristics sincerely our o,m, in harmony with historic ideals and yet incorporating novel
practices adapted to changing needs.22

20 Ibid., P• 56.

21 Ibid.
22Ib ~'d

.,

P• 57 •
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In achieving this, four m.:.jor aspects would always be in the

foreground - political, economic, ethical and aesthetic.
These factors would shape American society as it attempted
to deal ,,;ith future events.
mist.

Beard was by no means a pessi-

He believed strongly, like other progressives, that

progress would continue.

His faith was not boundless but

tempered by what Henry Steele Commager referred to as a
. . .
"23 Beard .summed up his position
"hard -nose d emp~r~c~sm.
as follows:
The environment and conduct of men and women can be
modified by effort in the light of higher values and
better ends. Human relations, constitutions, economic
arrangements, and political practices ar~ not immutably fixed. If there is anything which history demonstrates, it is the generalization, all legislation, all
community action, all individual effort are founded on
the assumption that evils can be corrected, problems
solved, the ills of life minimized, and its blessings
multiplied by rational methods, intelligently applied,
Essentially by this faith is American civilization
justified.z4
The volume 'vas concluded with a summary of the
goals which would shape instruction in the social studies.
They were:
1. National planning in industry, business, agriculture and government to sustain mass production of goods

23 Henry Steele Commager, The American ~ (New Haven,
Yale University Press, 1950), P• 304.
24

Beard,

!

Charter~~

Social Studies, p. 71.
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on a n~gn level of continuity and to assure the most
economica: and efficient use of our national resources.
2. The e;.:pans ion of insurance systems to cover protection ag<~inst sickness, old age, unemployment, disasters, and hazards to civilized life.
3. universal education from the earliest years of
youth to the last years of old age, including public
schools, colleges, institutes for adult education, and
libraries.
4. The perfection of systems of trans~ortation -rail, waterway, air, and highvray -- linking all parts
of the country and facilitating commerce, travel and
intercourse.
5. The development of city, community, regional, and
state planning, co-ordinated with national designs,
with a view to giving to all the people conditions for
living and ·working that are worthy of the highest type
of civilization.
6. The development of national, state, and local
parks and kindred facilities for wholesome recreation
within reach of all, offsetting and limiting the pressures and distractions of commercialized amusements.

7.

Expansion of present facilities to include a national program of preventive medicine and public safety to reduce the death rate, diseases, and accidents
to the lowest possible minimum, supplemented by universal hospitalization to care for unavoidable cases
of sickness and accidents.
8. The conscious and deliberate encouragement,both
public and private, of science, letters, and the arts,
not as mere ornaments, but as organic parts of the
good life.
9. The preservation and expansion of a reassessed
equality of opportunity for all men and women to unfold their talents, win rewards, seek appreciation
in public and private life, employ their creative
impulses, and reach distinction in the various fields
of human endeavor within the map of civilization.
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10. Co-o11eration with the other nations of the earth
in promoting,travel, intercourse, commerce, and exchange on the faith of the declaration ti:~.at war is renounced as an instrument of national policy and that
the solution of con~licts is always to be sought on
the basis of peace. J

'l'he foregoing quote is rather lengthy but highly significant.

Beard later was accused of being utopian and un-

realistic in the goals he proposed.

This quotation gives

us an idea of the manner in which tleard stated these goals
and w·ill be useful for later discussions in this work.
The purpose of The Nature of the Social Sciences
w-as to bridge the gap between the various social sciences.
Be~rd

was chosen by the Commission to deal with the nature

and relationship of the social science subjects which were
usually included in the curricula.

An attempt was made by

Beard to develop a brief statement dealing with the nature
of the social sciences and to form a background for the
consideration of objectives in social studies education.
Views, clearly .ljeard's, permeated the volume and the work
was in no way received w-ith unanimous approval by the members of the Commission.
J.he vrork was divided into three parts:

(1) an

introduction to the general nature of the social sciences;

25

1bid., PP• 79-81.
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(2) a section '\dlich dealt '\'.-it..h a chapter on the following

subject matter areas:

(.A) Hist..ory;

(B) Political Science;

(C) Bconomics and (D) Cultural Sociology; and (3) the
determination of objectives.
The first part consisted of Beard's views on the
nature of the social sciences.

His views on this topic

may be summarized as follows:
1. The social sciences comnrise the most imnortant
area of knowledge related to human affairs. -Depriv-ed
of this la1owledge, modern civ-ilization would sink down
into primitive barbarism.

2. The empirical or scientific method is the best instrument for social scientists to use in accumulating
knowledge.
3. There can be no neutrality in the study of the
social sciences. Even the rigid empiricist is not free
from value judgments

4.

The social sciences are broader than the mere accumulation of facts. They are ethical sciences, not
empirical, natural or neutral sciences.

5. The social sciences and the natural sciences have
two fundamental similarities:
(1) neither group has
been able to make an all-embracing and final philosophy
of the subject matter under its consideration and {2)
.
neither group as a body of empirical thought can declare
the uses to which ~~s findings of fact and law should
be put by mankind.
The last section of the work dealt with the determination of objectives for the social sciences.

Beard set

forth the following broad guidelines which he felt educators should consider in drawing up objectives:
26
\New York:

(1) an

charles A. Beard, The Nature of the Social Sciences
Charles Scribner~Sons, 1934):-Pp. 46-48.
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n,wc:.,rcness of tlL:
(2) an

chan.~es

unders-c~.ncling

which occurred in

.t~.merican

society;

of the role of the social sciences in

3-idin;: the acq-.J.isit.ion of knowledge; (3) objectives '\'rould
never be neutral 1mt i\"ould contain moral and aesthetic
values; (4) objectives would provide for the future needs
of the students and (5) objectives would not be drawn up
~ithout

careful consideration.

Examples of specific ob-

jectives were included and the work was concluded '\'lith detailed course outlines for the various disciplines.
Summarizing Deard's social theory we see the following:

(1) society and education are interrelated; the

educational process cannot be separated from society; (2)
education is enclosed in the historic aspect of a country's
develo~ment;

l3) industrialization has changed the educa-

tional process; \4) individualism must yield to planning
as American society moves toward a collectivism; (5) social
::>roblems are temporary when considered against the backdrop
of history; (6) a progressive view is best in dealing with
current educational problems; (7) education cannot solve
all the nroblems of society as it is but one social agency;
\8) education must deal realistically v;i th the pro1Jlems it

faces; and t9) progress can take place if it is preceded
by the necessary :!?lanning and foresight.
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George S. Counts prepared the largest and, aside
fron:

~1eard.

· s volumes, the most influential volume in the

re-::Jo_,"ts of the Commission.
Foundations of Lducation.

It was entitled:

The Social

The -.;mrk was surrounded with

controversy during its inception and subsequent publication.

Several times during the composition of the

~olume,

Counts expressed his concern to Krey that the volume would
be too lengthy. 27 Krey, in his patient manner, advised
Counts that allow-ances vrould be made for the extended
length of the projected work because of the significance
of its statement.

Counts work was to become a pioneer-

ing work in the field of educational sociology; thereby
rewarding Krey' s patience.
Counts theories of education were influenced by
his teachers at the university of Chicago and his collea~ues

at Teachers College, Columbia.

Albion Small and Charles
to shape his views.

~erriam

Charles Judd,

were teachers who helped

Although he was not their student,

Counts v:as influenced by Charles A. Beard, John De-;vey and
Thorsten Veblen.

Counts close personal friendship with

27 A. c. Krey to George S. Counts, New York, 7 March
1934, Krey Papers, Archives, University of 1finnesota, 1Iinneapolis, l.iinn.
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beard led some
~~rodyin~

co~mission

members to remark that he was

th2 ideas of Beard in The Social Foundations of

.American .:;ducation.

There is no doubt that Beard offered

suggestions and helped Counts through difficult stages in
the writing of the work, but the work was essentially Counts !s
28
Correspondence between Counts and Beard bore this out.
That there would be similarities in their views is understandable, as many yrogressive educators held like views
while adding their unique thoughts to the mainstream of
progressive theory.

Our primary purpose is not to compare

Beard•s views with those of Counts, but a few remarks concerning ways in which they differed will clear the air.
Beard stressed the role of economic forces in shaping
civilization, while Counts stressed sociological factors.
Counts held relativistic views but not to the extent that
Beard did.

For Counts, it was possible to lmmv and cor-

rect the ills of society while Beard seemed to be more
skeptical and relativistic.

A good example of their nosi-

tions would be a comparison of their view·s in two of their

28 Letter from Charles A. Beard to George S. Counts
quoted in Barry D. Karl, Charles E. 1.ierriam and the Study of
Politics lChicago: university of-Chicago Press, 1974) p. 195.
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works:

Counts's views in his

Education~

Society and

Beard 1 s views in his "1iri t"ten History as an Act of Fai th. 11
Beard wns not as vehement in holding that education should
reconstruct society.

He saw the interrelationship between

society and education, but he did not feel that education
could or should alter society to a great extent.

Counts

felt that this was one of the primary goals of education.
Lastly, Beard was a social gadfly and critic but limited
his activities when it came to participating in radical
groups.

Counts, a social critic, felt that once criti-

cism had been offered, the critic should enter the lists
and do battle for his cause.
Social Forces
into four parts:

~

American Education is divided

(1) a preface; (2) basic forces; (3)

trends and tensions and (4) philosophy and program.

The

first three parts contain Counts's views on education and a
description of the social forces which have shaped American education.

The concluding section of the work dealt

with Counts's philosophical analysis of American society
and the programs he recommended American education should
follow to remedy the situation.
In the preface Counts dealt with educational statesmanship and his philosophy of education.

Counts saw education

as being a function of time, place and circumstance.
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Lducation was the reflection of the
tions, anJ the

ho~es,

ex~eriences,

fears and aspirations of a

the amcinartic~:ar
"l(l

neople or cultural grou:r at a particular point in history.:...;'
He continued in a relativistic vein:
In ac1iu<.;,lity it is never organized and conducted with
sole reference to absolute and universal terms •••••••
It pos~esses no inner logic or em~irical structure
of its o·wn that dictates ei-ther its method or its
content. In both its theoretical and practical
aspects it expresses the ideals of some given
society at some given period in time, either consciously with clear design or half-consciously with
hidden and confused purpose. There can be no allembracing educational philosophy, policy or program
suited to all cultures and all ages.30
The first part of the work entitled:
is subdivided into three narts:

Basic forces,

(1) Democratic traditions;

(2) Natural endowment and (3) Technology.

He proceeded to

discuss the influence of these basic forces on the development of Arne ric an society.

The democratic tradition ,o;as

traced from the beginnings of the nation to the present
time.

This early society was characterized by the indivi-

dual farmer taming the ''rilderness and the mechanic and

29 George S. vaunts and Others, The Social Foundations
of Education (Ne"· rork: Charles Scribne-r=-s Sons, 1934) p. 1.
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tradesm::,n dominated village life.

'ilri"tten anC:. oral examples

of this tradition could be found in the Declaration of
Independence and Lincoln's Gettysburg Address.

Politically,

it continued from Jeffersonian democracy through Jacksonian
democracy to present day progressivism.

'While the country

changed to meet new needs and challenges, this tradition
remained at the core of our development.

Counts forcefully

stated:
Democracy provides the dominant spiritual note in the
development of the nation and may be expected to guide
both statesman and educators in the definition of the
goals of their practical endeavor. That it is not
to be identified with any special set of institutions economic, political, or social - is one of its merits.
Rather is it to be regarded as a point of reference
in the creation and reconstruction of all social forms
and arrangements - a great ethical principle to be
consulted in the formulation of all policies and P3~
gress touching the welfare of the American people.
In the follo,ving section Counts dealt with the nat-

ural setting and hmv American development had been influenced
by an abundance of natural resources.

He described the

way in which climate, soil, flora, fauna, minerals, energy
resources and the natural beauties had enriched American
development.

These factors w·ere considered not only in

their natural setting but in their social aspects as well.

In his analysis he predicted some of the problems relat-

ing to the energy crisis of the late 1970's.

Full utili-

zation of natural resources would depend on wise and ef-

31

Ibid., P• 31.
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ficient planning.

J.\ie'i'>" deYelonmcnts in science and technology

v.·ere to aid this nrocess and lead to the more efficient use
of our natural resources.
The concluding section of the first nart examined
t ..;chnology.

Counts

be~an

by presenting a brief history of

the ;:;rowth of technology.

Basic developments such as the

invention of the cotton gin were discussed.

He did not

settle for mere descriPtion but indicated the social implications of these basic inventions.

According to Counts,

there were two important outcomes related to the gro1rlh of
technology:

First, the nature of the growth; phenomenal

in its size and capacity and; secondly, in its longevity;
it is not over but will continue indefinitely.
Counts then considered the nower of technology.

An enormous amount of power had been placed in the hands
of men as a result of technology.
folloYring changes:
physical limits;

This resulted in the

(1) man was emancipated from his

(2) it emancipated the human body from

its energy limits; and (3) it emancipated the human from
the limits of space.

32

The possibilities of the effects

of this power would lead to an indefinite extension of
technological development.

32

Ibid., PP• 64-65.
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The discussion continued with a section on the inner
nature of technolo;:y.

Technology :POssessed six basic but

closely interdependent characteristics in that it was:

(1)

functional; (2) rational; {3) planful; \4) centripetal; (5)
dynamic; and ( 6) efficient.
Technology was rational and served as a liberating
force if given the opportunity.

It did not operate accord-

ing to authority and tradition but to the immediate needs
of the present.

In doing this, it used empirical methods

and rationalist thought and eschewed :Prejudices, biases and
rule-of-thumb decisions.

As technology continued to expand,

the mentality created by it had a greater effect on social
planning and functioning.
unlike the humanities, technology was functional
rather than academic.

1'he problems it dealt with were

practical and the knowledge generated was usually put to
immediate use.

t·echnologists made constant use of recent

research while humanistic studies 'vere often stored away
ahd appeared to be of little practical value in the everyday world.
Planning was necessary if technology was to advance
and to be used wisely and efficiently.

It could not be

successfully applied without careful planning.

This was

just the opposite of economic developments which occurred
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in the pre-industrial age.

The result of careful

~lanning

wus an ever-widening influence of technology on industrial
development.
The centripetal forces inherent in technology extended to all areas of society.

Since it relied on elabor-

ate planning it could not tolerate chaos in other areas of
society.

This, in turn, led to a process of standardization

which has permeated industrial societies.

American industry

was now concentrated in the hands of giant corporations.
Technology was dynamic, resulting in almost limitless change in our society.

Continual change was one of

the major differences between industrial and pre-industrial
societies.

As advances were made in one area, new problems

occurred elsewhere leading to further advances.

This dynam-

ism also would affect areas outside a particular industry.
Lastly, technology was efficient.

Its most pervas-

ive conception '\Vas, according to Counts, the performance of
the largest possible amount of work - the accomplishment of
the greatest possible result- with the least expenditure
of energy. 33 Efficiency, largely impersonal, vras highly
useful in the aforementioned sense but caused problems in
other areas of the society.

~ 3 ibid., PP• 72-73.
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Technology changed our civilization in the follow-ing ways:

(lJ

it transformed an agrarian into an indus-

trial civilization; (2J it led to the specialization and
integration of industry; (3) it led to the development of
mass consumerism; (4) it operated independently of economic
and social organization; and (5) as technology advanced in
application, its thoughts would gain in momentum and override political and economic barriers established in a pretechnological age.

It destroyed the individualistic economy

of Washington and Jefferson and created i;he framework of a
34
thoroughly integrated society.
Counts then described how American society had been
transformed from a pre-industrial to an advanced industrial
society.

Democracy, natural environment and technology were

the forces which had transformed the following institutions:
family, economy, communication, health, education, recreation, science, art, justice, governmeni;, and world relations.
These developments occupied the middle section of the '\vork
and Counts carefully illustrated the interrelatedness of
these forces.

Counts felt that a thorough understanding

of these forces was necessary before recommendations could
be made concerning new programs and curricular change.

One

of the major responsibilities of educators was to be aware

34 Ib1·a.,

pp. 73 - 76 •
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of these changes

an~

to act upon this awareness.

The last section of the work contained three parts:
(1) the trend of the age; (2) the new democracy; and (3)
the public school.
Counts saw .American society as passing through a
period of rapid change, "an epoch of profound transition." 35
It is difficult to place limits on this period, as Counts
illustrated:
The term 'today,' however, must not be taken literally.
It does not mean the present twenty-four hours or even
this year, or the period of the rrreat depression, or
even that interval in world history beginning in August, 1914, and marked by the most devastating of wars
between the nations and by a succession of social convulsions and revolutions throughout the earth. Rather
is the term used to designate an aee that for America
reaches well back into the eighteen-hundreds and may
be expected to extend far into the twentieth century an age that is striving to £ome to terms with the products, the implications, and all th~ conditioning influences of science and technology. 6
These

chan~es

would usher in a nadical new social order.

The old individualism which characterized early American
economic development was giving way to an age of corporate,
social collective action on the economy.
Counts saw two roots as factors in the formation of
American individualism.

35 Ibid., P• 486.
36 Ibid.

They ·w"ere the individualism of the
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freeholder and the rlse of the so-called middle class.

':'he

traditional order of feudal society was destroyed in the
united States by the rise of the middle class which borrowed heavily from the ideas of John Locke.
Locl.:e held:

For example,

"the great and chief end, therefore, of men

uniting into commonvreal ths and putting themselves under
Eovernment, is the preservation of their property.n 37The

·-'

middle class also adopted the economic views of Adam Smith,
particularly the idea of the free play of economic forces
uncontrolled by government interference and thus free to
shape the economic structure as they w·ished.

Economic

individualism played an important role in the westward
movement and in the eventual taming of the western wilderness.
The doctrines of laissez-faire capitalism were ensured and protected by the highest law in the land, the
Constitution.

Students were indoctrinated in ti1e tradition

and virtues of economic individualism.

Schools often ap-

peared as guardians of this tradition.
Individualism was breaking do·wn as a result of the
onslaught of new teclUlologies and industrialization.

37..-b'd
l. l
. , p. 492.

This

.::..)
1 .-,-

tran~

o; individualism

~cvelopment.

~here

e i' fPc t

on l\.l'Tie ric an

were great inequalities, in the distribu-

tion of wealth, the prevalence of J!OVerty, unemnloyment,
slums and the manifolC. evidences of physical :r;rivation a-

man~

great masses of the population.

38

Lastly, it was the

anarchy of inclividualistic economy that brour;ht the united
st~tes

to the brink of ruin in the economic collapse of

1929.

At that time, the theoretical and practical founda-

tions of economic individualism vrere undermined or destroyed.
l.loving hand in hand w·i th the advance of industrial
civiliz,_tion had been the growth of collectivism.

As in-

dividualism receded under the impact of industrialization,
collectivism filled the void.

For example, as the family

surrendered some of its functions, the state, the community
and school assumed various areas of activity.

Activities

formerly carried on by the family had been assumed by the
local, state and national governments.
the school.

This was true of

People did not expect the school to intervene

in areas which were once the exclusive province of the
family.

This was especially true in the areas of educa-

tion and communication.

33

lbid., P• 498.

Health services were now largely
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in

th<~

hands of the local, state ancl national governments.

'.i'cchnology had greatly accelerated this "?rocess.
In modern society a collectivism of disaster had
emerged.

The individual w·as helpless in the face of social

forces which were S\•reer>ing throu.r;h the country.
pression was a good exam1?le of this.

Nearly everyone was

touched by this great economic debacle.
out:

11

'rhe de-

As Counts pointed

\ihether men wish it or not, they live today in a

world in which they must share increasingly both prosperity
and adversity."

39

It was an age of confusion.

The movement from a

loosely organized society to a closely integrated society
had produced chaos, confusion and bewilderment.
had been

~sychological

as well as economic.

The ch::mges

This resulted

in an enormous need for mental as well as social reconstruction.

It will be one of the tasks of educators to

lead the way in this 2roject.

As Counts showed:

The central responsibility of 2ublic education in this
situation is to bring the mentality of the American
people into accord with their surroundin;~~s to "9repare
them for life under profoundly altered circumstances,
to encourage them to discu.rd disros it ions <:md maxims

506.
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derived from the individualistic economy, and to refurbish their minds with a stock of knowledges., attitudes.,
,1-nd ideas capable of functioning effectively and harmoniously in the new reality.40
'.J.'hc new· reality was primarily in the area of economic development.

American society i'l'as moving from economic individual-

ism to collectivism.

Educators needed to recognize these

emerging realities and to take a three-fold course of action:
to dissociate democracy from its historical connections with
the individualistic economy of the past; to free· it and
voluntarily accept the interdependent economy out of knm'lledge and understanding; to aid in the organization and
administration of the economy in the popular interest.
To summarize Counts view·s:
~lace

at a

~articular

41

ll) education took

time and place in the history of a

particular society; (2) profound changes were taking place
in .American society;

\3) a new form of democracy was re-

?lacing that of an earlier era as society moved from
economic individualism to democratic collectivism; l4) the
anarchy of capitalism would have to change if the society
was to endure; 1.5) education would have to reconstruct

40~, . d
.LDl. . ,

41." •. d
.LOl.

.,

:;:JI?• 507-508 •
PI?•

527-528 •
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society to meet the nevr changes; (6) American society had
been shaped and transformed by three factors:

(a) democracy,

(bJ natural environment and (c) technology; \7) Americans
had an unrealistic view of their schools and; (8) education
had to be on the cutting edge of the changes moving through
society.
·the major thrust of Counts argument was the effect
of society on the educational process.

most of the prob-

lems which faced the country and American education were
due to the breakdown of an outdated economic individualism.
This breakdown was going to lead to the emergence of a
democratic collectivism.

Ylanning and educational states-

manship would be needed to deal with these nascent social
dis].Jlacements.

Counts, an advocate: of collectivism, w·as

to be severely criticized as it was felt by his critics
that he was leaning towards Communism.

This was not

true - as Counts made clear in his later works.

nis critics

a:r:?arently misunderstood his use of the term collectivism.
Despite the controversy the ,.,ork vras to remain as an im~ortant

statement of the effect of social forces on the

educational :!_Jrocess.
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Merle Curti, an imnortant American intellectual historian, was not a member of the Cor:amission.

Along with

other educational experts, he assisted. the Commission in
its research and deliberations.

A midwesterner by birth

Panillon,
Nebraska, Sentember
15, 1897, Curti received his
"
academic traininrJ at Harvard where he comuleted all his
dezrees, receiving his Ph.D. in 1927.

He spent a year

abroad at the Sorbonne during the 1924-25 academic year.
He be2'an his teaching career at Smith College where he was
?rofessor of History durin;; the time the Coramission sat.
Curti left Smith for Teachers College, Columbia,
in 1937 and remained there until 1942.

He

then taur;ht

at the u-niversity of \iisconsin until his retirement in 1965.
Author of several works on intellectual history and
historiogra nhy, Curti t s most influential ',vork was The
Growth of American Thought, one of the leading textbooks
in

.~;\merican

Curti w·as

intellectual history.

visitin~;

Durin~

his

low~

career,

;?rofessor at leading American institu-

tions such c.,s the university of California at Los .An;:;eles,
t~1e

university o:!? Chica;;o, etc.

Ile also received numerous

scholarly awards and honors w·hich included fellowshins from
the Guggenheim :.:ernorial Foundation and the Huntington
Library.

He was President of t:w Orgunization of .Ar;1erican

l:iistorians.
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While at \'fisconsin Curti w·as involved with a group
referred to during the 1960's as the "old left".

Curtits

social vie·w·s "'lrere similar to other progressives and left
of center liberals in the twenties and thirties.

While not

a :.Iarxist, he espoused a social conflict theory of society.
The u·p::_)er class's attempt to suppress social advancement
would produce class antagonism.

Reactionary forces would

seek to dominate the less fortunate members of society.
Ar.1erican society, while moving towards greater democracy,
had often been reactionary.

These views predominated in

the volume he prepared for the Commission.
:Merle Curti's

~Social

Ideas of American Educators,

an historical study of the social ideas of American educators from c·olonial times to the present, was intended to
complement Counts volume.

\,-hile Counts dealt with the im-

pact of social change on the school, Curti examined the
social ideas of educational leaders.
torical

ap~roach,

Curti used the his-

eschewing the topical approach often used

in works of this type.

Earlier chapters surveyed American

educational history up to the ante-bellum
in~

:t_)e:~·iod.

Follow-

this era, chapters were devoted to educational leaders

such as Horace 1Iann, Henry Bernard, Booker T. ',·[ashin;;ton,
/filliam T. Harris, Bishop Spalding, Francis W. ?arker, G.
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stanley ILLll, ',{illiam James,
~ajor

L. Thorndike and John Dewey.

historical events were interwoven with the

of their careers.

highli~hts

'I'he final chapter, entitled "?ost-War

?atterns", dealt Yiith the view·s of Judd, Kilpatrick, Counts,
Rugg, Sneddon and Cubberley.

Curti used the same format

as in earlier chapters in dealing with these educators.
!n the introduction Curti discussed the social ideas
he intended to examine in his analysis.

First, he limited

his study to the pur-pose of elementary and secondary ed:1cation.

He felt that social ideas covered a broad field.

For

example:
Even the conce-ption of education as an individual
matter, as a means of enriching the child's life, of
preparing him for some vocation or profession, or of
enabling him to survive in competition w·ith his fellows, implies significant social attitudes.42
Secondly, he '·ras interested in the manner in which edacators
res'?onde.d to the purely social asnects of education.
felt

t~1at

Curti

the social aspects of education fell into three

categories:
••• education to perpetuate the existing pattern of
economic and social arrangements; education to modify

42:.:erle Curti, The Social Ideas of .::..mcrican ::::ducators
\2aterson, New Jersey: Littlefield, .;\.dams~··~ Co., 1963) p. :~;.
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or reform the established system; and education to
completely reorganize affairs in such a way that a
future differing fundamentally from the past and the
~resent can be achieved.43
Third, he dealt w·i th the views o'f educators toward minority groups - the negro, the Indian and foreign immigrants,
women and laboF groups.

Fourth, he considered the views

of educators towards nationalism and internationalism.
Fifth, their attitudes towards individualism and the way
they perceived socialism and collectivism was another
topic he dealt with.

Sixth, cultural ideas and values

held by the educators were discussed.

Lastly, the ethi-

cal and religious ideas of educators were examined.
Curti was highly critical of American educators
and the manner in which they related ideas to "!)ractice.
Educators thought of the school as a social institution
but did little to relate it to other institutions in
society.

They neglected to relate the school realistic-

ally to other social institutions and made little effort
to meet the students 1 social needs.

Little attempt was

made to extend equal opportunity to all students regardless of social class.

Attention was directed to the

U"')?er and middle class student, ;rhile the lower class and
handical)ped student was ignorecl.

43
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American educators had tended to side with the established order and had solicited support from the upper classes.
They had done this on the grounds that they were protecting
these classes from possible danger.

Reforms that had been

initiated had been of a conservative nature.

American edu-

caters lagged behind other more progressive groups in advacating and initiating social change.

This had been done

largely out of fear of alienating the powerful groups in
American society.

Liberal leaders such as Mann refused to

uermit the schools to deal with certain controversial
.

~ssues.

44
Progressive educators such as Dewey had been mis-

understood and the truly democratic

asT-~ect

of their views

had not been introduced into the American school system.
:Programs that had been initiated had been watered-down
so as to
~n

~erpetuate

the established order.

It is only

recent years that eJucators have honestly tried to

deal with these shortcomings.
Educators had not initiated policies but had tended to follow noliticians and men of affairs rather than
striking out on their O>vn.
and conservative.

44

They had tended to be cautious

Planlessness had characterized education-

Ibid.' ?· 534.
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al policies.

lf plans had existed they had tended to be

shortsighted and related to limited goals rather than
broad, comprehensive plans which might have e·ffec-&ed the
necessary changes.
Attempts to realize truly democratic ends were
not successful.

The major technique used to achieve this

had been character training.
~uate

This had proved to be inade-

because it depended largely on religious training.

Religion was playing a diminishing role in American society,
thus rendering this training anachronistico

The realities

of American society also showed the inadequacies of this
approach.

This was due to the fact that:

"The :prizes in

actual life frequently have gone to men who violated the moral
precepts which. the schools tried to inculcate; and these men
have not infrequently received general social approval. 1145
One of the principal ways in which educators attempted to transform American society had been the fusinq of
learning and doing, theory and practice, culture and vocation.

They believed that true democracy could be achieved

if the contradictions in
down.

~\.merican

society could be broken

Two factors in American society had worked against

this approach.

First, the weight of tradition, and secondly,

certain actualities in American society had stood in

45 ' ..

l.)Hie,
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the way.

Curti stated:

In point of fact, children of the less well-to-do classes have, by reason of economic necessity, been compelled
or at least encouraged to prepare themselves in school
for a narrow·ly vocational life; and the influence o:f
business has not been conducive to a tru!g cultural
conception of the more humble vocations.
American educators did not unite to achieve reform,
out they had worked at an individual pace.

The school was

expected to make the student. a self-sufficient citizen upon
completion of training.

This would save the individual

from poverty or a life of crime and would make him or her
a useful citizen.

He would be able to meet the realities

in a changing world.

This did not vrork out because it as-

sumed that individual security could be achieved in a changing w·orld without social security. 47
Conservative educators w·ere to have a greater influence than reformers on .American education.

They tended

to relate student achievement and success to the status
quo, and thereby negated the efforts of reform-minded
educa.tors.

Reform-minded educators had often neglected to

:->oint out the inequalities which existed in American society.

46

.tbid.
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H.eformers had relied on voluntarianism and co-operation
which were effective in an agrarian but not in a highly
industrialized society.

Curti illustrated this as follows:

The reformers have failed to see that while the
Jeffersonian tradition has supplied the words and
ideals, the Hamiltonian tradition of aristocracy
and the snirit of business enterurise have vrith
greater f~equency governed practices.48
Influenced by the business ethic in American society, educators were reluctant to alienate economic leaders.

An

outstanding educator such as Horace Mann was careful not
to alienate economic interests to the detriment of educational programs that he was interested in implementing.
~~~ann

and others seemed to be influenced by business in-

terests as Curti showed:
It ifould seem that science, religion and :philosophy
were less important in determining the social thinking
of educators than the ?ressure, however unconscious,
of the dominant economic forces of the days.49
Curti concluded on a hopeful note.

In snite of

the overwhelming influence of conservative educators,
there were liberal educators who expressed_ their views
and developed their :prot;rams.

ln the future, it a:::->IJearecl

t::at r>rogressive forces w·ould have a greater influence in

43

lbid.' p. 537.

49.,.,
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determining American educational policy.

These educators

nad realized the contradictions between theory and practice
and were aware of the limitations of education as an agency
of social change.

Curti agreed with other members of the

Commission that education was only one agency that was bringing about social change.

Educators had been misguided in

placing emphasis on training that would further individualism.

American society was moving towards a collectivism and

educational policies would have to be changed to deal with
these emerging trends.

Charles E. l,Ierriam was a life-long progressive, but
not in a rigid sense as he was sophisticated enough to
change with the times.

Government service during the Hoover

and Roosevelt administrations illustrated his willingness
to alter his views to accomodate the changing nature of
American society.

As a progressive, he disliked ideology

and ideologues and opposed doctrinaire solutions to
~olitical
~ublic

problems.

Enlightened citizens and faithful

servants fulfilling their constitutional tasks

would alleviate any problem facing the re:public.

Like

other -,rogressives, he believed in the :perfectability of
American democracy and institutions.

2,Ierriam · s views ma:y

be summed up by this statement from Samuel Eliot :.rorrison:
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Common to all Progressives was belief in the perfectability of man, and in an open society where mankind
was neither chained to the past nor condemned to a
deterministic future; one in which people were cau able
of changing their condition for better or worse.5 0
The progressive philosophy dominated Merriam's approach to
the problems of civic education.

An enlightened citizenry

would be developed through civic education; a civic education that vrould stress the practical rather than the theoretical aspects.of politics.

Since he did serve in public

office, Merriam feared overemphasizing theory at the expense
of practical action.
In the volume he authored for the Commission, Charles
E. 1lerriam sought to relate the role of civic education to
~~erican

society.

~united

The volume, entitled Civic Education in

States, emphasized the practical aspects of civic

education rather than the theoretical..

:Ierriam exuressed

the :::>urpose of the work as follows:
••• to study the needs and possibilities of civic
education in the united States with a view to determining the general direction, scope and temper of such
education rather than the details of the program.51

50samuel Eliot ;,lorrison, A History of the A.merican
:?eoule t,.New York: Oxford university ?ress, 1965T p. 814.

51 Charles E. Merriam, Civic Education in the united
States U..Jew· York:

Charles Scribner· s Sons, 193'4)--p7 xix.
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j,Ierriam felt that it was necessary to exnlore the problem
areas of American democracy before specific programs were
developed.

Once these problems were defined the school

could develop the technical programs to deal with them.
In the past, educators had developed programs without fully
understanding the problems which dictated them.

He sought

to avoid these shortcomings by carefully examining the
problems confronting civic education.
The w·ork is divided into three sections.

First,

factors which necessitated reorganization of American civic
education w·ere considered.

Second, the role of concurrent

agencies such as the home, church, community and how they
could be integrated with civic education were explored.
Third, ::.Ierriam dealt '.rith the special instruments of civic
eclucation, ways in which the student would become familiar
with recent trends in government, recent techniques of the
power process and the role of realism and idealism in the
study of government.

The last section concluded with a

discussion of the relationship between the student and the
teacher •
.-.1erriam had participated on the committee which
drew up the Hoover Reoort .,2!1 aecent Social Trends (1933) ..
IIe used the report as background meterial for the first
chapter; "'.the Problems of Arne ric an :Jemocracy .. tl

There w·ere
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two major problems confronting the nation:
velo~ment

First, the de-

of a corporate society which was becoming inter-

twined with political agencies.

Government had become

involved in many sectors of society and the trend continued.
Second, the development of a science of human behavior
could lead to the possibility of further government control.
The social sciences and life sciences were discovering new
facts regarding man· s behavior.

'Jhile these developments,

through education, might liberate man from his superstitious
past, there vras the darker poss ib ili ty of increased social
control.

These discoveries would have a profound effect

on the social and political order; more so than the ,uritanical constraints of the nineteenth century. 52
These problems would generate three tasks for government.

The government would have to face the problem of

social control; it had to deal 1vith social change without
stifling personal liberty and it would have to confront a
future that 1vas only vaguely discernible.

Havin;; defined

the problems of civic education, 1Ierriam then ex-plored v:rays
in which educators might deal with them.

The remainder of

the work discussed ways in which educators might deal with

52

l
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the
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. h con f ron t e d
lems wh ~c

. .
c~v~c

e d uca t.~on. 53

A new orientation had to take place in civic education.

Rigidity and tradition in government needed to be

changed to allow for adaptation and adjustment to the new
technology.

1lerriam: s views on rapid change,. cultural

lag and a burgeoning technology 1vere compatible with other
members of the Commission.

In agreement with them, he

felt that we had to develop a new set of values, traditions
and symbols which would enable us to meet and to adapt to
the emerging developments.
There was a strong need to develop new forms of
social and civic education to deal with the problems confronting our society.

Rapid change had produced a cultur-

al lag which traditional values, symbolisms and theories
could not deal with.

·to meet those demands, social science,

as well as natural science, would rlay a greater role in
the organization of government and would have a dominant
role in determining the social education of the citizen.
:.lerriam forcefully stated:
It is im~ortant to make it perfectly ulain that civic
education faces a revolutionary change in its largest
orientation - the change from the oackward to the for-

531.0~'d . , p. 81.
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•·rard look made possible by experience and innovation;
from a system of transmitted tradition to one or reorganization of traditions in the li.£~ht of science and
invention; from a religion of ~overnmental rigidity to
an exnectation of flexibilitv and adantation. The imT)lications of this are far r~aching both for the future
of government, and the training for civic education.54
Distinctions which were felt to stand in m<.crked
con0rast in the past were intertwined in the present scheme
of things.

It ,.,as felt that there was a sharp dividing line

i.Jetween politics and economics.

This was not so today, as

the s-pheres occuried by economics and government had become
enmeshed as these two organizations dealt ';rith present day
;?roblems.

This overlapping would have a ?refound effect

on the citizen and his values.

JOvernment involvement in

the everyday activities of the individual had increased and
would continue to do so in the future.
u-:;

r.1erriam summed it

thusly:
••• once ar:;ain it may be rereated that the most fundamental need of civic education in our day is the orientation of such training toward the future in terms of realities of modern social and economic lifP. This is the
master key to the 'dhole situation, unloch.ing the door
that leads into a new world of social and civic advance.55

54 1 b.H.,
i
-:;. 21.
55 1 b.lO. •
0
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~he

the society.

need was urgent as revolution was already upon
Changes w·ere altering the traditional w<1ys of

life beyond the speculations of the radicals of previous
aenerations.

0

Uerriam succintly pointed out:

cannot choose ·w·hether we shall retain our old ways
of social or~anization; the changes are already here,
good ~gd bad as we view them, and they vrill continue to
come.

\Ie

.

The changes were more radical than anything predieted in the past.

Scientific and technological radical-

ism was more radical than economic radicalism and more
revolutionary than the political upheavals of earlier
periods of history.
cals in the

~ast

The wildest pronouncements of radi-

would seem conservative when compared to

the changes wrought by science and technology.

These

changes could only be dealt with through a reorientation
in civic education.

'l'hese changes and the manner in which

they >Tould occur are described by Merriam:
The new orientation, then, is ~ossible in a type of
civic education directed toward a future characterized
by ral)id social and :;oli tical change; tovrard invention,
adaptation and readjustment in the world of government
on an equal basis with invention and chanr;e in the world
of technology,. ''rhether machine or social. This involves
change from control by tntdi tion and ta0u to control by
design and -pur"l)ose and plan; to a situation in which
government is dominated by the spirit of science, and

56 lb id. ,. 1?. 27.
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animated by values growi~V out of the new world of
discovery and invention.
Merriam was deeply concerned abou-t the ultimate
~oal

0

of civic education.

He felt that the following

questions should be asked:

To what end is civic education

to be reorganized? What values are to be related to it?
This seemed to be the crucial question.

lt came down to

a conflict between a central system of values on the one
hand and indoctrination on the other.

Merriam stated the

controversy in this manner:
Is a distinction to be dra'm between conscious and
unconscious indoctrination of ideas and values
in the process of instruction; and what cognizance
shall we take of this in the organization of a
system of instruction.58
It was on the issue of indoctrination that 1Ierriam
parted company vri th other members of the Commission, particularly Counts and Beard.
of indoctrination.

He realized the complex nature

As he stated:

The question may indeed be raised whether there are
any effective social skills and techniques on education taken apart from the value system of the given
social culture. Is there any drive or force in the
intellectual ~osition apart from the emotional values
with which behavior is associated? .i:Iere it is evident we approach a r>rofound problem both in the learning process and also in analysis of human behavior.

57~b"d
1 1 . , p. 35.

58

1bid.
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A nearer approach shows clearly that indoctrination
is by no means a simple flower, but a highly in;tricate
pattern unfolding a series of complex meanings.?9
Indoctrination had several meanings which would depend on the individualts point of view.

It could be an aid

to knowledge but could also work in a negative fashion.
l.ferriam distinqushed three kinds of indoctrination:
(1) indoctrinations that were provisional as against those

that were dogmatic and final;

(2) by distinquishing between

values and skills in the field of instruction, and (3) between indoctrinations in the inner core and outer core of
nolitical behavior.

60

:.1erriam conceded that some indoctrination vrould
have to take place, particularly in child rearing and in
the early

~hases

of the educational process.

Indoctrination

would also be necessary for developing social cohesion
which he referred to as the inner core of civic instruction.
As he illustrated:
Few would object to imposition of the traits and
aptitudes favorable to interdependence and cooperation in political life and behavior, as such, and in
tl1at sense such training is almost interchangeable in
western states.6l

59

.tbid.' P• 34.
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Inculcation of values would be acceptable to developing and
fostering local cohesion, but it would not be compatible with
the later education of the individual.

This area was re•

ferred to as the outer core of civic education.

'•nerr1.am
.
(

saw the society rather than the school shaping and educating the individual.

The role of special interest groups in

•

our society could not be ignored.

Civic education had to

prepare the individual for these realities.

This could

not be accomplished through indoctrination.

It could only

be done through an open discussion in the Deweyan sense.
Civic education must, in Dewey's words:

" ••• insist that

education means the discriminating mind or mind that prefers not to dupe itself or be the dupe of others .' 162 'l'he
purpose of civic education then was to provide the social
intelligence so as to allow the individual to adequately
meet the needs of the day.

lrierriam's progressivism showed

through in the conclusion:
It is then around the democratic ways of life that the
values of the next generation may be expected to develo~,
and to provide the general objective which is essential
1.n any moving s·ystem. Faith in the possibilities of
common hmnani ty 'Yill be the ideal around which the training of the_coming generation in ways governmental
revolves.6J

.-,..,
O.::.

.l b"d
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The concluding chapters of the work dealt with the
ways in which these instruments of social intelligence might
be developed by teachers and concurrent agencies.

~erriam's

social theory was similar to that of other progressives and
liberals.

He was aw·are of the vast changes the country was

facing and was sympathetic to those >'fho wanted change.

He

was opposed to any doctrinnaire approach that might stifle
libertie~

gained in the past.

.?rogressivism, as a political

:!Jhilosophy, was still adequate to deal with the nroblems
which faced the country.

It would be flexible enough to

take· into account the sweeping changes that would change
the political, social and educational landscape in the future.
The Conclusions

~Recommendations

contained a sum-

mary of the social theory espoused by the Commission.
composed of thirteen

paragra~hs

It was

located in the chapter en-

titled "The Frame of li.e ference." The views expressing social theory might be divided into three ::;>arts.

They ,,·ere:

(1) the nature of American civilization, (2) changes which
occurred in American civilization, and (3) trends which
emerged in A.Ine ric an civilization.
The American nation was a distinct, .c;eo0:ranhical,
political and social entity.

It was an offshoot of Euro-

"Jean or -.,'estern civilization.

?opular democracy with the

ideals of personal dignity and liberty were the condition-
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ing factors in .American development.
J.merican heritage of civilization ancl social - also exerted a

1

Other elements in the
intellectual, aesthetic

)rofound influence on },.merican

develonment.
Profound changes were

S"'l'fee;.>in,~

American and western

civilization, as they "''rere in the ')roce ss of moving to a
world civilization.
movin~

At the same time, .American society vras

towards a complete physical unification and the inte--

gration and interdependence of the economy, social activity
and culture.

The American society ·.vas changing from a

society marked by economic individualism to a society marked
by a democratic collectivism.

The concentration of business

in a few hands and the growth of large corporations had
brou;~ht

an end to cLtssical laissez-faire economics.

In-

dependent farmers and workers in American society had lost
some personal liberty in the process by becoming dependent
on the government or the corporation.
The emerging age w·as one of transition and, as yet,
the shape and contours could not be clearly delineated.
7here

~~ere

~orld

which could lead to conflict and war.

conditions of inequity and deprivation in the
Social con-

flict wonld continue until adjustments were made between
social thought, social practice and economic realities or
society would fall back to a
mic life.

~ore

~rimitive

order of econo-
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The implications of the social theory for education
were as follows:
1.

A frame of reference embracing things deemed
necessary, possible, and desirable conditions
the selection and organization of materials
of instruction in the social sciences.

2.

The validity of statements o:f fact ·within such
a frame o:f reference can be tes~ed to-day by
methods o:f scholarship; the validity o:f interpretations and judgments can be fully tested
only by the prolonged verdict o:f the generations.

3.

Although the Commission has discovered no allembracing system of social laws which, imposed
upon the educator, :fixes the objectives and
practices o:f the school, it believes its :frame
of reference to be entirely consistent with the
findings and thought of contem~orary social
science.

4.

It believes :further that this frame of reference
conditions the tasks, the responsibilities, the
content and the method of education.64
The social theory proposed by the Commission was an

attempt to deal in a rational manner with current social realities in the American society.
tic.

~.lembers

It was not radical but realis-

o:f the Commission w·anted to avoid a do-nothing

or conservative approach to the trends emerging in American
society.

Gounts was admonished by members of the Commission

64
American Historical Association: Renort of the Comuission on the Social Studies, Conclusions~ Recommendations
(~ew Iork:
Charles Scribnerts Sons, 1934) P?• 2t-2S.
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to make a bold statement. 65 The term collectivism alarmed
some opponents of the report and was misunderstood by
others.

This controversy will be dealt, with in a later

chapter.

Some were disa1_:rpointed vri th the fn.ct that the

Commission did not come up '.lfith a definite system or
theory of society.

~he

Commission felt that a statement

of this type would lead to discussion and the develo1_)ment
of alternate programs.

What was felt t.o be most imnortant.

was that educa"tors would become aware of the social forces
acting upon A.merican education.

'l'his vrould be significant

.
lf • 66.
1n 1tse
The Conunission sought to develo'!_) a frame of reference
which was both realistic and idealistic.

Previous curriculum

committees had failed to deal adequately with the social conditions influencin6 American educ2.tion.

Educators needed to

why contem:?orary society failed to function satisfactor. 1

l~Y·

:,iembers of the Commission atter:mted to do this in the

social theories they developed.

In the following chapter,

we will d.e 2-l w·i th the educati anal '?ror;rams they ]reposed to
deal 1•rith these changed social conditions.

They su-Ggested

vrays in which our educational system could be <;eared un to

65 charles 2. ~erriam to George S. Counts, ~ew
1 August, 1931,. :.:erriam .:?aners, Regensteiner Library,
university of c:1ica··:o, Illinois.
66._l,merl.c2-n
•
·• t or1ca.1
•
.,
-"ls
~~ssoc1at11on:
2enort of t~c Com2ission on ~he Social Studies, Conclusions and 2eco~ue~~a0ions,
I

-:;-). 23-:20.
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the task of dealing with a newly emerging social order.

CHAPTER IV

THE C01C1iiSSION'S VIEil{ OF TEE. ROLE OF TlJE
SOCIAL STUDIES

li~

SOCIAL

CH~~GE

The social theories expressed by the members of the
Commission were an attempt to describe the realities facing
American society.

The Commission members were not content

merely to theorize out recommended bold, new· programs which
suggested how social education could cope with the changed
conditions.

While the~ often presented differing views,

they agreed on one point - the paramount role to be played
by social studies education.

Education, particularly

social education, they felt, should take a dominant role in
helping to pull the united States out·of the abyss of the
de~ression

into which it had fallen.

The views expressed

on social education and the manner in which it was to be
tau~ht

were controversial and were attacked from within and

without the Commission.
Social issues and social education were uppermost
in "the thoughts of Commission members.

A majority of the

volumes in the re::_:>ort dealt with some as:;>ect of social
education as a perusal of the titles would indicate.
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description and analysis of these social education programs
will be presented in this chapter.

The sources used consist

of the volumes of the Commission's report and the final report.

They will include:

Charles A. Beard: A Charter

the Social Sciences; Charles A. Beard:
-Social
Sciences; George S. lJounts, et.

~Nature

al.;

~

Foundations of Education; Charles E. Merriam:
tion in the Social Studies
-Instruction in

~

and; Ernest Horn:

~

of the

Social

Civic EducaMethods of

Social Studies.

Charles A. Beard w·rote cogently about the role civic
education should play in preparing American youth to confront
His view·s were contained in a chapter en-

social change.

titled "The Supreme Purpose" in A Charter
Sciences.

Be~rd felt that education,

i.2£

the Social

and particuiarly civic

education, should alleviate the distressing situation facing
the country.

American schools could not escaue their his-

toric mission.

A heritage had develoned which by this time

had become a nart of the social environment.

The average

American looked to the schools to aid the society in times
of change and crisis.

Teachers could not sit idly by but

should sueak out where etl1ical and moral values were concerned.1 Beard made this clear in his presidential address
to the Arnerican Historical Association.

l

~Charles

The aim of civic

A. Beard, A Charter for the Social 3cie~ces
in the Schools lNew .Y.ork: Charles Scribne!='s Sons, 1·1 3..:;,

p:

94.
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instruction, according to Beaidwas:
to strengthen democratic institutions, make clear
their working, point out defects generally agreed
upon, provide more effective leadership, illuminate
every possible corner of the ~olitical scene, and
nromote habits of critical fairness among the
electorate. This can not be done by reciting creeds
and repeating ceremonial formulas, but by making
realistic studies of the actual pressures operating
in politics and government and the concrete issues
behind the verbalism of partisan oratory.2
Beard levelled his attack on the essentialists and
traditionalists in .American education.

He felt that the

present programs and approaches used in social education
were static and outmoded, not capable of meeting the needs
precipitated by the problems facing American society.

Many

educators continued to respond as if nothing had happened
and seemed to ignore the crisis facing the country.

The

methods and techniques employed in teaching reflected a lack
of concern.
One of the major goals of social studies instruction was the preparation of students who would be equipped
to meet the realities of the world in which they were to
live.

l::ach political unit had its own particular ;;ower

structure.

Adequate social studies

instr~ction

would en-

:tble students to function properly vri thin these noli tical

2

Ibid., n. 4d.
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structures.

Social studies instruction must take into ac-

count this factor because of the ever-changing nature of
society.

No society wanted to drift but rather w·ished to

master change and progress to higher levels of attainment.
iducational programs must 0e flexible enough to account for
these aspirations.

A fixed program of instruction was inadequate to
deal with a changing world marked by rapid technical transformations and :!_)olitical conflicts.

The historical period

from 1890 to the present had been marked by pervasive change
in all areas of American society.

:,rethods of instr11ction

w·hich social studies teachers used at the ber;inning of this
?eriod were now obsolete. Beard suggested that a perusal of
civic education textbooks bore this out. 3
ln modern industrial societies the individual had
to make many difficult decisions.

No system of education

can forsee the decisions needed in the future nor can it
0rovide corrective measures to remedy an unstable social
order.

No fixed program can succeed when confronted with

the ever-chanr:;ing nature of .A.merican society in the 'Jrccedin~

forty-year period.

3 lDl
_, . d . ,

C) •

95

•

Beard felt that many

pro~rarns
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were mere words that did not lead to action.
~ointed

mind, he

With this in

out:

In the wider range of social relations it is not
words that count, but capacity to understand, analyze,
bring information to bear, to choose, to resolve, and
to act wisely. Competence in the individual, not dogma,
is our supreme objective.4
Any pro;;ram to be worthw·hile must keep the foregoing items
in mind.
Having laid the groundwork, Beard then

~roceeded

the primary purpose of social studies education.

to

'l'he ma,j or

purpose of social studies education was the development of
the latent powers of the individual.

As Beard stated:

Our fundamental purpose here is the creation of
rich, many-sided personalities, equipped with
practical knowledge and inspired by ideals so
that they can make their way and fulfill their
mission in a chagging society which is part of
a world complex.
In order to develop the rich, many-sided personality, the
social studies instructor had to inculcate seven skills
in students.

They were:

(l) the ability to obtain know-

ledge; (2) the ability to analyze social situations and
materials of instruction;

(3) habits; l4) method; (5) at-

titudes of natriotism and loyalty;
. apprec1a
. t.1on. 6
aes th et1c

5_,
·a
.LOl .,. pp. 96-97 •
6

Ibid., p. 98.

(6) imagination and (7)
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The personality who was well-informed would be an
active, creative person.

This process of awakening latent

nowers would be followed throughout the student's school
career.

It would be the job of all branches of the social

studies.

Beard commented:

It is the function of each branch of social science
to say what are the rightest and truest fragments of
knowledge which those who call themselves intelligent
should possess in that discipline. It is the business
of philosophy to eliminate, to give unity, perspective
and balance to these fragments, and of letters to make
them vivid and human.7
Beard then proceeded to discuss each of the seven
skills which the social studies should impart to the student.
Knowledge, like society, was ever-changing.

f,."hat might have

been significant in a particular field in the past, may be
obsolete today.

The advancement of learning in many fields

was burgeoning.

In light of this reality, Beard forcefully

stated:
Yet, speaking summarily, we may say that the primary information which social science must SUJ?;:>ly through the
schools to individuals is information concerning the
conditioning elements, realities, forces, and ideas of
the modern world in w·hich life must be lived. Any representation of them is bound to be partial and out of
:!?erspective, such is the frailty of the human mind, but
it must be attem?ted in textbooks, supplementary works,
maps, motion :r?ictures, and every -:)Ossi;Jle ap"9aratus for
conveying info~mation vividly and realistically to the
immature mind. 0

,..,

1 I,·-.;d

"'-

.,

......,

.98.

-:JT).

93-99.
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~.lost

important in developing the ability to obtain in-

formation was a knowledge of how to acquire knowledge.
was a skill which could be used throughout life.

This

The school

had to teach the student how to gain access to information
the use of encyclopedias, authorities, documents, sources,
statistical collections. 9 This process would be continued
throughout the educational process.

As the student pro-

grassed, the exercises would be made more difficult in
complexity and abstraction.
Along with the ability and skill to acquire knowledge was the development of analytical skills - the ability
to break massed data or large themes into manageable units,
and to get at irreducible elements in any mass of data
under observation. 10 Other factors which should be stressed
were synthesis and memory.

Teachers had to inculcate in

students the ability to synthesize
her and draw inferences from them.

to put elements toget:.Iemory was a ca1)aci ty

which could be developed, like others, through practice.
These skills of analysis, synthesis and memory were not
limited to the social studies but could be used in all
fields of endeavor.

9 I'0~"d . , p.
99.
100.
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Extremely imnortant in the modern scientific, technological world was the scientific method.
to teach about this important tool.
tion have largely,

es~ecially

The school had

Advances in civiliza-

in modern times, resulted

from the application of the scientific method.

It was a

powerful tool for discovering conditional truth.

It liber-

ated human intellicience in dealing with animate and inanimateobjects and helped to produce and amass knowledge.

While

Beard accepted the role of the scientific method in the
develo~mental

process of the modern world, he did not feel

that it could be applied to the humanities or to the formulation of historical laws.
Continuing in a relativistic vein, Beard them emphasized the role of habit in social studies instruction.
The inculcation of proper habits included ,ersonal cleanliness, industry, courtesy, promptness, accuracy, and effective cooneration in common undertakings.

11

'l'hey were to

be developed in the following manner:
To some extent these habits may be encouraged by ~re
ce~ts drawn from the data and conclusions of social
science; perhaps to a greater extent, by organized
experience in the classroom supplemented by community
action in positive, if limited form. Civic instruction
should not be confined to the ~rinted ~age while the
laboratory of life lies at hand.12

11
12

Ibid.' .,..,. 102.
Ibid.
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Closely related to habits and equally important to
achieverilent and the development of social skills are attitudes.

According to Beard, attitudes include:

••• such tendencies and propensities as respect for the
rights and opinions of others, zeal for truth about many
things large and small, pride in the achievement of individuals, communities, America, and mankind, admiration
for heroic and disinterested deeds, faith in the power of
men and women to improve themselves and their surroundings, loyalty to ideals, a vivid sense of responsibility
in all relations, a lively interest in contemporary
affairs, a desire to participate in the worldrs work,
far and near.l3
The most important attitude to be cultivated by social
science teachers was love of country or patriotism.

.0eard

hardly an2eared to be.the radical he was accused of being
w-hen he made statements such as this one.

For Beard, the

teaching of patriotism was something that teachers should
not tal\:.e for

~;ranted

but should make every attem"!.Jt to ad-

vance this valuable goal.
It 'i'ias not to 'ue a chauvinistic patriotism marked
by fire·vrorks and ritual, but a genuine feeling associated
'>"lith love of country.

It was incumbent upon social science

teachers to inculcate uatriotism as a rational, not an
emotional process.
11

Beard described it in this fashion:

The loyalty which history ancl social science can instill

n. 103.
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is, then, the loyalty of reasoned affection, not the loyal. d"~ce. n 14 To emphasize his point Beard
ty of t r~"b a 1 preJu
quoted an example from Woodrow Wilson:
ttif you have taken an oath of allegiance to the United
States," said President "\Jilson to foreign-born citizens
at Philadelphia in 1915. "Of allegiance to whom? Of
allegiance to no one unless it be God. Certainly not of
allegiance to those who temporarily represent the great
Government. You have taken an oath of allegian£~ to a
great idea, to a great hope o:f the human race." J
This is the type of patriotism that Beard wanted teachers
to cultivate in their students.
To complete the development of the many-sided personality, Beard added two ingredients -will power and courage.
How can will power and courage be taught by education?
was not sure but offered a suggestion.

Beard

While no one can

really describe the proper way to teach will power and courage it might be done in the following manner:
But it is safe to assume that, like other faculties,
they can be stimulated by the citation of notable
examples from the biographical role and by such exercises as.the glassroom and its collateral activities
can prov~de. 1
The sixth skill would be imagination - the capacity
to compare, contrast, to combine and to construct. 17 The

14 Ibid., p. 105.
15 Ibid., pp. 105-106.
16Th ~'d ., PP• 106-107.
17 Ibid., p. 108.
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historical use of imagination as it delves into the growth
of ideas.

Concluding this section, Beard remarked:

"All

rich personalities are imaginative, and if education is conceived with the making of them, it must cherish those who
can dream dreams and see visions. 1118
Related to imagination is another element of the
many-sided personality - aesthetic appreciation.

The role

of aesthetic a2preciation in the development of other
civilizations can be brought under revie"\'T and the minds of
:!:JUpils filled with zeal for the best and finest products
.
19
of gen1us.
The development of rich, many-sided 2ersonalities
is an important aspect of the role of the social studies
instructor.

They must not lose sight of the imJ:lortance

of develoiJing leaders.

In any group there will be a few

at the top; the geniuses who brought about the inven"t1ons
which change ancl move civilization.

Social studies teach-

ers r:1ust be avrare of this, as Beard showed:
Hence it is one of the inescanable duties of teachers
in social science to discover: draw forth and ins"'lire
students with capacity for leadership and creative work.

19 .J.Dl
. , "d . , P• 109.
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From this source came the continuous renewal that gives
freshness and vigor ~o civilization.20
Conformity, discipline and regimentation are useful social values but they must not be overdone.

~he

development of independence of judgment among citizens is
necessary to survival in a democratic society.

The major

purpose of social studies education is the development of
the latent powers of the individual.

i'his is not only im-

portant to the individual but also to the group as a whole.
As Beard stated:
Particularly is this true in our technological age when
new inventions are constantly introducing novel factors
into the social scene, forcing readjustments in productive and distributive ]!rocessesi and indicating lines
of more efficient performance.2
Students should be instructed to deal creatively and to
develop flexibility in dealing ''ri th social :>roblems and in
enciaging in political activities.

This is especially true

in the area of government, which is far more rigid and
trQJitional than industry.

As Beard asserted:

The ideology ·vrhich surrounds political institutions
generally runs against the notion that social inventiveness is an essential quality of the ';ood citizen. It

20

Ibid., .?• 110.

21 Ibid., p. lll.
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sanctions the transmission of achievements already accomplished and attempts to stamp them as stereotypes
~ood for all time.22

0

Because of this social studies instructors had to teach
the significance of criticism and inventiveness as utile
forces enabling students to deal effectively with the emerging society.
In the final analysis, social studies instruction

had to do the following:
No scheme of instruction can vividly portray to pupils
all the coming situations of their lives in which they
must make fateful decisions. Nor is it possible so to
objectify ideas institutionally as to eliminate the
hazards of selection and rejection. Hence the inevitable necessity for lcying emphasis on freedom of opinion
and the liberation of intelligence as a scheme of
thought, affection and practice.23
The ultimate goal of civic education should be related to
the famous dictum uttered by Alexander Hamilton:
"Whatever fine declarations may be inserted in any
constitution res::_Jecting it (liberty) must altogether
depend upon public opinion and on the general spirit
of the people and of the government. To contribute
powerfully to the making of this opinion and this spirit
is an undoubted task of civic instruction in the
schools .u 24

22

ibid.' P• 112.

23 Ibid., p. 116.
24 lD~
, -d . , p. 117.
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In the Nature of the Social Sciences, Beard dealt
'.'Ti th the frame of reference ·which would serve students of
social science as a cultural guide to action.
mentals must be taught to the students.
description of social reality.

Two funda-

First, an accurate

Second, an accurate portray-

al of the movements and changes occurring in this social
situation.

Teachers w·ould have to help students develop

a sense of development in time.

Primitive societies lived

from day to day but modern societies must look to the
future and seek to provide for it.

Social studies educa-

tion had to play an important part in preparing students
for the future.
In actual operation it is impossible to separate
the two fundamentals.

The study of history is important

because it creates the necessary perspective through which
a situation can be observed; first, as it presently is and,
second, as it has developed through the passage of time.
Beard stated it thusly:
Contemporary thought without history is impossible
and history unrelated to contemporary knowledge and
thought is likewise impossible. And either, if IJOSsible, would be undesirable in any frame of reference.25

25 Charles A. Beard, The Nature of the Social Sciences
(New· York: Charles Scribner"'i"S"Sons, 1934)-;--::;. 190.
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The role of the teacher became paramount in Beard 1 s
scheme.

He remarked:

The informed and trained teacher will know this conception and fact in advance and treat each special
subject, topic, or theme, set up of necessity for convenience, in the light of this finding. Thus the training of teachers in contemporary knowledge and thought
becomes the key to the effective realization of objectives.26
In order to achieve these objectives, the frame of reference had to be kept in focus as it provided the necessary
criteria that w·ould guide the use of materials and thoughtcategories.
Beard proposed the follow·ing course sequence for
high school social studies curricula:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Geography - to be taught during the first year.
Economics - to be taught during the second year.
Cultural Sociology - to be taught during the second
year.
Political Science - to be taught during the third year.
History - to be taught during the fourth year.

Each course would summarize the accumulated knowledge in the
discipline from the basic facts to the complex issues currently facing the discipline •

History 'iV"ould be last in the

sequence because it embraced all others, hence, it w·ould be
the most difficult.

Properly conceived and taught the his-

tory course, according to Beard, "adds the sense of develorment in time which transforms them from static into dynamic,
that is, realistic subjects." 27
26I,0~'d . ,
27Ibid.

~J!•

190-19lo
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In conclusion:

Beard 2roposed a tough, no-nonsense

program of social education.

History was to retain its

dominant position in the curriculum with the other social
sciences serving as its handmaidens.

If social education

were taught in the manner he prescribed, students would be
trained to be· useful, patriotic citizens capable of meeting the demands of a changing society.

The curricula and

methods he proposed (Beard felt) were flexible enough to
meet the ever-changing environment of American education.

In the concluding section of the Social Foundations

..2! American Education, George S. Counts proposed a program
w·hich he fe 1 t American educators should take in dealing
with current problems.

According to Counts, educational

policy must relate to the society in which it occurs as society is the major force in determining educational
policy:
If education were merely a form of abstract contemplation, unrelated to the world of men and thin,;s, the
social situation mL;ht be disregarded altogether, This,
however, is clearly not the case. At bottom and particularly in a highly com~lex and dynamic social order, education, in discharging its function of inducting the
child into the life of the Jroup, stands at the focal
uoint in the nrocess of cultural evolution - at the
point of cont~ct between the older and younge~ generation where values are selected and rejected.2;)
23 George S. Counts "'-nd Others, The Social Foundations
.2.£ Bduc'1tion (:Jew York: Charles Scribnei.="Ts Sons, 1934/ :;:>.532.
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American educators faced the important task of formulating
an educational policy in light of the foregoing statement.
The educator had to understand the relationship
between education and social action.

Having an almost

limitless faith in the school, Americans have placed too
much faith in the efficacy of education.

One of the

major aspects of Counts's theory of education was the view
that the United States was passing through an age of crisis.
Unbridled economic, technological and social chang&s were
exerting profound influences on traditional American
society.

In the troubled times of today many individuals

looked to the school to lead the American people to
safety.

Certain educators called upon the school to build

a new social order to reconstruct society and to prepare
it for the future •
.The purpose of American education has shifted
throughout our existence as an independent country.

The

primary purpose of early American education was to eliminate illiteracy.

It was felt that the ability to read

>vould lead to the development of
ry.

a.n

enlightened citizen-

An investigation of the Acerican political system

would show this to be untrue - as pmverful interests tended
to subvert the written word for their own purposes.

Those

in power twisted education :;oals for their m""ll
. interests.
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The American educational system was controlled and used to
benefit the propertied classes.

For Counts: "literacy
made possible the age of propaganda. 1129 The schools
claimed to be for everyone while in reality they favored
the establishment.
Having shown the one-sided nature of the American
educational system, Counts then turned to the progressives.
Many progressive educators contended that each generation
must be taught anew while teachers removed the biases of
past generations.

Education should be value free and the

child must decide for himself what to accept and what to
reject.

In Counts's view, value free education was impossible

and impractical to achieve.

An educational program without

social content would not solve the pressing problems of the
day.

Counts forcefully stated:
Education, emptied of all social content and conceived
solely as method, points nowhere and can arrive now-here.
It is a disembodied spirit. When education is thus
generically conceived, it is a pure abstraction. 11oreover it is not education. A nracticable educational urogram or theory cannot be generic; it must be suited t~ a
particular time and place in history.30

In order to achieve Countsts desired goal, careful ?lanning

had to take place.

There had to be some degree of imposi-

29 Ibid., p. 533.
30r·;)J.'d . , P• 534.
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tion.

Vfhether imposition would occur or not is not important

since it depended on what was to be imposed.

Counts felt

that the nature of the teaching process made imposition
inevitable.

In any case, there had to be a generous pro-

vision for the free play of intelligence.
Counts then related the school to other educational
agencies and to the total educational task of society.
Education had to be radically changed to meet the needs of
the coming age.

Economic changes had irrevocably changed

the nature of public education.

The school had to attune

itself to a society that was moving from individualism to
a democratic collectivism.

The major purpose of public

education would be as follows:
Public education in the united States therefore will
not only work within the limits of the emerging reality;
it will also assume that the evolving order will mrute
naramount the welfare of the great rank and file o:f the
'~orking men and vromen of the nation.31
In the past., ::;?Ublic education favored the u-pper classes to
the detriment of other groups.

The aim of future education

would be the achievement of social equality.

One

would not be treated better than another _-:;roup.

~roup

With this

in mind, Counts argued that the public schools should achieve
the follow-ing:

3lr.OJ.·a . , 2• 541.
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The great purpose of the ,ublic school therefore should
be to prepare the coming generation to ~articipate
actively and courageously in building a democratic industrial society that will cooperate with other nations
in the exchange of 60ods, in the cultivation of the arts~
in the advancement of knowledge and thoughtt and in maintaining the peace of the world. A less catholic purpose
would be certain sooner or latert to lead the country to
disaster.32
Social science instruction was to be organized within
the frame of reference provided by the ideal of a democratic
collectivism.

The social science curriculum should include:

the history and fortunes of the masses of the people, the
evolution of 2eaceful arts and culture, the development of
the ideal of democracy, the rise of industrial civilization
and collective economy, the conflicts and contradictions in
contemporary society, and the thorough examination of all
current proposals, programs, and philosophies designed to
meet the needs of the age. 33
Social studies educators had

f~iled

ly with the problem of course content.

to deal adequate-

As a consequence,

some important problems still remained in this area.
':'rere:

(. 1) improvement of course content;

tion of various courses; and
teachers in social education.

~3)

~

They

2) the organiza-

the specific ftmction of

In order to develop social

competence in the students, the school had to deal effectively with these )roblems.
32r,ul.·a . ,

}•

544.

33 Ib "d
].~.,
?• 549.

This would be a difficult task, as
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the school had to steer its way through competing forces in
society.

Students had to be made aw·are of the social forces

competing for dominance in American society.

The highest

qualities of educational leadership would be needed to resolve these pressing problems.
Counts did not outline a specific curriculum, but
he did feel that course content was more important than the
methods or techniques used.

There had to be an increase in

the depth and breadth of the ideas in general circulation.
This could be done by advancing the quality of the content
of social science teaching in

.~erican

schools.

Content,

not method, w·ould determ1.ne how well the job was to be done.
As Counts pointed out:

"It is sheer folly to assume that the

world will be much improved by doing mediocre or irrelevant
things excellently."

34

The materials to be taught must be organized and
should follow a definite :plan.

Any plan of teaching,to be

effective, had to take into consideration the learner 1 s
experience, abilities and interests.

The development of

the child from birth to maturity "ras a most useful guiding
~rinciple.

Counts stated this view as follows:

Beginning with the cradle he gradually pushes back the
boundaries of his world along the tw·o dimensions of

34

Ibid.' p. 553.
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space and time and in so doing widens his know·ledge and
deepens his powers of thought and action. Through manipulation, explanation, travel, reading, social intercourse,
and converse with his peers and elders, he moves out
from the immediate anu the present into the very widening realm of geography and history.35
Social science instruction should build upon this
nrocess.
.L

The child should be leQ systematically from his

neighborhood, community and state to the wide world beyond.
The genetic method, which stresses the unfolding of social
procesesses from their inception to the present, should
also be utilized in the development of the intellectual
grasp of the student.

Social studies teachers would have

to move back and forth from the past to the present in their
instruction to develop these abilities.

Social stud£es

courses should form an even line of development from kindergarten to graduate school.
To achieve this program, large quantities of printed
materials were needed.

These materials would not be limited

to textbooks but would also include literature that contributeQ to social understanding.

:.!any classics, while

worthwhile literature, did not contribute to the child's
social awareness and hence should not be used.

As Counts

stated:
••• a considerable proportion of the reading matter employed in the lower grades to train children in the

35I,Dl. d . , ::?• 554.
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habits of literacy possesses neither literary merit or
useful content. The great need is for rich materials
written with charm and simplicity and designed to give
to children authentic inform,~ion regarding the human
past and the world of today.
It was in this foundation that a more systematic study of
the social sciences was to be organizea. 37 It was the
school's primary role to make the child aware of the world
around him and to prepar& the student to meet the challenges
of an emerging democratic collectivism.
Critics of the Commission's Report found much to criticize in Counts's views on social education.

They opposed his

theory of imposition and particularly disliked his views on
the role of the school as an agent for social change.

They

felt that these views showed his sympathy for Communist
Russia.

Others complained that his proposals did not emphasize

specific curricula or methods.

Educators related to teacher-

training institutions were upset over his remarks favoring
content over method or technique.

Despite the unfavorable

criticism, most members of the Commission felt that Counts
had made a significant contribution to social education.

36 Ibid., P• 555.
37 Ibid., P• 555.
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Charles E. :.lerriam, in Civic Education in the united
states, did not outline a specific program of civic education
but rather concentrated on the needs and possibilities of
civic education ancl the directions these tendencies might
talce.

He felt that it was necessary to explore fully the

factors influencing civic education before
grams.

develo~ing

~ro-

But putting the pieces together vre might get a bet-

ter understanding of the total problem.

Articulation of

the theoretical vri th the practical aspects of civic education was the foremost area of hlerriam 1 s expertise and the
field in which he felt most comfortable.
For lderriam, the school w·as the most important agency
for social training.

Of all the agencies affecting the train-

ing of the individual, it alone would best ?repare the individual for the future.

Merriam felt:

the Church, the family, the group or gang, the culture
system in the broadest sense of the term, all contribute
to the training of the oncoming generation, but the
heaviest burden 1s laid increa,singly upon the educational institutions of the land.3b
Civic education comprised a part of the total social
education a student received.

It was closely related to noliti-

cal behavior, to citizenship preparation and to political behavior.

?olitical behavior was an aspect of social training.

33

Charles .B. :.. erriam, Civic ~c1ucation in the united
States lNew York: Charles Scribner·s Sons, 10J4), p. 60.
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In some cases, it was not easy to separate the tvro of them.
The two w·ere often intert·\'rined and formed the core of civic
education.

They could be separately analyzed but sometimes

this obscured understanding.
~~rerriam

felt that civic education must be integrated

with the other social studies courses. This would be accomplished by combining instruction in the theoretical asryects with the practical aspects of the field.

For example,

students w·ould learn about the nature of elections and, if
possible~

would perform tasks such as voter registration,

canvassin6, etc., during an election campaign.

Civic educa-

tion must be taught in this fashion in order to overcome
the problems of overcompartmentalism and specialization.
There ,·rere difficulties blocking the vray, especially in the
area of integration of school life with the life experienced
by the student outside the school.

The school must compete

with these outside agencies for the student·s attention.
Religious instruction was undertaken outside the school and
this 1)resented problems in character education.

There was

a gap between business codes anu political practice and also
the civic code taught in the schools.
education depended u;:>on how well

The success of civic

inte~ration

1vas concluded.

One of the major aspects of civic education was to
develop in the student a keen sense of

~olitical

realism.
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Since there was a wide gap bet11een theory and actual practice,
this problem took on an exaggerated importance.

11any prob-

lems which confronted the student of government were not
mentioned in the Constitution and other statutes.

This

added to the student's confusion, and made it difficult for
the teacher to teach accurately a realistic point of view.
In order to teach a realistic point of view·, the
teacher had to examine the underlying elements of democratic
coo]Jeration in society.

This examination included a dis-

cussion of the meaning of liberty, tolerance, the nature
of the freedom of S]Jeech, the nature of leadership and its
qualifications and responsibilities, patriotism and nationalism and a discussion of militarism and

~acificism.

In

conclusion, Merriam remarked:
citizens find useful and adequate statement of all
competing views upon practical problems, and a
choice among competing ways of thought and action.
In a world of thought it will prove im~ossible,
even for those disposed to do so, to prevent discussion of the foundation principle of political
action; and every gain in such direction, or what
seems to gain, is in fact a loss, for it only ~ost
uones the dav of consideration to an hour less
favorable .39"
Controversial questions had to be studied before
citizens took action.

Their avoidance could not be the

39 Ibid., p. 147.
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basis of intelligent or dynamic citizenship.

Since these

controversies w·ere often waged on an highly emotional level,
it was important that they be separated and analyzed in the
calmer atmosphere of the school.

There ''as also the pos-

sibility of adding new information and views to the study
and analysis of these questions.
Merriam's views of the school's role in the teaching
of controversial questions w-as one of detachment.

This was

in sharp contrast with Counts's views on the same topic.
The school, according to Merriam, should deal with controversial issues but not by taking direct action.

These

issues should be discussed in the detached atmosphere of
the classroom -not in the arena of political or social
action.

The opposite approach was stressed by Counts.

Schools and teachers should not only discuss controversial
issues, but they should take the lead in restructuring
society to make these issues social realities.

By compar-

ing the vie,V'S of Merriam and Counts on this issue, we can
get a clear insight into the ideological differences which
se~arated

their approach to civic education.

The student would have to study the physical composition of _?olitical jurisdiction.

This would enable him

to understand the problem of districting and redistricting.
Kno"'V"ledge of t.his "Jrocess Yras vital to the development of
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political acumen.

r.Ierriam continually emphasized that stu-

dents should learn both the theoretical and the practical
side of politics.
Special agencies of government should be studied,
such as agencies concerned with agriculture, mining and
forestry.

'l'hese agencies should be studied on 'uoth the

state and federal level.

The student should understand

how the various levels were integrated to deal "'lrith long
range problems.

Stages and processes of planning should

be studied to give the student an unclerstanding of how
the system really worked.
Financial affairs of the government were another
fertile field of study.

Many Americans were naive when

it carne to an understanding of the financial underpinnings
of government.

As :1Ierriam pointed out:

The central point in realism is the est;1blishrnent
of a vital relationship between the facts of politics
and the facts of life, of a comprehension of these
relations and the synthesis of political behavior
with social behavior. This I may hasten to interject
is not a problem confined to politics alone, uut
it exists in the field in a more aggravated form
perhaps than anywhere else.40
Types of problem solving might be developed in relationshin to types of leadership, personalities, conferences,

40r,0~·a . , ::?::?· 152-153.
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patterns of administration, morale, adjudication, etc.
Parliamentary procedures might be reenacted to develop a
more clear understanding of the process.

Aside from these

patterns, there were many other examples which could be
placed before the student to communicate to him the knowledge of the political process.
An imaginative use of literature might be helpful

in the development of political insight.

There w·ere numer-

ous works, such as Butler's Erewhon and Wells's
Things

!2

~'

Shape~

which teachers could use to make students

aware of certain political processes.

Works relating to

utopias were always valuable, as they gave the student an
opportunity to see how a political situation developed in
an unorthodox fashion.

The cruder the utopia the greater

was its value in developing understanding.
In conclusion, Merriam mentioned three areas which

should receive consideration:
1.

The obvious contrasts and paradoxes in the w·orld
of American government may be reconciled so as to
avoid later disillusionment and perhaps hypocrisy
in the mind of the coming citizen, by free and frank
discussion of the basic questions at issue, l'fithout
attempt at concealment of divergences.

2.

The basic problems of government may be illuminated
through the use of current data bearing upon problems
in fields ,.,here important facts may be had without
too great difficulty.

3.

~se

may be made of the numerous devices by which
experience both direct and vicarious may be brou~ht
into the lives of the citizens o~ the new ~eneration.41

41 ruid., p. 161.
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Merriam did not develop a curriculum for social education.

He felt. that social education had an important role in

the coming years, but before this could be attempted social
educators needed a sense of direction.

As Merriam stated:

This is not a pla.n for a new curriculum, but for a
new orientation, a new goal, a new spirit -as it
seems to me more important at this time than the
teacher and the text, important as they are • • •
my purpose will be fully served if effective attention
is directed toward the emerging problems of political
education as they present. themselves in this changin~
world, and if fruitful thinking and planning toll~. 2

A new orientation, not a new curriculum, was to be the goal
for social educators.

Merriam felt that he had laid the

groundwork on which the civic and social education curricula
could be built.

Ernest Horn, in his Methods

.2!

Instruction in

.!!:.2.

Social Studies, examined the significance of social education.

The work was a comprehensive approach to the various

methods used in social science instruction.

He began the

work by pointing out that methods must be viewed in terms
of the social framework:
The methods of social education in the schools, broadly

42 Ibid., p. 182.
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conceived, include all the instrumentalities through
which social purpose, knowledge, attitudes and behavior are effected •• 43
,·hile he focused on methods of instruction, Horn argued
that instruction could not be vie·wed apart from other interrelated factors.

~ethod

according to the final

had to be related to social

re~ort

~ur~ose

of the Commission:

Since gurpose gives direction and meaning to every
educational undertaking, it follows that method apart
from purpose lacks both direction and meaning; that
the best method lilllted to inferior, irrelevant, confused or unsocial purpose, as judged by some accepted
frame of reference, can give only, inferior, irrelevant,
confused or unsocial results; and that method, like
knowledge, must be conceived, applied and ap-praised
in terms of purpose.44
The problem of what to teach, according to Horn,
revolved around the use of indoctrination and propaganda.
Teachers were concerned by the conflict of social theories
and the efforts of pressure groups to influence what vras
taught and disseminated in the classroom.

Various Jroups

would seek to control public OIJinion and have their pet
projects aired in the classroom.

ln the final analysis,

it boiled do'm to the use teachers and the school made of
indoctrination and propaganda.

43
.srnest Horn, ~:Jet:10ds of Instruction in the Social
Studies t.New· York: Charles Scribner 1 s Sons, l935},p. 1.
44

Ibid., ?P• 2 and 3.
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While the terms were easily understood they had become charged with emotion as the long struggle for religious,
social and political freedom unfolded.

They were seen to be

detrimental to cherished causes and synonymous with bad
teaching.

Horn defined propaJanda as the

a~ologetics

de-

vised by special interest groups to further their causes or
:9rograms. 45

Indoctrination l'i"as defined by Horn as the at-

tempt of these groups to impose their ideas on the various
elements of society.

46

Those in opposition tended to see

indoctrination and propaganda as inherently bad.
not feel that this was always the case.

IIorn did

?ro:;?aganda and

indoctrination might be good or bad, depending upon the
situation and the intent to which they were to be usedo

As

he nointed out:
?ropaganda for the reduction of fire hazards is an
illustration of :;ood intent; propaganda for the use of
a worthless nostrum or for the promotion of the interests of a vicious political ring are illustrations of
bad intent. Good intent is identified with the interests of society, bad intent ~ith its ex~loitation.47
Good method uses evidence justly and avoids distortions and
falsificationso

45
46
47

~lethods

carefully planned and understood

lbid., I>• 81.
Ibid.
Ibid.,

p~. 31-82.
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would limit the possibility of
of indoctrination and

usin~

~ropaganda.

the more flagrant types

Students should be made

a·,-rare of the motives and interests of individuals and interest groups.
Much of w·ha t "i'i'as written concerning indoctrination
""nd propaganda did not get to the heart of the problem.

The

terms •rere used rather loosely and there was often no attempt to specify exactly what was objectionable.

This led

to a clouding of the issues and the failure to deal adequately with the serious questions these issues raised.

These

issues were:
First, shall the schools set up a social program and attempt to realize it through the inculcation and control
of attitudes, habits, kno1'i'ledge, patterns of thought, and
value norms: i.e., shall they inculcate "sound doctrines"?
Second, shall controversial issues be studied, and if so
by >vhat methods? Third, shall freedom of teaching and discussion prevail? Fourth, shall the school teach punils
what to think or how to think? Fifth, shall symbolism,
slogans, conditioning, or emotional appeal be utilized;
and if so, in what manner?48
Horn then attempted to answer these per::_Jlexing questions.

lt •ras the

school~

responsibility, Horn felt, to pre-

sent students 1vi th a social program that was ex?licit, unified,

48 lbid., p~. 83-34.
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· 49 Th e sc h oo l wou ld g1ve
.
. t·1on of
and d ynamJ.c.
a va l.d
J. d escr1p
modern society - its )henomena, its processes, its trends
and its :problems. 50 :;.ioreover, the school vrould select and
inculcate value norms rather than leaving the task to other
social agencies.

It, the school, would set un a plan where-

by the ends and instruments of social living were to be seen
in one intelligible and integrated pattern. 51
It was difficult to get a valid understanding of the
modern social world, as this world often transcended our
powers of comprehension.
and George

s.

Commentators, such as Harold Rugg

Counts, have vividly pointed this out.

This

>Ias not only true of students but individuals of all ages
have been baffled by the problems confronting them.

?rimi-

tive societies which seemed so static and unchanging w·ere
difficult to understand, so it was no '\V'onder that it was
difficult to comprehend individual

as~ects

of the social

?recess such as race relations or social mobility.
As a result of the foregoing, simple models would
have to be used to convey the necessary understanding.

49 Ibid., p. 84.
50 Ibid.,

p. .34.

51 Ibid.,

l?•

34.
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had to be developed in a pragmatic sense and thus make possible both efficient thought and action.

They

~~d

to be

as close as possible to social reality and must not overlap any aspect of the social process.

As Horn illustrated:

Thus the concept that w·e have an marginal lands, to remain authentic and dynamic, must constantly be related
to soil," rainfall, and location of S?ecific areas; to
the invention of machinery and new methods of farming;
to markets; to the quality of life of the farmers of such
lands; and even to social policy. This last relationship
is especially significant, for the social studies pertain
not merely to objective circumstances but to custom,
s~cial interest, and human purpose.52
The challenge of building an authentic and acceptable model
of social reality called for 'ivisdom and scholarship of the
highest order.

Such an enormous task required technical

skill, as well as the necessary basic data and resources
that science and philosophy could bring to bear on the matter.

Groups, such as the Committee on Recent Trends, had

suggested that a permanent body be set uu to deal with this
task.

Educators "''rould take a leading part in the delibera-

tions of such a body, but it could not be left to education
alone.
.As yet
~nd

th~re

'I'Tas no accurate descrintion of the c:;oals

instruments of American society.

had to operate.

~ducators

52 lbid., pp. 85-36.

Des?ite this, the schools

had to make the best possible
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decisions they could concerning the social realities which
faced the student.

The schools had other problems of a

purely educational nature.

They were:

the determination of

the role of the school in the development of public opinion,
the decisions as to what and how much social education the
school should undertake, the making of curricula and the
adaptation to different levels of development, the selection
of instructional equipment, the adoption of efficient
methods and the appraisal of results.
On the question of whether controversial issues
should be taught, Horn pointed out the pros and cons surrounding the question.

To begin with, Horn felt that there

was no consensus on the question.

Views ranged from the

opinion that no controversial issue should be taught to
the view that all sides of an issue should be presented.
Answers to the question often w·ould de:pend on the background of the individual.
School policy on the teaching of controversial
issues w·as a matter of debate.

The fact that there was no

consensus of opinion would lead some to say that one
ideology should prevail..

This dominance would be achieved
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by the scholarly authority of leaders in social thought,
by centralized educational control, or even by political
53
7 ower, as in Soviet Russia, Ii'ascist Italy or Nazi Germany.
Their opponents felt that the school should not be called
u:9on to do something which society as a whole could not,
namely, to resolve social differences.
alternatives:

They advocated two

one, eliminate controversial issues; or, two,

include all issues and let students form their o'm opinions.
Regardless of how they w·ere dealt with, these issues would,
Horn felt, be dealt with and the debate w·ould continue.
It was beyond the realm of possibility that differences of opinion regarding social issues would ever be
entirely resolved.

Throughout our history there were exam-

ples of divergent views which related to social :;_:>roblems.
For example, this was true during the 'Jar of Independence.
Since these issues could not be settled once-for-all, we
must be open-minded, must provide free discussion, and must
seek progressively and experimentally to discover better
solutions.
. .
]O 1 lC~es

As a result of this line of reasoning, social
mus't a l ways b e t en t a t'~ve. 54

53Th ~·a ., P• 89.
54 1 b'i
~~ • '

_:). 91.
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'fo deal -..d th the study of controversial issues, Horn
used the De>V"eyan concept of intellectualization.

Dewey used

the term intellectualization to denote detachment and an
unbiased approach to a problem.

Most students aprroached

the study o:f controversial issues :from an emotional or prejudiced position.

the need :for training in the intellectualization of social problems was paramount. 55 The successful
resolution of this problem constituted one of the best
reasons for including controversial issues in the school.
Student training could not be dealt with by dealing with
abstract principles but must come :from the direct and careful consideration of the issues themselves.
It was difficult to develop objective thinking about
controversial issues, but this could be achieved through the
use of t;V"o safeguards long recognized as fundamental to
research in the natural sciences - the use of the negative
hypothesis and the search for negative data.

These safe-

guards had to be used carefully in the social sciences as
they through custom, prejudice ancl w·ishful thinking ham!_)er
the ?rocess of intellectualization.

As applied to contro-

versial issues, the negative hypothesis might •·rell be the
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opponent 1 s point of view, and the negative data the facts
and arguments he presented.

The student would come to see,

moreover, that these two principles were more than techniques;
56
they were ideals - the foundation of intellectual honesty.
Like Counts, norn believed that indoctrination was
inevitable.

indoctrination occurred in two ways.

First:

through the selection of courses and the content to be covered in social education.

This included courses which were

supposedly limited to the presentation of facts and subject
to the choices made by the instructor.

Horn stressed that:

"Indoctrination, although indirect, is inevitable, and, indeed it may be more effective because of its very subtlety
and indirection~ 57 He did not advocate its use as Counts
did; but he realized the role that indoctrination would play
~n

social studies education.
History and historical writinz were Jood examples

of this, according to Horn.

~~o

historian, however

lmowlecl,~G-

able, lmew all that there ;•rn,s to lmovr about the phase of
civilization Yrith ·which he vras dealing.

nistorians were

continually rewriting history, not because of ne·.v d.ata
i;,ut because of changing opinions and. times.

56rOl·a . , p. 91.
57 Ibid., p. 92.
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called for a different selection and interpretation of the
data.

Omission of certain events or views could color the

interpretation and give a biased view.

Witness the trend

in American textbook writing - the movement away from
military and political history to,rard economic, social and
cultural

histo~ies.

Even when history or geography and

civics were w·ell taught, it was difficult to remove the
bias of the teacher.
Second:

the belief that we could eliminate con-

troversy and prevent indoctrination by limiting teaching
and study to the descriptive aspect of society.

Teach the

facts, it was urged, and let the students judge for themselves. 58 Facts were needed, but they did not arrange and
organize themselves.

These processes were performed by

individuals who worked under some norm, sense of value
and some hypothesis, conscious or unconscious.

This could

often be an insidious process of which the teacher and
learner remained unaware.

Horn was clearly n.ware of the

subtleties of and biases involved in the teaching process.
He continued - even a course that purported to be
purely descriptive was subject to the

SQ~e

pitfalls.

Some

facts would oe presented while others would be omitted,

,...,.,
J

0

Ibid., P• 99.
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1

\·hich 1vould lead to prejudice.

Facts might be falsified or

distorted in mere description.

The teacher who might wish

to indoctrinate may very well choose description rather
than exhortation.
The schools would do well to teach controversial
issues, as recent studies had indicated.
supported by a

majo~ity

They iVould be

of voters in the country.

No other

course was open to them if they were to deal honestly and
realistically with social problems.

The student had to

learn as much about each side of a question as it was possible to do so.

He should also attempt to form a conclusion,

no matter how tentative.

This would be hard to do, and the

teacher should assiduously avoid imposing his views on the
student.

In conclusion, Horn remarked:

While he should studiously avoid imposing his view·s upon
the students, the frank expression of his reasoned convictions need not be incompatible with the sincere desire to encourage and bring about the fairest possible
presentation of points of siew other than his 0~~.
Candor is the best policy. ~
Horn did not deal w-ith any specific programs or curricula.

His awareness of the latest findings in social

science research is indicated by his emphasis on relativism
and social awareness.

59 Ibid., -:?• 96.

i'fhile recognizing the nature and
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incidence of imposition, Horn did not feel it should be
pursued openly.

History did not occupy the central posi-

tion in Horn's conception of the social studies.

Teachers

and students were to be socially aw·are, but the school or
teacher were not to be involved in changing society.
certainly would have thought otherwise.

Counts

In the light of his

::?osition vis-a-vis the Commission's final Report, his views
on social education were moderate and opposed to his earlier
essentialist position.
The views expressed by members of the Commission
agreed on the importance of social education.

To a man, they

extolled the benefits which would accrue to American society
if these courses ,.,ere diligently pursued by the nation's
educators.

They did not outline specific programs but tended

to expound broad goals and calls to action.

Beard, in his

tioro volumes, stressed the centrality of history in relation
to the other social studies.

The others tended to deal with

social studies as a whole.
Surprisingly, aside from Counts's views on imposition
and his insistence that the school become directly involved
in social change, the views expressed were moderate.

All

agreed that one of the primary outcomes of social education
vras the development of good, IJatriotic citizens.

Societ::r' s

role in shaping the school was also stressed, as well as the
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role of competing institutions.

Emphasis

~~as

placed on the

relativistic approach in teaching and the value of teaching
social awareness was touched upon in each of the volumes.
All agreed that allowances had to be made for the changing
nature of American society.

The day of individualism had

passed and social educators had to prepare students for the
changed realities.

Lastly, they pointed out that the schools

should make opportunities available for all students and not
concentrate on the middle and upper classes.

The criticisms

levelled at their views on social education will be dealt
with in a later chapter.

CIIAPTER V
REACTIONS OF THE MINORITY 1£E:MBERS
OF THE C01fMISSION

In preceding chapters, we have discussed the organiza-

tion and work of the Commission.

fhe magnitude of the Com-

mission's ·work limited the scope of our inquiry.

Emphasis

was restricted to the social theories and social studies
education programs advocated by members of the Commission.
Vlhen the investigations of the Commission w·ere finished a
final report w-as prepared.

A special committee 1vas set up

to handle this important assignment.

During the preparation

of the final report, friction developed bet·vreen members of
the committee and members of the Executive Committee of the
Commission.

This chapter will deal with the controversy

which surrounded the preparation and acceptance of the
final report of the Commission.

The origins of the contro-

versy and the views of the dissident members will receive
special attention.
One of the major problems faced by Krey and his adherents on the Commission •vas the acceptance and
the final report.

signin;~

of

'fhe report, written primarily 'oy Counts,

went through several revisions before it was circulated
195
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among the members of the Commission for their acceptance or
rejection.

There w·ere some anxious moments as the report

made the rounds of Commission members.
four members:

In the end all but

Edmund Day, Charles Merriam, Ernest Horn and

Frank Ballou, signed the report; and one member, Isaiah
Bowman, signed with reservations.

lhe final report was ac-

cepted by the American Historical Association at its December, 1934 meeting, thereby ending the eight year work of the
Commission.

All

tha~

remained was the editing and publishing

of the remaining volumes in the report.

One other task

faced the group - the defense and popularization of the final
report.

This was to consume another t•·m years until the dust

raised by the controversy had settled.
The controversy over the signing reached into many
areas of secondary education and into non-academic segments
of American society.

Harry

~lmer

Barnes, the noted historian,

wrote a critique of the report which apyeared in the "New York
~7orld-Telegram"

on

~·eb.

1,. 1939.

The critique also appeared

in other pa-pers in the Scripps-Howard chain, thus giving
national prominence to the Commission's

re~ort.

Zducational

n.nd civic groups throughout the country discussed the merits
n.nd shortcomings of the report.

r,lembers of the Commission

were besieged with letters from educators and other interested
!'ersons who w·anted an ex:;?ln.nation of their vie,·rs.

.Members
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of the Commission were also asked to make personal appear::.nces before teacher or:;n.nizations, other educational r;roups,
and concerned civic .:;roups to air their view·s.

Some members

of the Commission were more accessible than others.

Some

\'rn.nted to forget about the ·whole affair <.md let the Re:port
speru~

for itself.

Adding to the confusion over the meaning

of the final Re:port -vras the refusal of the dissenters to
md~:e

public statements concerning their refusal to sign the

Re:;:>ort.
This chapter will examine the vie'ivs of the minority
nenbers of the Commission.

Some of the material has just

recently become available, having been '.vithheld until the
death of the particip:.onts.

Some members did not fully ex-

]lain their reasons for not signing, so l'te can only speculate on the reasons for their actions.

Isaiah Bowman

si0ned !'Ti th reservations iVhich vrere a:_Jpended to the final
Report.

Frank Ballou was the only dissenter to make a full

disclosure at the tir:1e the Re}?ort was issued. 1
l1is reasons

~vhich

;rere not made public until his death.

Zclmu..."1.d Day n.nd Charles E.
ex~lain

Horn •.rrote

~-.ferriam

steadfa.stlY' refused to

fully their reasons for not signing.

1

He vras ln.ter to retract some o:? his statements t_:_uring questioning before the :,laverick Co:~:=ittee in 1937.
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The relationships between the various members of the
Commission were marked by congeniality, mutual respect and
professionalism.

There was much give and take and good-

natured joshing in their relationships.
referred to Krey as his "nephew."

For example, Beard

Krey, in turn, fondly

referred to Beard as "Uncle Charly. 112 Minor irritations and
personality clashes did occur due to the peripatetic nature
of the meeting sites, publication deadlines and differences
in philosophical outlooks.

While the proceedings of the

Commission enjoyed smooth sailing most of the time, there
were moments when the

11

ship 11 was beset by storms.

Krey,

like many a good captain, was able to bring the ship and
its crew safely to shore but not without some tension and
anxiety.
Ther& were three areas of contention which led to controversy over the final Report.

They were:

(1) the philoso-

phic orientations of the various members of the Commission;
(2) the position taken on tests and testing and (3) the
views expressed in the Report concerning collectivism.

The

first area was discussed in a preceding chapter, so it will
be touched upon lightly.

It revolved around the vie,rs of

those who had humanistic leanings as opposed to those who
2Krey to Beard, Sept. 17, 1934, Krey Papers, University of ~~annesota., Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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'l'ramted to make educational practices and methodology as
scientific as

~ossible.

These orientations conditioned the

vie·vrs of the members of the Commission on other controversies.
'fhe second area was related to tests and testing.

lt

centered around the work of the Committee on Tests and the
,,
views taken on tests and testing in the final report. ~~•embers of the Commission vrere deer>ly concerned iVi th tests and
testing from the onset of the Commission 1 s work.

Their

positions concerning the use and value of tests were often
colored by their philosophical outlooks.
There were those on the Commission who felt that a
neY-ty:pe test technique might be developed to aid in the
problems of social science instruction.

The new-type test

would yield a one word answer, thus making it easy to quantify and to be used in statistical analysis.

The essay type

examination could not be used in this fashion.

A. C. Krey,

Frank Ballou, Ernest Horn, Edmnnd Day and others felt this
breakthrough might be possible.

On the other hand, there

vrere those individuals such as Charles Beard who were op;:osed
to any

attem~t

to develop comprehensive tests or to deal

scientifically with the problem.

Their humanistic leanings

',rere compatible with a relativistic approach ••U'ter all,
as Beard often

r~marked,

how could you measure values and

ideas which w·ere relativistic.
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Truman L. Kelley, Professor of Education, Harvard
university, formerly of Stanford university, was appointed
to the position of Advisor on Tests in September of 1929.
Kelley, a former student of Thorndike, was one of the pioneers in Psychometry and the application of statistics to
psychological analysis.

He was a respected scholar in the

field, as Charles Roback alludes to in his History of
?sychology. 3 Kelley felt that adequate tests could be deve lope(i for the use of social studies teachers.
Later in the year an Advisory Committee on Tests
vras appointed by the Commission.
in November, 1929.

The first meeting was held

Commission members appointed to the Com-

mittee were Frank Ballou, Isaiah Uowman, Ernest Horn, Henry
Johnson and A. C. Krey.

Other members were Howarcl C. Hill,

Assistant ?rofessor of the Teaching of the Social Sciences,
university of Chicago; and Ben D. Wood, Professor of Psychology, Columbia university.

Frank Ballou was a_D-pointed

the chairman of the committee.

·..[he Committee -::vorked close-

ly with Kelley during the seven

yea~s

of its existence.

The Commission set aside one major division of its work
'.dth tests to the pre:paration n,nd ap:EJlication of new-type
tests.

A. A. :a.oback, A :Iistory of American Psychology ti~ew
Collier Dooks, 1964) I'• 467.

3

York:
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Kelley's first assignment was to determine the nature
and construction of tests no•v in use.

From this search he

w·as to recommend tests w'hich could be useful to social studies
instruction throughout the country.

If possible, he was to

develop tests which could be used in a comprehensive fashion.
Kelley and his staff examined numerous tests before they
reached their conclusions.
tests be used:

H& re·commended the following

for instruction in History, a test devised

by Marion Clark; for Geography, a test devised by R. D.
Calkin and Edith Parker; and for measurement of character
traits, he devised a test aided by M. R. Trabue and A. N.
Jordan (referred to as the Kelley-Trabue Test).
Kelley presented his recommendations at the April 8,
1930, meeting of the Committee on Tests at the Faculty Club,
Columbia.University.
were present:

The following members of the Committee

Ballou, Bowman, Horn, '1food, Kelley, Kimmel

and Krey, w·ho presided over the meeting.

The Geography

test and the History instruction test were accepted with
little debate.

The Kelley-Trabue Test met with opposition

when Horn raised the question of the test's validity.
the test accurately measure character traits?

Could

Ballou, speak-

ing forcefully for the acceptance of the test, ?Ointed out:
••• traits were not peculiar to the social studies but to
all students. I w·ould be in favor of acce:ptin~ the test
even if it yielded no results. The discovery that there
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was no relation between a given trait or all of the traits
in this test and social studies, should such be the outcome, "IV'OUld be of great value. If positive relationships
w·ere proved, it would be even more valuable. 4
Ballou's statement helped to carry the day for the
Kelley-Trabue Test.

The Committee accepted it with the

exception of Horn.

His intransigence did ·not last,as he

later accepted the use of the test.

The first dispute over

testing was ended, but it 1rould not be the last.

In order to avoid further disputes and to allow for
the smooth functioning of the Committee, Kelley's status was
specifically spelled out by the Commission.

This was an im-

portant item on the agenda of the next executive meeting held
at the Stevens Hotel in Chicago on October 28-30, 1930 •
••• the committee on tests was to be unrestricted in its
consideration of the testing program; that it was to be
free to recommend any changes in the policy of psychological assistance to be employed; and that in view of these
considerations, Mr. Kell~y, should not be regarded as a
member of the Committee.)
Kelley a.nd his assistants w·ere to have the full cooperation
and assistance of the members of the Commission as they proceeded with their tasks.

~linutes of the meeting of the Committee on Tests
held at the Faculty Club, Columbia University, April 8, 1930,
Merriam pa})ers.
5..,anu
· • t es ..uxecu
n
t ~ve
•
'f t ~ng,
•
''
•
11ee
•~•err~am
papers.
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Kelley and his assistants, Luella Cole

~'ressey,

:t:dgar B.

\iesley, Mary G. Kelty, Nellie E. Moore, Edith Putnam Parker,
}.Iarion Clark,

~.f.

R. Trabue and A. M. Jordan worked diligently

to develop a battery of tests which would bring about the
desired goals of the Committee.

The work performed by Kelley's

group is chronicled in Kelley and Krey, Tests and 2.1easurements
in the Social Sciences. The work contained six chapters describing the tests, hovr they were administered and the conclusions reached l.:>y the Committee.

Each

partici-:~ant

wrote a

chapter dealing with his particular contribution to the vork
of the Committee.

Krey wrote the final chapter, s1unmarizing

the work of the Committee.

Kelley \V'as upset with the final

report on tests and testing and was allowed to air his views
in an appendix to the 'vork.
Kelley presented the following general plan for the
measurement of values in the social science field, focusing
attention upon the individual expression of
of instruction.

th~se

outcomes

He nointed out that the individual must

ue observed in a time-space continuum as the individual is
undergoin;; growth and change.

There were basically three

traits of intellectual activity which could be measured; meta
resryonses \habits), attitudes and. problem solving
to novel situations). These
study of social science.

t~aits

~ap3)roach

could 1e related to the

A test or sub-test could be con-
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structed to measure continuity, historical sense, sense of
evidence,

inter~retation

The hopes of
realized.

of the present and interrelationships.

~elley

and the Committee were not to be

After seven years of research they could not come

up with a comprehensive test to measure social studies skills.
They could not convince the subject-matter specialists of the
values of the new test.

In the conclusions written by A.

Krey, the following views were set forth.

t;.

Krey pointed out

the limited nature of the study:
The study of testing in the social studies will doubtless continue. ihe work of the Commission must necessarily end. Any conclusions offered at this time must
be regarded as an inventory of progress at the ?Oint
~There the (.;ommission ended its labors • .No finality is
or can be claimed for them. Further ·work vrill certainly modify them and may prove some of them wrong.6
Krey discussed seven questions studied by the Committee.
'l'hey were:

(1) Are tests necessary?; (2) Are existing tests

adequate?; \3) the relation of tests to objectives; \4)
the interrelation of the types of objectives in social
science subjects; t5) suitability of different ty?es of
questions to test types of objectives; t6) modification of
tests to school grade learning and (7) the possibility of
developing standardized tests.

6Truman Kelley and A. C. Krey, Tests <1nd :.Jeasuremen ts
in the Social Sciences \New York: Charles 3cri:)ner 1 s Sons,
l9J4)p. 161.
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To the first question, he concluded that it was not
im"?ortant to ask whether tests were necessary but whether
they would be

~ut

to the proper use.

~ests

were here to stay

and every effort should be made to see that they were properly and effectively utilized.

The w·ork of the committee showed

that existing tests were not adequate.
emphasis on this finding.

Krey placed S1}ecial

The committee felt that tests

were inadequate when compared to the wide range of objectives
found in social science subject-matter areas.

'l'ests should

be constructed to illustrate the interrelation of the types
of objectives in the social sciences.

The new-type test

could measure the possession of information.

Values, at-

titudes and interests were the most difficult to measure in
this fashion.

Findings seemed to show that social learning

followed some order of development and growth.

Definite

changes in student attitudes and interests vrould change
as they became ideologically mature.
Standardized tests w·ould be desirable and could be
used

throu~~hout

the country.

'l'he

teclmolot~y

was available

but it ''l'as diffic:Ll t for the individaal teacher to do it.
T:w vrhole "rocess broke down in the consideration of values.

3:;ecific information couLl be tested but values were elusive.
They coulJ not be measured by the
~ittee

could not solve

t~is

new-ty~e

problem.

test.

The coc-
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At the conclusion of the work of the Committee on
Tests, Kelley and Krey had to admit failure.
test could not be developed.

A comprehensive

Vhile some progress had been

made in testing techniques, Krey had to admit that the
problem '\Vas nowhere near solution:
The value of the new-type test as a supplementary device
in school instruction, v-rhether during the pro~ress of
the work as in the examinations at the close of instruction, seems established~ Its deficiencies, however, are
still so many that it cannot be used as a substitute
for all other tests at either of these stages.7
·fhe chapter on tests and testing in the final re:::ort
made use of the committee findings.

Counts and those •·rho

helped him with the final report, notably Beard, were not
as enthusiastic over the use of tests.
but rather limited.

Tests were necessary

As Counts observed:

The Commission wishes to emphasize from first to last
the fairly obvious, though very important and often
neglected, fact that the final appraisal of any :)rogram
of social science instruction will be made, not in the
school, but in the life of society which the school is
expected to secure.S
'l'he controversy arose over the :;:osition taken by the Commission in the final report.

7 T'

1

•
~OJ.Cl.'

P• 431 •

8 The American IIistorical ~~ssociation, Conclusions
and Recommendations of the Cormnission on the Social Stc1dies
{.New York: Charles Scr'Ibiier: s Sons, 1935'0. f37.
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The Commission did not want to pass judgment on the
testing movement as a whole but only insofar as it related
to social science instruction.

Three new types of testing

instruments were considered; tests of intelligence; tests
of character and culture and tests of classroom products.
Tests of intelligence were discussed first.

Some felt,

Counts wrote, tha-t these tests were accurate indicators of
intellectual quality or ability.

Recent studies seemed to

show that there was disagreement as to what the tests actually
measured.

The intelligence test had been used in schools

for three major purposes:

\1) for the diagnosis of educability

at a particular moment; \2) for the classification of pupils
into "homogenous" instructional groups and (3) for the
guidance of children into vocational currict<la and into
occupations.

It was felt that the first use of tests fell

out of the competence of the Commission and that the second
use was of little significance.

Hence the Commission con-

centrated on the third use, the influence of the intelligence
test on occupations and the related vroblems of social orr;anization.9
'l'he Commission was hi.;hly critical of the role of intelliJence tests on occupations and social organization.
came to the following conclusions:

9 Ibid., p~. 90-91.

lt
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Since the arrangement of occupations, activities, modes of
life, cultural ap~aratus or other social phenomena in any
order of im~ortance or of assigned mathematical value is
not determined by the intrinsic nature of the thing being
rated, as in the case of the correct scale of atomic
weights, but is made of necessity by some person or group
of persons of given occu~ational or interest affiliation,
the social sciences will rightly insist on knowing the
judges who judge the judged and w·ill proceed to an
analysis of the social ideas and circumstances which
condition their judgments.lO
It ,.,ould be folly to think that social scientists would not
carefully analyze the credentials and backgrounds of the testmakers.

In conclusion, the Commission remarked:

In the light of the social sciences the rating of an
engineer or a Y.M.C.A. secretary as more important
or more valuable than a skilled artisan is to be regarded as utterly beyond the competence of objective
determination.ll
The view·s of the Commission were just as devastating regarding tests of character and culture:
Finally, as in the case of the intelligence tests, if the
findings and measurements of testing with respect to
character and culture are trucen at their face value, no
conclusions with respect to social policy and action
automatically emerge from such findings and measurements.l2

10

Ibid., PP• 93-94.

11Th. d
].

12

•'

D •

94.

.1bid., p. 96.
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The views on testing contained in the final report
caused a furor among the members of the Commission.

A

meeting vras held in Chicago, October 12th to the 14th, 1933,
to deal with this problem.

The major outcome of the meeting

was the appointment of a sub-committee to issue an alternative
statement on the role of tests and testing.
was chaired by Ernest Horn.

The sub-committee

Other members of the sub-committee

were Truman Kelley, Ben Wood and E. F. Lindquist.

A confer-

ence '"as held by the sub-committee for the purpose of preparing a suitable alternate statement.

Horn also held individual

conferences with G. 11. Ruch of the University of California;
Dr. George Stoddard, Director of the Child Welfare Station,
university of Iowa and Dr. Frank Ballou, Chairman of the Commissionrs Standing Committee on Tests.

The statement was

='repared by Horn and was read and approved by members of the
sub-committee, with the exception of Kelley.

Kelley was in

agreement with most of the views expressed in the statement;
but he still fel-t that there were some serious defects.
exJ:>ressed his views in the appendix to ·rests

i£

~

Kelley

r.reasurements

the Social Studies.
Copies of the report were sent to the members of the

Commission.

The sub-committee on tests recommended that the

alternate chapter be inserted in the final
chapter on tests and testing.

re~ort

as the

Horn felt that the recommends.-
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tion of the sub-committee would be heeded, so he did not press
for a vote on the matter at the December, 1933, meeting of
the Commission.

To the consternation of Horn and his sup-

porters, most of the important recommendations were not ineluded in the final

re~ort.

In fact, it appeared to Horn

that the works of the sub-committee on tests was largely
ignored.
The alternate report '"as moderate and concilin.tory
'

in tone as Horn deliberately sought the middle ground in the
controversy.

Since the report '\'las not incorporated in the

Commission's Conclusions

~Recommendations,

it was published

in its entirety in the January, 1935 edition of Social
Studies.

In the report, Horn did not demonstrate undue en-

thusiasm for the test movement, but instead tried to show
that it had a place in the learning process similar to other
techniques and methodologies.
Dissatisfaction with the section on tests was intermingled with negative attitudes towards collectivism.

The

inclusion of the material on tests and testing and the use of
the term "collectivism" led to the refusal of some members of
the Commission to sign the final report.
Counts used the article on "Collectivism" >•rri tten by
Walter H. Hamilton in Volume Three of the

Encyclo~edia

of

the Social Sciences to support his vie-.;'fs presented in the
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final

re~ort.

To some of the dissidents, the remarks were

too radical and they :felt that this section would lead to
controversy when it was disclosed to the general public.
:Merriam and Day were especially upset with this part of the
report.

Merriam alluded to his remarks on individualism in

the volume which he authored for the Commission.

Special em-

phasis was placed on the topic of individualism by Merriam in
a chapter of his volume.

Day did not publicly air his objec-

tions, but he did allude to the radical views o:f Beard and
Counts in a le-tter to .Merriam in April, 1932. 13 There were
others who were to raise similar objections, notably Franklin
Bobbitt.
Isaiah Bowman at first appeared to be "i'filling to sign
the report.

Krey wrote him a congratulatory letter w·hen his

volume in the report was published.

In the letter Krey lauded

Bowman's work, calling it an important contribution to the
study of geography.

Krey then asked for Bowman's support

and expressed the hope that he w·ould sign the document.

Krey

wrote:
I hope that you \•rill find it, as l do, a document >vhich
all of us can be :?roud to si;;n. I>robably everyone 'vill
feel that he has been called to give up some pet idea;
probably everyone, too, :feels that if he alone were writing the document it vrould be somewhat different. Any
compo~ite document will necessarily be of that nature.
1 personally feel more than satisfied that we have finally obtained a document which will commend universal

:Day to 1,1erriam, April 14, 1932, ~:erriam Pa7ers,
~egensteiner Library, Chica~o, Illinois.
13
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respect - liberal enough to command the confidence of the
people whose children go to the public schools, and conservative enough to reassure our taxpayers, both light
and heavy, that the nation can solve its problems and
meet emergencies without departing from the traditions
which it has cherished for more than a century and a
half and without resorting to any violence in the process. If you feel as l do about the document, I hope
that you will take the occasion to congratulate both
.Oeard, iVho has done so much, and Merriam,. whose determined opposition led to the elimination of those things
which many of us would not haYe been proud of.14
Bowman did not heed Krey·s advice at first, but after much
pleading and cajoling relented and signed the report.

He was

allowed to add his reservations at the end of the document.
Bowman was not in sho,rp disagreement with the re:;:>ort,
but he did feel that some items should be changed and amended.
nis criticisms revolved around two topics:

tl) geographical

education and t2) the idea that the report was too vague and
utopian.

There were eleven changes i':hich Bowman ,·ranted made.

:\lost of the changes requested by Bowman related to alterations
of the text.

First, he felt that the vie>•rs ex-pressed on "the

artificiality of I_)olitical boundaries and divisions" should
be omitted, as the topic was too complex to be treated in a
report of this nature.

He was also upset with the views con-

cerning international conflict.

Dowman stated:

I observe that international conflicts and wars take ~lace
not alone because of struggles among nations for markets
and ra\> materials. How can we eliminate such strur;,c;les
excel)t in utopia? We can regulate the relations of

14ICrey to Bowman, l.rinneal_)olis, .:.linnesota to

:Je~t ":ork,

:Je·.·; 'iork, b:rey ?aners, . ::..rchives university of :.i:innesota, :.~~ls.,

:.:inn.
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nations, diminish the intensity of the struggle and come
to working agreements with our neighbors. It is not necessary in constructing a framework of good relations that
the individualism of nations should be eliminated. World
society is like national society in this respect. Regional diversity is one of the blessings of the world ana. the
boundaries between countries express the idea of neighborhood or re6ion in the large senses.l5
Continuin.:-; his critic ism, Bmvman lashed out at the utopian
nature of the document.

For example:

"as to the future of

society, this is again one of those vague terms that has very
little meaning unless defined. How distant a future? 1116 He
disliked a statement that suggested freeing the ordinary man
from the long working day.

Bowman responded:

is not a promise of the future.

"Decidedly this

\iho wants to be so freed?

This reads as if we wanted to give every man eternal rest.
What -..ve w·ant is to free the ordinary indiviclual from the toolong day o'f the one-task t)"J?e~ 17

.Another jibe at utopianism

was delivered by Bowman:
;individuality for great masses of people'. This is a
bit of utopian yearning. The 'great masses• have no such
individuality. The statement is w-rong in the historic
sense as well as from the realistic standpoint of today
in spite of all the general education that we have had.lG

15 Th e Am er~can
·
·r.t:~s
· t or~ca
·
1 .assoc~a
·
· t ~on,
·
c onclus~ons
·
d
E:.£_
Recommendations, pp. 164-165.

16 Ibid., p. 165.
17 Ibid., p. 165.

_,_.;),.

1 . -
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Bowman was upset with the Commission's view of regionalism.
He felt that the

re~ort

contained an inaccurate view of the

importance of regionalism.

According to Bo,vman, the following

change should be made:
I w·ould omit ••• the common :problems of mankind and the
significance of international relations and insert instead: The national and regional settings of ~eople
that give their problems an individualism that has to
be harmonized with the common welfare.l9
Continuing his criticism, Bo,nnan felt that the final report
contained a lack of unaerstanding regarding certain geographical regions.

He was upset with regards to a statement concern-

ing Asia:
l'fho has the temerity to vrrite that Asia is being brought
within a common orbit of civilization? Thatphrase was
written in metro-:?olitan New York and not by one whose
shoes still carry .the dust of Asia. Asia has borrowecl
some of our tricks. lts people are not swinging in an
orbit in even the modest sense of that phrase.20
He was disturbed with the idea thatthe study of the
child • s neighborhood, tmm and community should be studied
ahead of vrorld geography.

Bo·wman felt tha't the child knew·

about his immediate surroundings and hence would find home
geography dull.

Students should be taught the follow·ing

geography course, according to Bowman:

19 11)].·a
20 .,.. .

l

.,

~o1.a.,

p. 165.

]P• 165 - 166 •
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They like to know about strange places, peoples, and it
appears that some of the remote peoples of the w·orld
live under such simple conditions tnat they form ideal
cases for the study of the sim~le forms of life that may
be taught in useful contrast to the complex forms of
which ''re are a part. 21
He felt that the chapter on the teacher was deficient,
~articularly

the ending of the chapter which appeared to be

vague and incoherent.

The training of the teacher w·as not

specific and was cluttered with emotion.
tific

as~ect

The truly scien-

of teacher education was neglected.

Bov~an

concluded his critic ism ·with the follo·wing statement:
I know that this is pale ::;eneralization and that the
ready answer is ~'.'lha t are the specific poss ibili ties? •
This is not the place to set them forth or argue the
matter at length, but shouldn't the committee have had
the question in mind in makin~ their last revision.22
Bowman 1 s criticisms were not dramatic or based on broad
philosophical or methodological considerations.

There was,

I

however, one exception, his comments regarding the recent
scientific developments in teacher training.

liis criticisms

were confined primarily to his area of ex,ertise and his
"?ersonal idiosyncracies.

It seemed as though he was

to say something just to be saying it, as a

21I,OlG.
. ~ • , Pl1• 166-167.

colle~e

~oing

president
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might make concluding remarks after the commencement address
by a distinquished visitor.

He did not comment or publish

any other material on the Commission.

By this time he was

engrossed in his duties at Johns Hopkins.

His volume in the

Commission's Report was a significant contribution to the
field of geographical education.

The same could not be

said for his critique of the final Report.

Edmund E. Day did not sign the final Report nor did
he reveal his reasons for not signing.

Up until the last

minute Krey felt that Day ,.,ould sign, since it was Day ;rho
made the two motions at the Chicago meeting to forward the
Report to the American Historical Association for its approval.
Others, Comstock, Hayes and Ford felt that he would sign
even though he disliked the liberal nature of the final
Report.

Day cooperated with the Executive Committee of the

Commission until the end.

At the final meeting in Chicago,

when the going w·as rough, Day

\Vas

most helpful.

According

to Krey:
••• Day indicated that, while there ;·rere some things about
still which he did not like, many of his objections
had been met and he was most helpful in facilitating the
work of the meeting ••• it ,.,as Day who offered the two
motions or suggestions calling for the presenting of the
document and allo·w·ing the members of the Commission a
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"iveek for their decision.23
Despite the hel?ful position he took at Chicago and his seeming agreement with contents of the document, Day did not sign
the final

repor~.

~he

reasons for Day 1 s refusal to sign can be inferred

from his attitude towards members of the Commission and his
philosophic approach.

Three letters \rould seem to reveal the

reasons for Day's actions:

two letters from Day to liierriam

and one letter from Krey to Beard.

The letters from Day to

:-,Ierriam are three years apart, but they reveal Day 1 s attitude
towards Counts and Beard.

In the earlier letter to Merriam,

Day revealed his displeasure with the liberal views of Counts.
Day believed that Counts w·ould become radical if he was not
checked in his views.

He mentioned to llerriam:

"Counts

mi;:;ht run away with it as Krey is too lenient. Perhaps Judd
can temper Counts' ideasJ.2 4 Judd did not become a member of
the Commission and Counts was supported in his endeavors by
I~ey

and others on the Commission.

In a second letter to

:.:erriam, Day again exl_)ressed his displeasure with Counts t
role as Director of Research and his nosition as the princi-

23 Letter from ICrey to Avery Craven, ~ey fapers,
Archives, uniYersity of Hinnesota, ;,finneapolis, Minnesota.
24nay to :.ferriam, 1lerriam I'apers, Re~;ensteiner Library university of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois, July 15, 1931.
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pal autl1or of the Commission's final Report.

He felt. that

Beard and Counts specifically expressed views that could be
considered radical.

Day felt that Beard encouraged Counts's

radical nature rather than trying to curb it.

As he put it:

"instead of checking each other they reinforced each other." 2 5
Krey, in a le·tter to Beard, pointed out Day's reasons
for not signing:
Day's position is, of course, particularly difficult. He
is connected 1vith the General Education Board, which has
sponsored so many of the things specifically condemned in
our draft. He is also connected with the Rockefeller
Foundation which carries other implications. Fundamentally, of course, he is by nature conservative and were
he 'friting the dgcument, it \Vould probably have a very
different tone.2
Apparently it was Day's conservatism and his loyalty
to the organizations to which he belonged which precluded his
signing the final Report.

To his credit, Day did not utter

or write any acrimonious statements and urged his fellow
dissenters to follow the same cautious course.

He felt that

continuing the quarrel would open new areas of disagreement
and that in the end it would discredit the work of the Comission.

Since some critics felt that it was a radical document,

he wanted to dissociate himself from the Commission as soon as
possible.
25 nay to Merriam, March 9, 1934, Merriam _?apers, Regensteiner Library,-University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois.
26F..rey to Beard, -,t"inslm•r, Arizona to ::J'e'i'l York, !Crey
pa::?ers, .'~rchives, University of Hinnesota, Minnea:9olis,
:.Iinne so ta.
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Charles E. :.Ierriam did not issue a formal statement
as to why he did not sign the report.

There were clues in

the correspondence between Bessie Louise ?ierce and :.lerriam,
:.lerriam and. Ballou, Horn

an(~ ~Jerriam,

as well as 1;:erriam' s

statements in the volume he authored for the Commission,
which helped to show w·hy he did not sign the final rel)Ort.
As the final re:port neared completion, Bessie Louise Pierce
wrote to tlerriam warning him about the content of the re:;>ort.
She ,.,as alarmed about the "radical" nature of the re:9ort, as
she stated:
I fear very much that should this report with its avowed
snonsorshin of inculcation of collectivism in the school
be published that it would destroy much of the validity
of the other work of the Commission. I am wondering if
much more could be accomplished by omission of the word
'collectivism' w-hich certainly is anathema to many
Americans as well as beinq misunderstood by o~hers. The
section on tests is also not without faults.21
This letter seemed to confirm in 1.ferriam's mind his objection
to the report.

He felt that collectivism achieved through

indoctrination would be a vital threat to the democratic way
of life.
In a letter to Ballou, 11erriam offered an explanation
as to why he did not sign the report.

::.!erriam wrote:

27Letter Bessie Louise Pierce to Charles :,Ierriam,
. .1erriam :Pa~ers, Rec;ensteiner Library, university of Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois, 0ececoer lS, 1933.
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In my own case I feel that my views are fully expressed

in my volume Civic Education ~ ~ united States, and I
have an earlier volume on the Malting of Citizens. It is
~uite possible for anyone who is inte~sted ~n my views
to ascertain them through these channels.28
These view·s were discussed in an earlier chapter, particularly in the chapter related to 11erriam•s views on social education.

Later in the letter to Ballou Merriam discussed the

?ossibility of future statements by the dissidents:
1he difficulty with additional statements at this time
is that such statements might only call for further
counter-statements and make the situation still worse.
For example, the procedure of the association in dissolving the w'hole Commission, thus cutting off full and
free deliberation is a very difficult point. If Beard
and others should come back at us sharply we should, of
course, have to revly again, and so on indefinitely,
perhaps with increasing bitterness.29
Another factor to be considered concerning Merriam's actions
was his antipathy for Beard.
viously been noted.

The letters from Day have pre-

Merriam did not dislike Beard but felt

that Beard got more publicity than he did.

Barry Karl made
this -;?Oint in his excellent biography of =~~erriam. 30 iFe mi.:;ht
conclude then that 11erriam 1 s dislike of the use of ttCollectivism'', imposition and his professional jealousy toward Beard
-r_Jrohibited his signing of the final report •.

'J3

,_ Charles inerriam to Fr8.nk Ballou, tlorn 2."'a:r:ers, State
university of .Lowa, Io·vra t;ity, Iowa.
29 Ibid.
30
Barry D. Karl, Charles .S. :.:erriam ~ ~ )tudy .2.!,
?olitics \Chicago, university of Chica·;o 2ress, 1974 ~· 196.
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The only dissenter to make public his reasons for not
signing the report at the time •ras Frank Ballou.

Ballou felt

very strongly about the scientific movement in education.
In a letter to !.1erriam, Ballou pointed out that he had ear-

lier entertained misgivings about the final report of the
Commission:
From the beginnings of our efforts to prepare a report
I have been confident that the report woulcl be a disappointment. That feeling has increased rather than
diminished as I have observed the reactions which the
report has promoted.31
Ballou made a statement pointing out why he did not
wish to sign the report.
7 1 1934 issue of

The statement

School~

Society.

ap~eared

in the June

It was not a detailed

report as it covered one page and a fraction of another in
the journal.

Ballou's criticisms were concerned primarily

with the Commission's views on current educational practices
and the scientific method in education.
Dallou felt that the report criticized current educational practices but did not adequately study them.

Hav-

ing done this, the Commission failed to present a constructive

program of instruction which would improve the conditions it
so severely criticized.
major aspect of the

:o-,~a

To Ballou, this should have been the

re~ort.

31Ballou to l,lerriam, Horn Papers, Iowa :_:ni vers i ty,
City, Iowa, Se}?t. 21, 1934.
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The chapter on "Tests and Testing" was unacceptable
to Dallou.

In his view·, it did a serious injustice to the

scientific movement in education.

As

Ballou pointed out:

'fhis chapter is not based on any thoroughgoing investigation of testing in general or on any conclusions reached
in the discussions of the Commission. 'l'he rigorous protests made by me and some of my colleagues against the
chapter have been to a ~~rge extent ignored in the final
revisions as published.
A greater disappointment for Ballou was the fact that the
chapter was not based on the conclusions reached by Krey
and Kelley in their volume prepared for the Commission.
Ballou went on to criticize the chapters dealing with
the teacher, selections and
struction.

or~aniz~tion

of materials of in-

3allou thought that the cha,ters did not deal

adequately with the complex problems facing educators in
these areas.

There was no attempt to outline specific areas

of course content and objectives.

No mention

made of

~·."as

ways in which educators could improve existing conditions.

At

times the discussion was so general that it was difficult to
tell which level of education the renort was considering.
Finally, Ballou felt that a school system
the re:r?ort for curricular

chan~es

relyin~

on

would be disap:?ointed.

There ,.,as little in the renort to aid the curriculum ::;lan...'J.ers.

32 school and Society, June 2 1934, Vol.
1

'l0
.)

/

'

I>· 702.
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He quoted his supervisor for social studies for white pupils,
George J. Jones.

Jones felt that the report w·as unsuitable

to the problems facing modern day educators.

He had held

up the development of Washington•s social studies program

in hopes of incorporating the new views.

Jones stated:

The report was a sad disappointment to me. For two years
I have withheld the printing of our social science
courses (grade 7 to 12 inclusive) waiting for the report
of the Commission. I expected that these would be definite recommendations. I w·ill now give the manuscript to
you about June 15th and I might say that after studying
the recommendations not one change will be made in the
manuscript for the course of study.33
Ballou did not feel that further statements should be
made by the dissenters.

He was in agreement with L(erriam

w·hen he >V"rote:
.... I agree with you that any statement which anyone of
the four dissenters may make regarding their reasons for
not signing the report is likely to result in other statements from those who did not sign or from those who sup-port the renort. I think this endless chain program
ought not to be promoted by any of us.34

This 'vas where the matter stood.

Doth sides refrained from

issuing counter-statements and the controversy eventually
died down.

33 Ibid.
34
:Ballou to l.Ierriam, Horn Papers, l.iiller Library,
State university of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, Sept. 20, 1934 ..
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Ernest Horn did not issue a statement at the time the
report was issued, although he did :prepare one.

While Horn

hinted at its contents he did not allow it to be made public
until after his death in 1967.
issue partial statements.

Prior to that time he did

Horn agreed with the other dis-

senters that it i'Tould be wise not to enlarge the controversy.
This may have been an important reason for the withholding of
his statement.

He was particularly upset over the failure

of the Commission to include his revision of the chapter on
tests in the final report.
His reasons for not signing are included in a detailed pa})er of seventeen typewritten pages.

It i'Tas never

published and was not made public at any time before Horn 1 s
death.

There was speculation that it might be published in

one of the educational journals, but this did not come to
pass.

It i'fas shown to certain selected individuals, but they

were sworn to secrecy and did not reveal its contents.
Horn felt that there were many items in the report
w·i th which he could agree, but he could not sign the document
unless it would be revised.

To sign it as it stood w·ould be,

Horn felt, to do more harm than good.
into two areas:

His objectives fell

tl) objections to the overall report and

(2) objections to specific chapters.
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To begin ·w·ith, Horn felt that the volume was not a summary of' the work of the Commission.

Some of the volumes had

not been published and some of' the issues dealt with were not
discussed adequately during the Commission's deliberations.
Second, there was no general meeting of' Commission members
to approve the final draft.

The draft was approved by the

Executive Couuni ttee and then sent to individual members for
their approval.

'fhis proceeding, in Hornis view, precluded

adequate discussion and revision of the final draft.

Third,

the volume was vague or evasive on certain fundamental matters which were clearly the responsibility of the Commission.
On the other hand, the Commission was explicit and dogmatic
pertaining to matters outside its sphere of influence.

For

example, little help was given in developing curricula that
J?ertained to the "frame of reference".

Teachers and adminis-

trators were expecting the Commission to do this.

While out-

side its jurisdiction, the report urged teachers to adopt a
more militant form of

~rofessional

organization and suggested

thatthe weaker normal schools be closed.
Fourth, the volume oversimplified or omitted ]ertinent
factors in several chapters.

This was true in the chapter on

the "frame of referencelf, and in the chapter on tests, on
teacher training and on public relations. 35

35..
Llorn ""
rapers, Iowa University, Iowa City, lowa.
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Fifth, the volume was prepared in a prejudicial rather
than in a judicious tone.

This was particularly true in the

chapters on teacher training institutions and

~ublic

school

administration.
Sixth, while espousing cooperation and integration in
educational activities, the conclusions presented in the volume,
Horn thought, would in reality be divisive and would set
various professional groups and interests at each others
throats. 36
Seventh, the use of contrast was employed instead of
coordination.

For example, professional training in educa-

tion was contrasted with scholarship and effective school
plants with good teaching. 37
Eighth, the volume exhibited a limited grasp of the
realities and difficulties facing American educators.

As a

result, there were many statements ·w·hich w·ere inaccurate,
misleading and subversive.

Following the foregoing overall

criticism, Horn then analyzed each chaptero
Horn felt that the concept "frame of reference" was
not fully explained nor shown a-pplicable to the solution of
existing school problems.

37 lhid.

ln addition to this, he felt that
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there were other defects.
economic collectivism.

'fhey were:

an over emphasis on

The old order was too easily "liquid-

ated" and the collectivistic order was too comfortably set
up.

Second, the emphasis on change needed to be balanced

by an emphasis on the persistent values in our social heritage.

Not all the old order was passing.

Third, the basic

social conflicts should be recognized and the"frame of reference" adjusted accordingly.

.c;ourth, the inherent difficulties

involved in setting up instrumentalities, governmental or
otherw·ise, for securing integration or social endeavor were
.

~gnore

d • 38

Horn concluded this section:
The pervasive influence of economic collectivism noted in
the "frame of reference 11 is revealed anew in the inferences
drmm for the philosophy of education. Here also appears
the overemphasis on change: 'the old order is passing.'
A changing w·orld and an emerging collectivism, even if real
and desirable, should not be allowed to dominate the
philosophy of American education.39
Horn regarded the chapter on selection and
tion of instructional materials as totally

or~aniza-

inade~uate.

It

ignored the problems faced by those responsible for developing and administering the public school curriculum.

Where

problems were not ignored, they were evaded with obscure
generalizations.

38

J.bid.

The recommendations which were made were
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impractical and did not

~ertain

to necessary practical deci-

sions.
Horn found the chapter on methods to be the best in
the report.

It "ras es::_Jecially important for its insistence

that method must not be divorced from the knowledge, thought
andpur-;?ose which would give it meaning and vitality.

Horn

made a similar point in his \'fork on methods for the Commission.

He felt that the chapter was lacking in its criti0,ue

of teacher training institutions.

Horn admitted that these

institutions were far from perfect, but that conditions were
not as bad as the report charged.
The chapter on tests was the object of Horn's major
criticisms.

He had not forgotten the cavalier treatment of

his revised chapter on tests.

Horn pointed out:

The entire chapter on tests shows so little understanding
of recent developments in testing as to ex~ose the summary report to the ridicule of every perso; who has a
competent knowledge of the field of appraisal. Its shortcomings are so serious ancl so marked as to make it ineffective in the achievement of even the destructive
~urposes it set out to attain.
It is out of harmony not
only with the Commission's volume on tests but also with
the re~ort of the special committee set ¥B by the Commission to draft a substitute statement.

40

Horn

?a~ers,

~·

6.
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Continuing, Horn saw the major deficiencies of the
chapter as being:

~1)

new-type of tests w·ere belittled and

condemned; \2) the chapter assumed that new-type of tests
would supplant other types of appraisal; (3) the report
felt that weaknesses in the new-type of test w·ere inherent
in that type of test rather than in the com-petence of those
constructing the tests; l4) the report "'ras vague and did not
deal with the real issues in the test controversy; l5) it
contained statements which were contrary to fact, such as
the new-type test strived after 11the elimination of all subjective and personal factors from the appraisal of pupil
performance on the tests", and the assertion that the newtype of tests were based upon "the assumption that tests
may be constructed mechanically from materials at hand without reference to some philosophy (grand or petty) behind the
entire program of instruction." 41 The report belittled all
tests on the grounds that the ultimate test was in the remote future.

If we follow·ed this, Horn asserted, it would

be futile to try to teach.

The school had to think of the

here and now; (7) the chapter did not present a desirable or
feasible testing program; \,3) the effect of the chapter vms
to disparage the use of tests now and in the future.
seemed to ignore the real need of testing programs.

41 -...b·d
....

1

.,

'!•

7•

It
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The chapter on teacher training was inadequate according to Horn.

It assumed that there was a lack of com-

patibility betw·een scholarship in the social sciences and
teacher institutions.

It further implied that teacher

training institutions had been lacking in appreciation of
the vital importance of sound scholarship.

This was not

correct, as those involved in the administration of teacher
training institutions were well aware of the importance that
scholarship played in the

pre~aration

of teachers.

Horn felt that the leaders of teacher training institutions and those in administration would find much to
agree with in the chapter.

Like the Commission, they '.rould

favor a reorganization of social science courses with general,
balanced courses to replace overspecialized courses; reorganization of education courses along similar lines; insistence that persons engaged in training teachers in various branches of learning should, first of all,

~e

competent

scholars in these fields; a reevaluation of subject matter
:.nd methodology vri th reference to social -pur}_)ose; and the
necessity of close coo"I_)eration between "subject matter
specialists" and "educational specialists." 42

42

Ibid. , p. 9.
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The chapter was weakened, Horn pointed out, by a continual sniping at teacher training institutions.

As Horn

insisted:
It is not true, for example, that teacher training in the
united States has been 'conceived in terms of the practice of a narrow technique which is to be mastered in all
of its rigid detail', or that it has been 'essentially
a matter of the mastery of techniques and formulae'. 1t
is doubtful also whether the rise of the objective study
of education has contributed, as here charged, to 'the
separation of methodology from knowledge and thought•.43
The next topic touched upon by the final report dealt
'rith the concept of a "science of education."

Horn felt

that it was a ''Taste of time to argue whether education was
a distinct science or not. The important thing was to deal
with the problems that existed with regard to teacher pre"!_)aration.

These topics were not dealt with in the report and

this detracted from the significance of the final report.
The section on supervision grossly misrepresented the
role of administrators, Horn believed.

In Horn's view, ad-

ministrators and supervisors had worked diligently to improve
teaching conditions in recent years.

The final revort failed

to recognize the efforts of supervisors and administrators.
The

proble~that

remained in this area could not be solved

unless all concerned cooperated and worked together for their
resolution.

43r,!)~·a . , p. 10.
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Chapter eight of the re?ort, which dealt with public
relations and administration, i'fas accepted by Horn with reservations.

Although he felt that there was little in this chap-

ter that vrould be unacceptable to .American educators, Horn
did identify some objectionable statements.

The view· that

the Commission took on educational and philanthropic institutions was particularly offensive to Horn.

They were

classified with those groups seeking to exploit through
propaganda.
able also.

Day had apparently found this section objectionviews expressed concerning the power and author-

ity of school boards were erroneous according to Horn.

It

was not necessary for teachers to have more control over
the educational process than elected officials or the tax?ayers.

Some of the plans advocated by the report for the

improvement of teaching i'fould be echoed by administrators
and supervisors.
The constant belittling of administrators in this
section led Horn to remark:
The statement that 'the Commission ?laces its trust in
the improvement of the teacher rather than the perfection
of the teclmical aspects of administration' is an illustration at once of an Lmha:ppy use of contrasts and of the
improper use of innuendo and duplication. ~fhy set up a
choice? The inrprovement of teaching is almost always
coordinated with the improvement of administration in a~l
its as~ects, including those of a technical character.44
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Horn went on to criticize the remaining references on
the role of administrators in public education.

He was par-

ticularly upset with the idea of the report that administrators should come from the ranks of social science teachers
and teachers of philosophy.

He ended his remarks on this

section as follows:
Important as are social science, social philosophy and
statecraft in this professional education, it would be
tragic to place a school system in the hands of men and
women whose training is in social science and philosophy.
~emphasis, not the emphasis, should be placed on
training in these fields. This concluding statement illustrates again the lack of appreciation, shown throughout the volume, of the fact that the members of the
teaching profess ion have unique res pons ibili ties vrhich
differentiate their services, and therefore their training, from the service~ and preparations of the members
of other professions. 5
Horn agreed with other critics when he lamented tm
Commission 1 s failure to include a curriculum or curricula which
would coincide with the "frame of reference."

::.Iany school

systems were holding up curriculum revisions and other
changes in anticinn.tion of the Commission-s re"'0ort.

The Com-

mission's failure to act would :Jring about disillusionment.
They had the right to expect more from the Commission but
their sincerity

~as

not rewarded.

Horn found little to like concernin,c;- the report.
most severe criticisms were directed to the areas of the

45r,0~·a . ,

-:J.

15.

His
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re-;>ort connected to the committees he had worked on.

The

criticisms revealed the philosophical differences between
Horn and the group which r1repared the final rel1ort.

They

also bared his antipathy towards the subject matter s:>ecialists.

In conclusion, he felt that many of the issues raised

in his paper could have been resolved if time had been
alloted for this.

The report, as it stood, he felt would

do more harm to the cause of social education than good.
It would, Horn replied:
become a dangerous weapon in the hands of certain interests whose motives are -;>rimarily vindictive and destructive.
It ,.,ill arouse the antagonism of the very groups into
whose hands the various renorts of the Commission must be
placed and through whose efforts the recommendation must
be carried out. It is hoped that these groups will be
more discriminating in their criticism of the report
than the re~ort has been in its criticism of them.46
Horn's paper reflected his biases and clearly shows
why he did not sign the final report.

It was a

thorou~h,

if

highly critical, critique of the Commission's final reporto
Had it been made ;mblic at the time it was written, controversy "i'rould surely have followed.

Had this happened, it might

have cleared the air and thus allo·w·ed the final rel?ort to
have a greater inpact.

The

o~~ortunity

did not occur and

members of the Commission and other educators speculated on
Horn's ref1sons for not signing.

In tht? passage of time, Horn's

views have lost their sense of importance and ur;;ency,even if

46 Ibid • , p. 19 •
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they do clarify his actions.

The dissenters presented their views concerning their
reasons for not signing the final report in one way or another.
Bowman was the only one to attach his views to the final renort.

His criticisms centered around his concern for geog-

raphy and the way in which the discipline should be taught.
He did not attaclt the philosophic or methodological positions
asserted by the Commission in the final report.

In a way,

his remarks were superfluous and added little to the understanding of the re'!_Jort.

This his remarks >rere included at

all illustrates the fairness with which Krey and his associates treated those w·ho dissented.

Had the other dissenters

so wished, their remarks would have been included.
Day and :,rerriam chose not to explain their actions.
A careful reading of 1.1erriam' s book and references made to
the report in his correspondence make his position clear.
The same may be said for Day.

His correspondence ••ri th

:.:erriam revealed his dislike for the views of certain members
of the Commission and the course of action they might have
taken in performing their duties on the Commission.

The

nressures which could be brought to bear by organizations he
was associated with must be carefully considered when we
assess his reasons for not signing.

He was the renresentative
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of the traditional, conservative element in American education, sitting alongside the liberals and progressives in the
deliberations of the Commission.

It must have 0een a galling

situation for him to go through.

Philosophically, Merriam

was faced with a similar situation.

He detested ideas con-

cerning imposition and the approaching collectivism.

'1v'"hen

it came to affixing their signatures to a document containing
these ideas neither he nor Day could do it.

The gulf was

apparently too wide for their mental visions to bridge.
Ballou was straightforward in stating his reasons for
not signing.

Having spent an important part of his career in

developing and popularizing the scientific movement in education, he could not be expected to support those who sought to
destroy it or, as in the final report, to ignore it.
A large portion of the chapter was relegated to the
views on testing and Horn's reaction to this.

The view

taken in the final report on tests and testing, and the
denigration of teacher training institutions

ap~ear

to be

the major reasons for Horn's refusal to sign the final report.
Horn, although he did not release the material at the time,
was the only dissenter to go deeply into the reasons for
his actions.

It would have made the task of

and Beard easier if the others had done so.

I~ey,

Counts
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The task of completing the report and having it approved by a majority of the members of the Commission was a
difficult chore for Chairman Krey.
~~ith

This chapter has dealt

the problems he encountered in this process.

Special

emphasis was placed on the views of the dissidents.
tempt was made to show why they refused
report.

~o

-~

at-

sign the final

These actions were significant events in view of the

dispute surrounding the signing and acceptance of the report.
Accusations were made concerning the role the American
Historical Association played in the signing controversy.
The following chapter will deal with the relationship of the
American Historical Association to the Commission._ Among the
factors to be considered will be the role of the American
Historical Association in accepting and
report.

a~proving

the final

CHAPtER VI
RELA'riONS OF THE COMMISSION WITH THE
MIERIC.AJ.'i HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION

We have described the deliberations of the Commission
which resulted in the preparation and acceptance of the final
report.

What role did the American Historical Association

play in these

events~

This chanter will deal with the re-

lationships that developed between the Commission and the
professional organization.

Was the Commission able to act

independently in reaching its conclusions, or was it manipulated by the Executive Committee of the American Historical
Association?

This chapter w·ill focus on these questions and

show their effect on the work of the Commission.
The Commission on the Social Studies was a standing
committee of the American Historical Association.

As could

be expected, a close relationship developed between parent
and child.

Chairman Krey reported the progress of the Com-

mission at the annual December meeting of the Association.
The Carnegie Foundation funded the work of the Commission.
'l'he funds w·ere disbursed through the American liistorical
Association.

·while Krey, Kimmel and Counts had a great deal
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of freedom in the use of funds, the Association had to give
its approval.

This was done through the action of the Execu-

tive Committee.

~nused

funds reverted to the Association

when the Commission was dismissed at the conclusion of its
work.

Members of the Association, such as Conyers .rtead,

Dixon Ryan Fox and Samuel Flagg Bemis, were involved with
the Commission, as well as the members who served on the
Commission.

Charles A. Beard was president of the Associa-

tion during 1934, the crucial last year of the Commission 1 s
existence.
The dissidents and others who criticized the final
report accused the Association of using the Commission to
further its own ends.

'rhey felt that the Association wanted

to ensure the dominant role of history among the social
science disciplines.

They also felt that the Association

wanted to preserve the traditional methods of teaching rather
than supporting innovative techniques developed by the progressives, colleges of education and teacher training institutions.

rhe Association, they felt, dismissed the Com-

mission too quickly to avoid debate over the inclusion of
new techniques of education and innovative curricula.

It is

self-evident that the .Association had a big stake in the
deliberations of the Commission.
for being.

This vras in part its reason

1·he imJ?ortant question to be asked is, to vrhat
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extent did the Association interfere in the work of the Commission·t

Did the Association try to impose its views on the

Commission and secure a report favorable to the historical
profession?

This chapter will attempt to answer these

questions and to analyze the educational views of the Association and its relationship with the Commission.
The chapter will be divided into three narts:

the

background of the Association's involvement with the Commission;
the educational views of the

Associ~tion

as reflected in the

final report, and the relationship of the Association i'dth
the Commission as seen through the correspondence of Conyers
aead,

ueor~e

S. Counts, Charles A. Beard and A. C. Krey.

The

-proceedings of the Association and the minutes of the Executi ve Committee meetings of the Commission ,.,ill also be used.
'l'he American Historical Association was organized as
a response to the enthusiastic interest in historical thought
and writing generated in :yart by the Civil ,,ar.
"PT

It was found-

ed on Se:?tember 9, 1884, at Saratoga, New· York,. and ,.,as incorporated by an Act of

Con~ress

in 1889.

~arlier

to found an organization had met with failure.
Historical Society, founded in 1335, after a
nin~,

floundered and went out of existence.

attempts

'J.'he American

~remising

begin-

The Social Science

Organization, concernecl wi tl1. the entire spectrum of social
science disci1_1lines, •:ras or,:::anized in 1365.

A group of prom-
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inent historians felt that the social science group encom-oassed too large a field for their interests and set about
organizing a

grou~

limited to the discipline of history.

The social science organization's leader, General John Eaton,
wanted the historical association to exist as an appendage to
his group and not as a separate entity.
The founders of the American Historical Association,
led by Herbert Adams, Professor at John Hopkins, w-ere opposed
to this view and went ahead with their planned organizational
meeting at Saratoga.. 1

·rhe .American Historical Association,

unlike its predecessors, was to enjoy a long and productive
existence.
At the first meeting of the American Historical Association, decisions w·ere made which helped to shape the philosophy and :progra.m of the organization.

The major issue facing

the newly organized Association was whether it should try to
be as big as possible or as good as

~ossible.

The founding

fathers of the Association decided on a democratic approach.
~ersons

from all walks of life would be included for member-

shin in the Association, thereby delineating the control of

1J. F. Jgmeson, "The American :iistorical Association,
1834-1909," American Historical J.eview, v. 15 (l-re·w· York:
1'he ~Lacmillan Co., 1910), p. 4.
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an elite.

Eventually the professionals did take over the

positions of influence in the organization, but membership
has remained open to anyone with a genuine interest in history and historical scholarship.
From its inception, the American Historical Association was to play a vital role in social studies education.
Since the Association was devoted exclusively to a subjectmatter speciality, it could

ex~end

much of its energy further-

ing the role of history in secondary education.

At first the

American Historical Association had the field to itself.
This situation ;vas to change with the enormous expansion of
secondary education in the concluding decades of the nineteenth century.

Several groups began to take part in the

debate of what should be taught in the social studies.

Be-

ginning with the Committee of Ten, a series of curriculum
committees grappled with the problems of social studies
education.

'rhe reports of some of these committees had

far-reaching- effects, while others were forgotten soon
after their publication.

The ':rork of these committees has

been dealt with in earlier sections of this work.

Is it

possi0le to discern a trend or movement affecting social
studies education?
In the early years, the various groups '"or ked tog-ether and there seemed to be little rivalry or nrofessional
jea.lousy.

By the time the Commission began its d.eli:::erations,
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a cleavage had developed.

The National Educational Association

had been organized in 1857, but its domain covered the entire
range of secondary education in the united States.

During

the latter half of the nineteenth century, the two groups had
worked together.

The American Historical Association and

the National Educational Association collaborated on the
Committee of Ten Report.

The report essentially assured the

control of the high schools by the colleges; favoring the
traditional college preparatory curriculum.

There was little

or no mention of courses which could be designed for the
lmrer class youngster or the practical aspects of life.
The work of the Committee of Seven (1905) continued this
loose alliance with the National Educational Association.
the National Educational .Association was inactive in social
studies curriculum work during the period from 1897 to 1916.
The American Historical Association continued its involvement by sponsoring the Committee of Eight, 1905, and the
Committee of Five, 1907.
The National Educational Association reasserted its
leadership in social studies education by taking steps tovrard the creation of the Commission on the H.eorganization
of Secondary Education.

The Commission Yras

com~osed

of

seventeen committees, fourteen of w·hich were concerned vri th
the various subjec"ts offered in high schools.

The Committee
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on Social Studies consisted of tw·enty-one members, thirteen
of whom w·ere in public school work.

The work of this com-

mittee was to bring important changes to the social studies
curriculum.

On the

hi~h

school level, the committee recommend-

ed two revolutionary changes:

(1) the new course in

11

Prob-

lems of democracy, social, economic, and political," and
(2) the full year 1 s course in

.~erican

tlistory.

~n

most

schools, it had been a half year course; it 11as now doubled in
lent;th.
l'he report of the committee had other repercussions.
It restored the National Zducational Association to a

~osi

tion of leadership in social studies in education and helned
to destroy the idea that school subjects must faithfully
and fully reflect the scholarly bodies of materials from
which they are dra1m.

Furtl1ermore, it helped to deve lo;J

the idea of providing for the needs of students

an~

to em-

phasize the desire for :pupil grow·th rather than merely storing up information for the future.

It demonstrated that a

national committee could safely recommend new and rela-tively
untried courses.

Lastly, it had considerable effect in

loosening the rigid control w·hich the colleges exercised over
the high schools by means of entrance requirements.
The American ?olitical Science Association snonsored
several committees which w·ere interested in the tJroblems of
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civic instruction.

As early as 1905 the Association publish-

ed the results of a test given to ascertain the extent of
civic lmow·ledge of the college freshman.

Items included

in the test were felt to reflect the lmowledge the average
persons should have concerning civic education.

The results

were an eye opener to political scientists and civic teachers.
The astonishing ignorance of the students convinced the
Association that the quality of civic instruction in the
schools should be improved.
The American Political Science Association continued
its activities in this field.

A Committee of Five was ap-

pointed in 1906 and its report was published in the 1908
proceedings of the society.
ing impact.

The report did not have a last-

In 1911 a new committee on instruction was ap-

pointed with similar objectives and goals.

From the tenor

of the committee's report, it bore more than a chance connection between the Committee and the Social Studies Committee of the National Bducational Association. 2 In 1926
another committee of the APSA published a report designed to
delimit the meaning of the word "civics."

The outline sub-

mitted by the committee succeeded, however, in demonstrating
the broad connotation of the word; and the Association did

~.C.

~. B. ~'lesley, Teaching ,2.. Social Studies (New York:
Heath and Co., 1937), p. 99.
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not formally accept the re-port.

'l'he report of the committee

"'ras published in the "Historical Outlook" in 1922.
In 1918, steps were taken to organize a new committee

for the purpose of studying the changed situation in the
teaching of the social studies brousht about by the World
War.

The li.EA requested the National Board for Historical

Science to initiate the '\V"Ork, and in the same year the
American Historical Association assumed
the new inquiry.
Jose~h

res~onsibility

for

The committee eventually consisted of

Shafer, Chairman, William C. Bagley, Frank S.

Bogardus, J.A.C. Chandler, Guys. Ford, S.B. Harding,
Knmrl ton and A.C. McLaughlin.

~.C.

It endeavored to prepare a

curriculum for the elementary grades, as well as for the
junior and senior high schools.

The changed situation w·as

reflected in the committee's concern with Americanization,
eclucation for citizenshi?, and with the work of committees
in the other social studies.

The conlffiittee issued a nre-

liminary re"'?ort in r.1ay, 1919, and three subsequent .;?regress
reports.

J.he final re.:?ort w·as rejected by the AHA and the

committee was clisbanded.
":IIistorical Outlook" in

.Lhe re?ort ·vras !Hlblished in the
~larch,

April, i.Iay and June, 1921.

1 t was a·')1)arently too "historical 11 for the :follow·ers of the

Social .Stu<iies Committee and too "social" for the rank and
file histor::.ans.

The failure of the 1921 re"Dort to receive
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wide acceptance encouraged many local and regional groups to
design their mm new curricula.
In 1923, the

AlL~

sponsored the History Inquiry to

ascertain the status of the social studies in the schools.
The re1Jort of the director, Edgar Daw·son, published in the
"Historical Outlooktt in June, 1924, reviewed the ·work of
various national committees, and in a statistical summary
showed the frequency with which social studies courses w·ere
taught.

The "History Inquiry" revealed many disquieting

facts about social studies teaching.

Several persons, and

particularly Edgar Daw·son, Director of the inquiry, urged
a more comprehensive survey of the social studies.
Various organizations, in addition to those mentioned
here, were interested in the social studies curriculum.

The

Denartment of Superintendence devoted space in several of
its

ye~1rbooks

to the subject, as did the National Society

for the Study of Education.

?ormal committees were appoint-

ed by other social science organizations.
.~nericc:m

In 1918, the

Sociolog-ical Society ap-:;ointed a committee to

deal with the :?roblem.

It issued a re1Jort two years later.

The re:?ort contained no new "_!)ro:9osals, and exerted little
or no influence.

This was due to the fact

th~the

renort

anneared in the relatively restricted limits of the
official -':mblications of ti.1at society.

In 1909, the ..:\.ssocia-
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tion of American

Geogra~hers

made a brief and uninfluential

re::_:>ort on the teaching of geography.

The i-J'ational

~lunici:r.>al

League, the American Economic Association, the Association
of

Colle~iate

Schools of Business, and the American School

Citizenship League also made surveys or renorts on the
teaching of the social studies. 3
By the time the Commission was organized and functiong, several trends had develo:r.>ed.
preparing social studies curricula.

Other agencies ''rere
Courses, such as

":::?roblems in Democracy", were gaining ground and turning
attention away from the history course.

The Association

hoJ?ed to reverse these trends and to restore history to its
position of ]?rominence.

In the absence of activity from the

professional organizations, local school districts w·ere going ahead and developing their own 11rograms.

Teacher col-

leges and schools of education 11ere gaining a greater share
in the determination of educational policy.

:!hile the Com-

1

mission was given a free hand, it "Tould be difficult to deny
that these motives were not in the background of the Association 1 s involvement.

In the absence of specific documentation,

the vie·W"s of the Association must be extrapolated from the
final report of the

3

Con~ission.

Ibid., :?• 100.
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The educational objectives of the AHA ,.,ere stated in
the frame of reference of the final report.
erence ,.,as concerned with three factors:

The frame of ref-

(1) the nature and

functions of the social sciences; l2) necessarily conditioning factors in American life and (3) choices deemed possible
and desirable in the present and proximate future. 4
The Commission took a broad view of the social
sciences as they were seen as comprising the entire range of
human history, from man's beginnings up to the present.

They,

the social sciences, embraced all societies and customs of
all peoples.

While each discipline in the social sciences

'\Vas significant, they were interrelated in their goal - the
knowledge of man and society. 5
The final report contained statements of the Association's views on educational aims and purposes.
fundamental objectives and

~urposes

tory and social studies instruction.

There were two

in secondary school hisThey were:

(1) educa-

tion for effective citizenship, and l2) develo?ment of critical
thinking.

It was felt by the Association that these goals

could best be accomplished through the study of social studies
generally and American History more S"?ecifically.

Nowhere in

4 The American Historical Association: Conclusions and
Recommendations tNew York: Charles Scribner r s Sons, 1935),~· 5.
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the committee reports does the American Historical Association
spell out exactly how this has been determined.

Apparently

they felt it was self-evident or could be determined under
the rubric of using common sense.

Critics would point out
6
this discrepency and har:p on it incessantly.
J.'his critic ism

has continued to the present day and is reflected in the
decline o:f history offerings and the lack o:f popularity of
history in general.
The second major aim o:f social studies teaching was
the development of critical thinking.

In the reports in

which historians took part., it was not clearly shown how training in historical method influenced critical thinking.

It was

always alluded to but never illustrated from practical examples.

While these objectives are commendable, the Association

:failed to articulate the ways in which they could be developed
and used.

This appears to account for the relative ineffective-

ness of the reports of the Association after the Committee of
Seven (1907) until the work o:f the Commission on the Social
Studies.

6Glenn Leroy Kinzie, "Historians and the Social Studies:
A History and Inter:?retation of the Activities of the .American Historical Association in the Secondary School Social
Studies, 1884-1964" (?h.D. dissertation, The university o:f
Nebraska Teachers College, 1965), p. 179.
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~oving

from objectives, the final report shifted to

the topic of methodology.

The Association maintained its

traditional stance on methods of teachings.

The reasons for

maintaining these views related to three factors:

(1) a be-

lief in and acceptance of the theory of faculty psychology or
mental discipline, t2) the use of drill and repetition which
was felt to be a truly democratic method of teaching because
it applied to all levels of individual competence, and t3)
in order to discern the true value of history students had
to develop a mastery over the data. 7
'.L'he Association felt that teacher training institutions stressed methodology over knowledge.

·1·eacher training

institutions were obsessed with formalistic methodology at
the expense of knowledge.

As the report stated:

In the measure that method is dissociated from appropriate content or knowledge of pupil growth, education becomes shallow, formal or capricious, or all
three. There is no :;?rocedure that can render substance unnecessary; there is no techninue of classroom legerdemain that can take the place of scholarly competence; there is no device of instruction
that can raise the quality of the educative process
above the pur~ose, the l01owledge, the understanding,
the vision of the teacher who employs it.B

7 Ibid., p. 130.

3

1bid., PP· 71-72.
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Having criticized the role of teacher training institutions, the report examined the role of the teacher.

·l'he

Association's view of the teacher stressed academic freedom
and the need for creative teaching.

Teachers should be aw-are

of the conditioning factors affecting the classroom situation.

They also should be aware of and allow for individual

differences of students.

Concluding the section on the

teacher, the report stated:
••• the competent teacher will strive to emulate, even
though his power be relatively feeble, the methods of
great thiru~ers and teachers of all ages - will become
acquainted with the classics and fundamental works in
the given field, will know how to use bibliogra11hical
and library apparatus in the acquisition of knmV"ledge,
will k.no;r how to apply the engines of scholarly cri tic ism; verification and authentication to facts true and
alleged, will know how to analyze complicated documents
and social situations, will know how· to take weigh
testimony by the judicial process ••• Above all, the
competent teacher should know thorou;;hly the subject
matter which he professes to teach, should see its relation to the life of mankind, and should have an infectious enthusiasm a;)out it - to this, all teaching
met;1ods are subordinated. 9
Since there was nothing new nor startling in the
~resentation

of views of the teacher, critics claimed that

the Association had neglected research on
teaching methodologies.

im~roving

teaching

It may be, critics reasoned, that

educational research had become too complex, comprehensive
and demanding; hence the Association did not comnrehend it or

9

~bid., ~P· 83-84.
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ignored its significance.

The Association remained conserva-

tive and adhered to those met.i:1ods which were understood and
tested on the anvil of time.
The most controversial section of the final re?ort
concerned the section on tests and testing.

The Association

rejected recent advances in this field and insisted on the
value of the old type of examination.

It was felt that the

new type of tests could not.adeq_uately measure the results of
the classroom experience.

As the report stressed:

In the final analysis the actual testing of a program of
social science instruction is not conducted by teachers
in the schools, but rather by the responses of the individual to social situations throughout life and 'uy the
course of social events in which children so instructed
participate.lO

New type tests were of no use because they could not measure
the social implications of classroom instruction.

'l'he rejec-

tion of the new· type of test seemed to contradict the views
Association members held on the validity of new methods of
social edncation instruction and the implementation of the
~rograms

they advocated.
lf the view of testing was inconsistent with the view

taken on methodology and program implementation, the
of education

ex~)ressed

tradiction.

J.he ?hilosophy of education

10 ,. . .

..i..O~G. • '

~.

lnl
"'

philoso~hy

in the final report was a greater con-

•

pro~_Josed

in the final
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repori; tended to sever the link with the conservative philosophy of earlier committees.

lt placed a great deal of em-

phasis on the effect of the social order on the educational
process.

The school, according to the Commission's

ophy, was to become the agency of social change.

~hilos-

A relevant

educational philosophy, the report. stated, w·ould depend on:
" ••• the findings of the social sciences, findings pertaining
to the nature, trends and thought of that society in its
regional and world setting. 1111 ln order to achieve this,
society needed to be changed and the school should take the
lead in this reconstruction project.

The school should re-

act against the materialistic nature of society and

em~ha-

size the creative and social forces, while deemphasizing the
acquisitive drives of American society.

The influence of

Counts and Curti can be discerned in these statements.

The

school would have to become dee:?lY involved in the changes
taldng rlace.

It could no longer 7lay a l_)ass ive role.

Teach-

ers could not be neutral on issues, as they ':rould have to
lead the movement for social chance.

Teachers could be ex-

1ected to take the l2ad and indoctrinate and train students
in the •·ray society should move.
educational statesmen.

Educators shouhl become
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Critics of the final Report were particularly disturbed with the views of the Commission regarding tests and
testing, the criticisms levelled at teacher training institutions, the seemingly radical notion that teachers and the
school should be used to change society, and the vagueness
and contradictory aspects of parts of the Report.

They inter-

preted these statements as an attempt of the American Historical Association to restore the teaching of history to its
once dominant position in the social studies curriculum.
They felt that these views would place the scientific movement in education in jeopardy.
In reviewing the development of social studies educa-

tion, two patterns seemed to predominate at the time of the deliberations of the Commission:

{1) the view of the Association

emphasizing the significant role '\Vhich social education should
play in the future; a social education which would be the handmaiden of history and would be taught in a humanistic, dynamic
and somew·ha.t conservative manner.

This view would be espoused

by the subject-matter specialists on the Commission; and (2)
the other trend ''ould be represented by those w·ho believed in
the scientific movement in education.

They w·anted to incor-

porate new findings in educational research and move away from
the humanistic, traditional approach favored by the Assn.
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In a sense, the deliberations of the Commission, while its
publicly stated purpose was different, revolved around these
positions.

'l'hese issues were never far from the surface as

disputes which arose during the proceedings and the debate
over the final report ,.,ould seem to indicate.
To what extent is the charge that the Association
tried to limit the inclusion of disparate views in the final
report valid?

Some critics, particularly Ernest Horn,

charged that the Association cut off the work of the Commission so that view·s favorable to the scientific movement 'vould
not be included in the final report.

The direct evidence

concerning this matter is meager, as the Proceedings of the
Association deal primarily
procedures of the meetings.
cluded in the minutes.

y;i th

the mechanics and the formal

The "real disrutes 11 are not in-

In the correspondence of the partici-

pants, they are often overlooked or treated in an oblique
fashion.
Certainly the motives existed for a showdown between
the two groups.

The Association felt that its position of

leadership in social science education was being eroded on
all sides.

Krey, in his report to the Association w·hich

led to the formation of the Commission, alluded to this situation.

The role of the Commission would be an attempt to

restore the status quo in the field of social education.

It
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was hoped that the challenge of the educationalists would be
turned aside and that the position of historical studies would
be secure into the foreseeable future.

Historical studies

would be taught in the relativistic vein stressed by Beard
and Curti.

The traditional military and political history

would be set aside to accomodate the new approach.

1n the

end, the aims of the Association were not fulfillerl, as the
future belonged to the educationists and the teacher training
institutions.
While the questions posed in the preceding paragraph
seem plausible and likely, there is no hard evidence that the
Association desired the aforementioned outcomes.

The pro-

ceedings of the Association did not indicate any sign of dissatisfaction between the Association and the Commission.
Krey dutifully submitted a report of the Commission 1 s activities at each of the annual meetings of the Association.
reports were accepted with little or no debate.

The

As the work

of the Commission neared completion, tensions began to Qevelop.
The task of preparing the final re:r>ort fell almost by
default to Counts. and Beard.

Beard commented to Counts on

their predicament:
I feel that we are in a hell of a jam despite all of the
running, digging and ,.,heezing that has been done. Somebody must sit do'm and finish this summary. Of course
any two or three half-educated birds could have done it
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w·i thout the "research", but such is the American system of
bluff.l2
As a result of their close collaboration, the

re~ort

came to

be kno'm in Commission circles as the Counts-Bearcl proposal.
Counts did the bulk of the w-riting on the finu.l report, with
the assistance of others:
Johnson.

notably Beard, Hayes, Newlon and

Opponents felt that it included the particular

views of Counts and Beard on the topics dealt w·i th iJy the
Commission and not the views expressed by the other members
of the Commission, particularly the dissidents:
Merriam and Ballou.

Horn, Day,

They reasoned that the Counts-Beard nro-

posal was a distortion of the Commission's work.

As has been

previously indicated, the views on tests and testing were
particularly upsetting to the opponents of the Counts-Beard
proposal.

Throughout the year 1933, meetings were held to

try to develop a version of the final report that all members
of the Commission could accept.

The meetings were often

quite stormy as opposing positions hardened and both groups
sought vindication for their views.

This w·as true of the

meeting held at Princeton university on October 22-23, 1933.
The minutes do not reveal the seething turmoil that remains
hidden in the clear, concise prose of the proceedings.

Those

1?
-Beard to Counts, Counts-Beard Corres~)ondence, Southern Illinois Library, Carbondale, ~111nois, August 14, 1933.
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opposed to the Counts-Heard draft were able to force the passage of a resolution w·hich would allow revisions to the final
document. 13 Counts, Beard and their adherents: Hayes, New·lon,
Johnson and Craven agreed to revise the final report.
felt that it should be the final revision.

'l'hey

Ln a letter to

Counts, which will be examined later in this chapter, Beard
was adament in his refusal to accept further revisions.
An examination of the Beard-Counts correspondence re-

vealed the reasons for the positions taken by ueard and
in the controversy.

Co~mts

They did not want the final re:_1ort re-

vised in a manner which would reflect favorably on the
educationist position.
any material on testing.

Beard 'I'Tas dead set against including
ln

a short note to Counts, Beard

made the following observation:

••• My opinion is that testing is an academic racket irrelevant to our purposes and should be flatly opposed
in all professions above a fact seeking level. Besides
it is an enemy of teaching and thinking. Lt- is, loose
in uorn's hands, a mechanistic conception of values.l4

13Minutes of the Princeton r.1e eting, Krey Papers,
Archives university of Minnesota, ~linneapolis, ;Jinnesota.
counts-Beard, Corres~ondence, Southern lllinois
0niversity, Carbondale, November 23, 1933.
14
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Beard's view on testing was consistent with the position he had taken earlier in the work of the Commission.

He

had helped to prepare the section in the final Report on testing.

He had wanted to include a stronger condemnation of the

test movement.

As he remarked to Counts:

I take note of your note on the testors and have decided
to omit my blast entirely, especially in view of the fact
that you cover the conclusions on tests and testing. I
abominate that crew of blockheads more than a communist
does a Y.M.C.A. secretary, but I shall hold ml tongue
for the saloo of the Commission and its cause. 5
Counts replied to Beard's tirade in a calmer vein and suggested revisions to Beard's statement:
I have also been looking over your original statement
with some care. It seems to me that you have left out
of the picture those so-called educational tests,although in your conclusions your comments suggest that
you have them in mind. It is not true that the greater
part of the attention of the testors has been devoted to
the development of the so-called intelligence tests.
This statement is true only if the educational tests are
not included and the discussion is confined to the socalled psychological tests.l6
Beard took Counts's suggestions and used them in his revised
report, but he did not soften his opposition to the validity
of tests

~nd

testing.

Beard's view was to prevail and re-

mained in the final Report.

15 Ibid., August, 1933.
16 rb;d.,
A
t 3 , 1933 •
..
.~ugus
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Following the Princeton meeting, Counts revised the
document and the stage
of the Commission.

'~as

set for the winding up of the work

Fearing that the dissidents might try to

push through further revisions, Beard proceeded, using his
nosition as President of the American Historical Association.
At a meeting of the Executive Committee of the Council, held
in 0rbana, Illinois, December, 1933, the machinery was set up
to end the work of the Commission.

The resolution passed by

the Council w·as to be referred to as the urbana Resolution.
The Resolution, because of its importance, is included in its
entirety.
·.lhereas the term of the Commission on 3oc ial Studies expires December 2~, 1933, be it resolved that:
1. The Executive Secretary convey to members of the
Commission and especially to the Ch~irman, A.C. Krey, the
the appreciation of the American Historical Association for
their unselfish and indefatigable labors and to the
Carnegie Corporation the renewed thanks of the Association
for its generous financial support;
2. The unexpended
outstanding accounts is
the Historical Outlook,
Carnegie Corporation is

balance after the settlement of
hereby a-ppro·~riated to the use of
in case the consent of the
secured for this appropriation;

3. The Executive Committee of the Council, in coOr>eration with A.C. Krey, make all arrangements for winding up the affairs of the Commission, including publication of reports and the selection of editor, if deemed
necessary;
4. In the matter of the controversy over the final
report, the Executive Committee of the Council of the A. .. II.A.
shall act as a reviewing body, hold one or more meetings
of the Commission, if deemed necessary, secure from members or groups of members w·i thin sixty days affirmative and
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dissenting opLn~ons from all parties and ~ublish this set
of opinions seriatim without alteration w·ithin ninety
days.l7
Prior to the u-rbana meeting, Beard relented in his opposition to Horn's substitute chapter on tests.

In a letter

to Counts, he remarked:
One more point. Horn played square with us in that he
put up the proposition of dissent and affirmation which
he w·ished to substitute. Hence, I think, you should add
to our sacred text as an appendix, Horn•s program as he
wants it, and state that it is his proposition. I dissent from Horn•s program only in that by his emphasis he
leaves the door open for the mechanics crowd in education.l3
While relenting on his rigid stance vis-a-vis Horn, and the
substitute chapter on tests, Beard had no intention of allowing future revisions of the final report.

It is clear that

Beard intended to use his position as President of the A.H.A.
to further the Counts-Beard draft.

Later, in the previously

quoted letter, he made his intentions quite clear:
Get Johnson, Newlon, and Hayes together as soon as ~os
sible. Clean up proof add Horn 1 s program as appendix and
have a new one pulled. Then ask the others whether they
will si~n it. Do not let them file dissent, for they
have no right to do that now because they have never presented a constructive proposition for the consideration
of the Commission.

17counts-Beard Corres0ondence, Southern Illinois
university, Carbondale, Illinois.
18rb·a
J. ]. . , December 24,
1933.
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I shall let you know results of the execution. H.esolutions of decapitation are drafted and on my desk. Go to
it. If Day and :~rerriam want to -;:>lay power :politics,
others may play it too.l9
Beard w·as probably fatigued from the work he was carrying on
with other groups as well as with the Commission.

He vras up-

set by the renewed attempts of the dissidents to revise the
final report, hence, he acted hastily and decisively, if not
judiciously, towards his opponents.
'.Che dissidents had sensed Beard's probable course of
action and had persuaded Krey to request for a time extension
so that the Commission might finish up its work.

Krey appear-

ed before the Council at urbana and asked for an extension of
the Commission 1 s term.

He was turned dmm.

Beard related

this event to Counts:
As I wired you, Krey presented his petition for an extension of Commission time. After he left I moved immediate
and unconditional decapitation and resolution carried
~vi th a bang.
By this time you have heard from Krey and
Conyers Read. Get our draft ready soon and send it
around ••• 20
Beard had hoped that his course of action Yrould wind up the
affairs of the Commission and gain the approval of the revised Counts-Beard draft.
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The battle then shifted to the fight over the possibility of revising the final report.

The Counts-Beard

forces had the urbana Resolution as their chief weapon,
w·hile the dissidents w·ere to rely on K.rey.

Once again Krey

would find himself in the center of controversy.

He was

sympathetic to Counts and Beard, as he had developed a close
relationship with both individuals.
had also worked closely with Day,

On the other hand, he

~.lerriam

and .tiorn on the

Executive Committee of the Commission.
The dissidents feared that the Executive Committee of
the Council w·ould interfere w-ith their attempts to revise
the final report.

Day appealed to Krey to guarantee that

the revisions agreed upon at Princeton would be included in
the final report.
in~

The dissidents insisted on another meet-

of the Executive Committee of the Commission to see that

this was completed.
revisions.

They also would have liked to add further

In a letter to Professor Dixon

~yan

Fox, a member

of the Council of the . American Historical Association, Krey
pointed out Day's concern.
of the Commission:

Krey reassured Day that members

Hayes, Counts, Johnson, Newlon and him-

self were hard at work preparing the revised document.

This

revision ""ould be submitted to the ::.:.:xecutive Committee of the
Commission at the

~·eoruary

22, 1934, meeting.

Krey had been

successful in gettin; the Council to permit one final meeting.
lt was Krey·s impression \he confided to Day) that no member
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of the Executive Committee of the Council was disposed in any
way to intervene in the matter.

The Executive Committee of

the Council, as well as other members of the Commission, wanted to complete the affairs of the Gommission as soon as possible.

Krey then asked Fox, as Chairman of the Executive

Commit-tee of the Council, to confirm the Council's nosition
in a communication to Day and other dissidents.

Krey lacked
the authority to act unilaterally in this matter. 21
The meeting in Chicago was made possible by an oversight.

Copies of the urbana lt.esolution were not sent to all

members of the Commission.

.Lhe dissidents ardently raised this

point in pressing Krey for the extra-legal meeting.

ln a let-

ter to Beard, Counts related the events which led to the arrangements for the February 22, 1934 meeting.

Since the

urbana Resolution was not sent to the members, Krey proceeded
to call the meeting of the Executive Committee of the Commissian.

At first glance,. Counts felt that Krey had acted with-

out the Dermission of th0 "Sxecutive Committee of the Council.
Later he learned through Conyers Read that the meeting had
been e.uthorized and that Krey was acting '\'fi th the authority of
tl1e 2xecutive Committee of the Council.

21K
.
h.~ves
0
·rey .;.apers,
.Arc

.

Counts armrised

.ty

un~vers~

:.:inneaT?olis, :.linnesota, February 17, 1934.

.(>

O.L

nnneso t a,.

".

••
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Beard of the situation:
The situation now stands as follows. The Executive Committee will meet in Chicago on February 22nd. Both Hayes
and I will be there, as I understand it. Krey assures me
that he goes to Chicago clearly resolved not to accept
any changes of any importance in our document. He proposes that he make such a statement at the very beginning
of the session. And I know that such is the spirit of
Newlon and Hayes. 2 2
l'lhile they were unable to prevent the meeting, Counts and
Beard remained steadfast in refusing to continence any
attempt to change the document.
Beard outlined his views concerning the Chicago meeting in another letter in the Counts-Beard correspondence:
About the meeting of the Executive Comte. of the Comm. in
Chicago, Feb. 22, I say that under the Urbana resolutions
that meeting is illegal and I have telegraphed Read to ·
enforce the Urbana. Resolutions and to stop that meeting,
at least to the ext~~t of repudiating it &~d refusing to
allow for expenses.
Beard had apparently lost all his patience and was in no
mood to relent on his position.

He then confided to Counts

the probable actions he would take if the Committee revised
the document:
I have written Krey that I will not sign a word or line of
any report doctored by the executive committee. In my
opinion it is nothing but a dodge to enable Ford, Merriam
and Day to wTite or doctor up a shilly-shally report and
try to slip it over. I have played square with them.
They had their say and have the right under the Urbana

22 counts-Beard Correspondence Feb. 12, 1934.

23 Ibid., Feb. 17, 1934.
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resolutions to say anything they want in the final re?ort,
but they have no right to run a backstairs game, and I
,.,ill not stand for it .24
Beard wrote to Krey and apologized for his actions and
utterances regarding

tl~

use of tests.

stated his position regarding the final

Ln

the letter, Beard

re~ort.

Ln a sense

he was issuing an ultimatum:
Now about the cone luding volume. .1. vrrote George Counts
that we shall stand absolutely pat on the draft he sent,
for endless tinkering is out of the question. Let those
sign it who want to sign it. Let others sign it with
reservations. Let others dissent, if they want to do
so. Print also anything Horn wants ancl Ballou too, as
their document. l should like to see Kelley's ,.,allop
printed also, for he and I agree on beautiful disagreement. Let us avoid the frightful experience of the
\Vickersham Report, and the extreme caution of the Hoover
trends re:?ort findin~s were -put out of date by history
after March 4, 1933.~5
Beard then went on to relate his feelings tow·ards the dissidents:
Now, you have helped me keep my shirt on enough to know
that 1 am not going to hold anything against Ford,
i\lerriam, Day, or anybody else. 1 reserve the right to
cuss •em out. But, honest Injun, don't 1 give everybody the same right? At least vrhen 1 am well and in my
right mind. Surely, on the Charter, l took blows from
all sides, including Ballou's complete wallop. Surely
at Chicago, George and 1 took everything, including
stinks and sadism. So 1 don 1 t think that 1 shall have
or cherish any grudges.26

25 Beard to Krey, Counts-Beard Correspondence, SI~,
January 30, 1934.
'1'.:...V
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Krey was resolved to get the work of the Commission
finished at the Chicago meeting.

ln a letter to Conyers

Read, he pointed out the difficult task which remained:
·rhe first problem 1 have before me tomorrow· is that of
explaining to Day and :Merriam by what right all this
work of revision has been proceeding since December 29th
and by what right our Committee is meeting there. In
my explanation it will be necessary for me to avoid any
basis for the notion that the Executive Committee of the
Council is taking a partisan attitude in the matter of
which they have no real knowledge. The Executive Committee's interest in having the work terminated in a
particular way is something which can scarcely be justified. I will try to do my best.27
'l'he situation was volatile and Krey feared that the whole
thing might blow up, thus endangering the work of the Commission.

He outlined his plans if things should go awry:

••• should things blow up, there is, of course, the question of which version is to be submitted to the members
of the Commission. There is the technical vie1<r which
was raised by i>lr. Day that the only version we have a
right to send out is the one which was submitted at
Princeton. l do not share this view, and I think I can
justify my mm judgment in the matter. I shall rule that
we must submit to the members of the Commission the best
version which we have at the time the action must be
taken. Should this somewhat drastic action be necessary
and a version be sent out, !>lease wait until you hear
from me. Do not send out the version as it is, for
there are more, thQugh minor, imperfections in it which
can be corrected.2o

27Krey to Conyers Read, Krey Pa~ers, Archives university of :,finnesota, ::.Iinneapolis, ~\linn., February 21, 1934.
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Krey's fears were not justified, as the meeting was
not a repeat of the Princeton gathering.

Although it lacked

the fireworks of the Princeton encounter, an aura of friendliness did not prevail.

Present at the meeting w·ere Day,

Merriam, Ford, Newlon, Krey, Counts and Hayes.
which had been revised by

Counts~

'l'he report,

Hayes, et • .!:.!,., was gone

over page by page and changes had to be approved by Counts
and lfayes.

When this process was finished, the original

manuscript with the corrections was handed to .r>'lr. Read by
.Mr. K.rey.

The long and sometimes bitter struggle over the
revisions td the final re~ort was ended. 29
On March 1, 1934, Krey w-rote a covering letter to

Read.

He described the nature of the final report accepted

at the Chicago meeting:
The draft is a revision of that presented at the Commission's meeting at 2rinceton last December. It ernbodies certain "rearrangements" and alterations urged
at Princeton and certain amendments and rephrasings
proposed by :.,Iessrs. Craven, Horn, Johnson, Krey and
Newlon; all of which were coordinated with the original
by r.1essrs. IIayes and Counts. The Zxecative Cornmi ttee,
which had been empowered by the ?rinceton meeting to
supervise the revision, postponed meeting until this work
could be done. The Committee met yesterday and considered the whole draft in detail. Further changes were

29 i.linutes of the meetin,_.,· of .dxecutive Committee of
the Commission, February 22, 1934, Chicago, Illinois, Krey
:.')apers, Archives, vniversi ty of Z..linnesota, ~.linneapolis,
<.J

:~Iinnesota.
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suggested by each of the members, 1Iessrs. Day, Ford, Krey,
Merriam and .Ne·wlon with the concurrence of 1Iessrs. Counts
and Hayes, who had been instructed to be present, they
have been incornorated in the "final draft" herewith subrnitted.30
~
Essentially, the Counts-Beard draft with a :few minor
revisions was the version submitted by Krey.

The events lead-

ing up to the conclusion of the Commission 1 s work have been
described in great detail.

in view of the facts available,

it would seem that the allegations of the dissidents w·ere
correct.

Beard appeared to be the leader o:f those who wanted

to end the work of the Commission.

His motives were not en-

tirely clear as his position wavere<l back and forth.
point he wanted the draft published intact.

At one

Later he relent-

ed and instructed Counts to include dissenting views.

He

stretched the point :further by asking Counts to include
Kelley•s views.

ihis is a bit confusing, since Kelley was not

a member o:f the Commission.
While the actual reasons for Beard's behavior may be
beyond the nature o:f historical research, three reasons seem
to emerge:

\1) Zeard;s strong dislLke :for the scientific 8ove-

ment in education in:fl uenced his 'behavior; \2) Beard ·:ras
under severe stress :from the pressure of his work on the Cornmission and other :?rojects lhe spent several 'veeks in Southern

3 O.,.~
J.-..rey t o

university of

n~~.e a(c,
'

:.~innesota,

..
..:;iarc l1 1 , 1 a-;~ 3 0 , ..:...rey
.::>:. a .,.,e rs,
~.linneapolis,

~.:innesota.
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California recuperating); t3) Beard was essentially a humanist with a strong sense of fair }?lay and not given to ?recipitate actions.

This might account for his refusal at

first to incorporate the materials on tests and testing and
his later insistence that Counts include this material.

The

foregoing analysis may also explain his rude actions towards
Krey and other members o:f the Commission and his subsequent
regret for his actions.
Beard 1 s status in academic circles and in the affairs
of the American Historical Association, plus the fact that
he and Counts "'rere in a large part

res~onsible

report, made his position unassailable.

for the final

Krey apparently

realized this as the controversy reached its final stages.
He had to back the Beards-Counts pro}?osal or risk losing the
hard years of work and research that had gone into the deliberations of the Commission.

On the other hand, 2-s is often the

case in the role of the Chairman, Krey felt an o·bligation to
the dissidents.

As Chairman, he felt that the finn.l re::_Jort

should be acceptable to all sides.
of this as his letters to

I~ey

·conyers Read was in favor

indicate.

.Lt vras felt that a

show of unanimity w·ould enhance the "'rork of the Commission in
the eyes of the general :millie as well as in the other academic disciplines.

I~ey

confided this :>osition to Ada Comstock
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in their exchanges of correspondence.

31

The answer to the question :posed at the beginning of
this section is not easily answered.

The Association did not

interfere directly in the affairs of the Commission.
and his colleagues on the

Con~ission

Krey

did have a lot of free-

dom in which to nursue their activities.

Critics often re-

ferred to ideal conditions in which the Commission pursued
k. t

32 Th
s ac t.kvk. t.kes.
e ro 1 e o f th e

T'
~ecu

t.1ve

Association in ending the w·ork is clear.

counck"1

o f the

The question which

is difficult to answer is whether the Council's action represented a consensus of the Association·s membership?

Judcro

ing from the lack of criticism in the Council's actions, the
views expressed must have been acceptable to the

membershi~.

Kinzie did not raise these issues in his dissertation.
Soderbergh alludes to Beard 1 s role in the termination of the
Commission, but he did not have the benefit of the BeardsCounts

corres~ondence.

When viewed in the

:~erspective

of the passage of time,

it seems that the action of Beard and the American Historical

31Krey to Comstock, F~ey ?apers, Archives, university
of 11innesota, Uinneapolis, I.linnesota, March, 1934.
32 Franklin Bobbitt, "Questionable Recommendations of
the Commission on the Social Studies, '1 School and Society
40, \August 18, 1934), 202.
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Association was too precipitous.

Ballou and Horn w·ere proba-

bly closer to the pulse of secondary education than others on
the Commission, hence their views should have carried more
weight than they did.

Many of the criticisms levelled at

the report concerned the points raised by Ballou and Horn
(lack of specific curricula. and a. biased view on tests and
testing).

Certainly Beard and Counts did a. masterful job

in preparing the final Report; but shouldn't they have deferred to others with greater expertise in the area. of tests
and testing?

They wanted to issue a. bold statement, but

were not Counts's ideas on collectivism a. bit strong for a.
country that still harbored a. naive view concerning the
political realities of the day?
The American Historical Association could point with
pride to its role in social studies education.

Reports of

the various committees and commissions were important mileposts in the progress of social studies education; however,
the Association missed an opportunity to retain its dominant
role in social studies education.

At the conclusion of the

work of the Commission the two groups, educationists and
historical subject matter specialists, tended to go their
own \ray.

Perhaps the gulf between the two ;;roups was too

great to be bridged by common effort on an educational project.

The differences would not be a matter of concern to the
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historical profession until the late 1960's when it was hit
with the crisis of declining enrollments and the drying up of
the job market for historians.

It seems in the long run that

the educationists had been more in step with the realities of
secondary education in the united States.
The controversy over the signinq of the report and
the role of the American Historical Association in its preparation have been dealt with.

This controversy was transferred

to the public arena when the final report was published.
Numerous articles in journals and newspapers have either
praised or condemned the work of the Commission.

~he

conclud-

ing chapter of this study will deal with the reception of the
final report by educators and concerned laymen.

CHAPTER VII
REACTIONS OF LEADING SECONDARY EDuCATORS TO
THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMISSION

We have described the events leading up to the acceptance and publication of the final renort of the Commission,
entitled Conclusions

~Recommendations.

'.this chapter will

deal with the reception accorded the final volume by secondary educators.

Criticisms advanced by prominent critics will

be discussed and analyzed.

The reactions of members of the

Commission to these views will be mentioned.

The storm which

surrounded the acceptance and signing of the final report
broke out with renew·ed frenzy as the members of the Commission
and their partisans answ·ered their critics.
The publication of the Conclusions and Kecommendations
set loose a flood of criticism both favorable and unfavorable
to the work of the Commission.

~eports

of preceding commit-

tees had apreared at more r>roT?i tious times and ;\"ere accepted
without much fanfare by seemingly appreciative educators.

-

'i'he Conclusions and J.ecommenG.ations anpeared
at a critical
-·
time in the history of .American education.

i'lith the

~~rmY"th

of the scientific movement in ed.acation and the continual upR:rading of ?rofessional ren.uirements, American educators had
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developed a more sophisticated approach to the work of national committees.

Since the work of the Commission had received

much advance publicity, it would be held up to close scrutiny
by secondary educators throughout the country.

~ducational

organizations and civic groups interested in public education
would use the final

re~ort

as the theme for their meetings.

I1fany educational symposia, forums and panel discussions ,.,ere
held by educators to discuss the meaning and significance of
the final report.

The Commission was in session for five

years and it seemed as if the debate and controversy generated
by the final

repor~

would last as long.

As late as April,

1937, three years after its approval by the American Histori-

cal Association, the repor-t w·as still making headlines • 1
Professional educators from various shades of opinion
directed their criticisms or praises at the content of the
final report.

Some, like Franklin Bobbitt, could find little

to ,raise in the report; vrhile others, like Zdgar ;,·esley,
found little to criticize in the

re~ort.

The true si;;nifi-

cance of the report 2robably lay somewhere between these two
extremes.

l.lost educators in reading the final re11ort

it hard to remain neutral and joined in the debate.

found
Lhe final

re"')ort >Y"as a "hot issue 11 both in and out of the classroom and
lecture· hall.

l,-'i.l~le r l· can .,
_.• e r c ury, ~rv o1 • 41 ,

\. J u l y, ~,.,_.,7··
.:.· J ,

)T)e

J30-3G2.
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·.rhe renort of the Commission consisted of fifteen
volumes and the Conclusions and Recommendations.

The vast

amount of criticism was directed at the Conclusions.

Most of

the volumes in the report received favorable reYiews by
critics.

Some of the volumes have become classics in their

particular educational field and remain in print today.

Ties-

?ite the notoreity and success achieved by these volumes, it
was the slim volume containing the final rerort which was to
become the center of attention and controversy.

Educational

journals devoted parts of several issues to the controversy
over the final report.
~

Society and

~

This w·as particularly true of School

Social Studies.

The Commis sian members

hacl hoped to make their wishes knmm but not to that extent.
Once the controversy began, it seemed to gain momentum as
charges and coUn.ter charges were
issues of various journals.

~mblished

in successive

Surprisingly, the major

fi~ures

in the controversy, Beard and Counts, did not join in the fray,
nor did the dissidents:

~lerriam,

Day, oallou and Horn.

Krey

and Newlon and their suprorters presented the vie,·rs of the
Commission; the dissidents did not break their silence.

Each

side felt that the controversy might get out of order in the
t~-;.ose

hands of

,.,

.

who had not taken Dart in the deliberations of

.

the ._,omml.ssl.on.
The criticisms of the renort seemed to coincide
the same issues that sDarked the controversy in its

~ith

si~ning
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and acceptance.

Criticisms of the Report came from all quart-

ers of the field of secondary education - from professors of
secondary education to the classroom teacher.

In dealing

with the voluminous sources of these criticisms, this chapter
will be divided into four parts:

(1} the nature of the criti-

cism directed to the report; (2) unfavorable criticism of the
report; (3) favorable criticism of the report; and (4) an
analysis of the criticism.
In a Dickensian sense, it was the best of all

and it was the worst of all reports.

re~orts

:Most of the criticism

tended to concentrate around four points:

(1) the "frame of

reference," (2) "collectivism," (3) "tests and testing, 11 and
(4) the lack of specific curricular programs for the schools.
Other areas of the report w·ere criticized but not with as
great a frequency or intensity as the above-mentioned points.
One of the major purposes of the Commission was to
state a social philosophy and to analyze the contemporary
situation in the country.

The resulting philosophy

es~oused

by the Commission '\Vas referred to as the "frame of reference."
This concept seemed too intellectual and, as such, annoyed
some critics and commentators.

The Commission, in the i'rords

of its critics, was accused of deserting scientific objectivity and of devising a rigid set of principles that it undertook to thrust upon the schools. The "frame of reference" was
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thus interpreted as an attempt at direct indoctrination.

To

others the term was unclear and had tones of over-intellectu. t•J.on. 2
a 1 J.za
In an attempt to describe the emerging American soci-

ety, the Commission used the term "democratic collectivism."
This concept was interpreted to mean that the Commission was
radical, communistic and socialist.

Critics could not

agre~

as to whether the word "collectivism" described, prophesied
or advocated. 3

These criticisms seem to reveal the naivete

of Americans concerning alien systems of thought.
As has been indicated in a previous chapter, the criticisms which the Commission directed at tests and testing
brought forth the most vehement counter-criticisms of the final Report.

The views expressed in the report concerning in-

telligence tests, homogenous grouping and tests of attitudes
brought forth a hail of criticism.

Critics concentrated on

five areas of disagreement concerning tests and testing. They

2Kenneth Edward Gell, "Implications of the Report of
the Commission on the Social Studies of the American Historical
Association as it Affects the Hi::;h 3chool Teacher," ~Social
Studies 25 (October, 1934):290.
3Edaa.r Bruce 'Jesley, Ter:.chinf the Social Studies
(New York: D.C. Heath and Com:9any, 93'7T, p. 125.
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were:

tl} that the Commission was guilty of the straw-man

argument; t2) that it missed the real reason for the growth
of the testing movement; t3) that it sought to drag in a red
herring by its repeated statement that the real test of school
programs would be the later conduct of the pupils; (4) that
it had next to no evidence to justify its denunciation of
homogenous grouping; and (5) that all the valid criticisms
of objective tests applied with equal force to essay examina.
4
t 1.ons.
Criticisms which were unfavorable to the report '\'fill
be dealt with first.

Since it will be impossible to deal with

all the derogatory criticism only the most influential remarks
will be considered.

Franklin Bobbitt:s criticism appeared to

set the tone for those w·ho criticized the report.

Boyd Bode

zeroed in on one aspect of the report, the frame of reference,
and, like Bobbitt, his views had far reaching effects.

!.lerle

J.iaggerty was Dean of the School of Education at the university
of Minnesota, hence his views carried a great deal of weight
I'd th professors and deans in the education <le::mrtments .. through-

out the MidY;est.

Edward Gells was a classroom teacher.

His

views were first presented at a national convention of social
studies teachers - giving them a 1Y"ide audience.

4rb•d
.L ]. . , ?"9• 125-126 •

J..O. :!.uq,hes,
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Curriculum Director of the Pittsburgh Public Schools, criticized
the lack of direction which the final report gave to curriculum planners and directors.

This was to become a common

complaint of educators working in this field.
One of the earliest and most devastating criticisms of
the report was delivered by Franklin Bobbitt.

Bobbitt was a

Professor of Education at the university of Chicago and a
respected figure in university and public education.

He had

helped the Commission in its early phases, serving on the subcommittee of objectives chaired by Beard.

His paper on

"Objectives for the Social Sciences" vras used by Beard in
preparing the volume:

! Charter f2L

~Social

Studieso

3obbitt 4 s critique set the tone of the responses of other
critics and, in turn, elicited a vast amount of countercriticism.
Dobbitt 1 s criticism appeared in School and Society,
and it was the forerunner of numerous articles concerning the
Commission;s final re-oort to a"9pear in that journal.
article was divided into four parts:

The

\l) the introduction;

(2) a criticism of the Coomissionts view of collectivism;
\3) a criticism of tile Coramission•s 11lan for ..-\.merican educa-

tion; and \4) the conclusion.
The ;:>aner began on a highly critical note; and Bobbitt
sustained this tone throughout the

~aper.

He stated:
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A rather startling document has recently made its appearance.

It seems important chiefly as evidence of the decay of
strength and soundness of one of the factors upon which the
future of our nation depends. 115 The factor Bobbitt referred
to was social intelligence.

Since the country had developed

into a com)lex, political, social and economic institution,
social intelligence had assumed great importance.

According

to Bobbitt, the public school's primary role would be to
inculcate social ideals in the students and to raise the
level of social intelligence.
A vast array of specialists, economists, sociologists,
and geographers were the custodians of the accumulated wisdom
of mankind relative to the management of social affairs. This
was their role in the life of our society.
out:

"Society supports them for that work.

Bobbitt pointed
It is for them,

then, as their function, to extend this wisdom by research,
to keep it organized and to place it at the disposal of all
our citizens for their guidance." 6

It ,.,as up to the social

science specialists to lead the 'l.V'ay and to show American
society the errors and dangers that should be avoided.

5Franklin Bobbitt, "Questionable I?.ecommendations of
the Commission on the Social Studies," School and Society
40 (August 18, 1934) :201.
--6Ibid.
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American

soci~ty

had entered into a crisis situation,

a situation brought about through mismanagement of economic
and political affairs.

Bobbitt remarked:

Clearly, our people have not attained the degree of enlightenment that is now necessary for guiding its social
affairs with wisdom and competency. The custodians of
social understanding either have been lacking in their
supply of it or there has been inefficiency in distributing it to the population.7
The American Historical .Association had recognized this deficiency and set up the "Commission on the Social Studies"
to deal w·ith it.

The duty of the Commission >vas, according

to Bobbitt, twofold:

(1)

to note the route along which the

nation should be guided in its progress forward, as shown
by their social science; and t2) to explain in sufficiently
detailed and understandable fashion the educational program
necessary for so educating the population that it can follow
·'>

the route which is indicated by the social science. u
Con~ission

'l'he

was ziven five years and a generous zrant from the

Carnegie Cor?oration to complete its work.
Bobbitt pointed out the gravity of the work of the
Commission:
If the Commission has succeeded in its "\'Tork, the thought
of this document should be memorized by every citizen in
the land; it would show them the '"a~r forward to which they

7 .Lbid.
0

Ibid., n. 202.
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are to hold, and the qualities and -pmvers they must maintain within themselves in order to keep the course.9
Conversely, if the Commission had failed in its task it would
shmv that the social studies S:!:Jecialists were unequal to the
demands placed on them and would leave the nation's educators
groping about in the fog and darkness like a rudderless ship.
Without intelligent guidance, the nation which thought of itself as moving t.ow·ard the promised land would instead move
tow·ard the abyss.
Bobbitt began his criticism by deriding the Commission 1 s use of the term "collectivismn.

The Commission did not

make clear which form of collectivism the nation ·vras moving
toward.

Since the Commission refused to name the countries it

,.,as to resemble in this process, i-t had to be therefore assumed that it was moving toward the rer>ressive anti-democracy
of Fascist Italy, Nazi Germany or Communist Russia.

ff the

Commission did not mean this, Bobbitt reasoned, it should have
stated so clearly.
Bobbitt then went on to illustrate the Commission 1 s
leanings towards totalitarianism:
. The Commission seems to be divided in mind whether this
collectivism tow·ard which I'Ve move, rightly in their j udgment, is to tal'i:.e the form of Communism by the ; limi tin~
or SU:!?:!:Jlanting of private property by :!:JUblic pro~erty•.

9 lbid.
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or some type of fascism in which there is to be the preservation of privi~e property, extended and distributed
among the masses.
The Commission i'Tas antipathetic to private property, unless
it ''Tas distributed among the masses.

American citizens were

frequently referred to as the masses, a phrase Bobbitt found
particularly irritating.

Other examples of Communistic lean-

ings could be seen in the Commission's frequent references to
state paternalism.

These views were often disguised through

the use of phrases such as "integration" and "interdependence."
State paternalism ha.d.replaced the earlier belief in individual reliance in the Commission's Report.

In Bobbitt's manner

of reasoning, this was another example of the radical road
the Commission had followed in preparing the Report.

Rather

than naming the type of collectivism the country was maving
towards, the Commission, Bobbitt charged,disguised its intentions through the use of terms and phrases such as "integration and interdependence," "closely integrated society,"
"an economy managed in the interests of the masses, 11 "the new
order," and "the steadily integrating social order."

The use

of these terms revealed that the Commission had little res}?ect
for the intelligence of the American

lOr, .d

•t

1?• 207.

l
~a.,

?• 203.

D~

11 rb.

~eople.

11
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Bobbitt cited pasages from the Report to back up his
claim of ambiguity in the final Report.
mission say w·hat it really meant?
crn.cy a better hearing?

Why didn't the Com-

Why didn't it giYe demo-

These w·ere searching questions which

Bobbitt hurled at the Commission.

It seemed that the Com-

mission was merely giving lip service to deoocracy.

Bobbitt

concluded this section of the paper by stating:
It is difficult to explain, in a way favorable to the Commission, their frequent lip service to democracy, when the
whole tenor of their report is denial both of its legitimacy and of its desirability. One can not believe that
they are uninformed relative to the differing natures of
collectivism and ~f democracy and of their total irreeoncilibility. 1
He then concentrated on the Commission's failure to
formulate or suggest a plan of education that could be used
to help the nation out of the predicament into which it had
fallen.

Rather than rely on the individualism of the past

which stressed self-help and self-reliance, the

Con~ission

instead saw· the individual as the "nursling of the state. 1113
In the emerging state, individualism would be
planning and management by experts.

12 Ibid., p. 205.
13 Ibid., p. 205.

re~laced

by
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1n order to achieve this, students had to be indoc-

trinated with the spirit and philosophy of state paternalism.
Some of Bobbitt•s harshest criticisms were stated in this section.

His sharpest barbs were directed at the Commission's

He felt that the Commission thought

views on indoctrination.
that indoctrination would:

protect them from all ideas of a contrary character that
would only confuse their standardized and mostly harmonious thinking. This philosophy is then to be emotionalized and quickened as a religion, since there is nothing
that will prevent contrary thought quite as effectively
as in an atmosphere of contrary emotion.l4
·rhe Commission, Bobbitt charged, cloaked its views in
obscurity concerning the role indoctrination Yl"ould play in the
emerging collectivism.

It was the vie·w· of the Commission that

self-regimentation would be better than coercion.

Bobbitt

continued his biting criticism:
The central thought of that paragral'_)h, ·vrhich the Commission seems deliberately to have obscured by its irrelevant opening and closing ?hrases, is this; ~·re must educationally aim at indoctrination so as to avoid the necessity of coercion.l5
Totalitarian nations going through the

~rocess

lectivization of their populations had to use coercion.

14 j_ b.d
l
. , P• 206.
15 lbid.

of colIn
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Bobbitt's view, the Commission sought to avoid this through
education.

Students had to be prepared to enter the society

which was then emerging.
Bobbitt felt:

This was to be accomplished

"by achieving full self-regimentation, actu-

ated by enlightened self-interest.

The function of the

school is to attach the needed enlightenment to the selfinterest.1116
If educators and the enlightened public failed to
understand this, Bobbitt stated, it was because they were unable to decipher the hidden meanings of the final Report.
The members ·of the Commission had no one one to blame for
this state of affairs but themselves.
In his conclusion, Bobbitt continued his unrelenting

criticism of the final Report.

The American was sophisticated

enough, Bobbitt felt, to know· that .American society was in
real trouble.

He stated it in this fashion:

The nation is like a. very sick man. Only the best doctors are qualified to diagnose, to prescribe and direct
the treatment. Hence the nation, in its representatives,
the governments, turns to its custodians of school
science as the expert physicians. The rightness of the
method of turning to the 0est available science for
guidance can not today be questioned.l7
The country had to accept the views of the experts.

If the

experts did not possess the wisdom to solve the problems, then

206.

17-b.d
J. l. . , p. 207.
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the country would fail.

In Bobbitt•s opinion, the Commission

failed to do what was expected of it.
ure

He stressed

fail-

th~

em~hatically:

The tone of the commission as it presents its basic shall we call it thought or emotion? - is that of the
revolutionary hysteria that grips all of the collectivizing nations. They laud scientific method; but it seems
to be rationalizing after-thought. They sho'\'f evidence,
in spite of their claims, of having used it in arriving
at their conclusions.lG
He continued to downgrade the work of the Commission:

"The

report of the Commission is an ominous symptom of un?reparedness on the part of the custodians of the social sciences to
lead the thought required for guiding aright the om·1ard progress of the nation~ 19

Bobbitt also berated the American

Historical Association, and he pointed out that the organization '\'Tould not be deserving of the support of the public if
it did not deal properly with the final report.

The public

would support it if a good job was done but would reject it
if it had failed.
Bobbitt's criticisms stirred up a vast amount of comment among s:y'1llpathizers and critics alike.

Rrey called :Seard;s

attention to Bobbitt's remarks in their re :~ular exchan;.:e of
corres~)ondence.

Krey was especially concerned about the

intensity of Bobbitt·s attack.
Counts to answer Bobbitt.

18

.

..t.bJ..cl., 7• 20S.

19 .Lbid.

IIe felt that it w·as up to

In the letter, he remarked:
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Bobbitt's blast in School and Society, to w·hich you called
my attention, iw?ressed me at first glance as something
that George mi.c;ht best ans-w·er as someone most nearly in
the field of Bobbitt's approach. Since then it has again
been called to my attention by l:>resident Coffman, ;vho is
convinced that the article must be answered. I therefore
read the thing a little bit more carefully than I had the
first time. It seemed to me clear then that this article
had probably been submitted to others at the university of
Chicago and that it then ~robably re~resented concentrated
venom. It seems a bit strange that Bobbitt should have
been selected as the fang for the discharge of any of this
venom.20
Ln an earlier exchange of correspondence Beard had

cautioned Counts against re?lying to Bobbitt's charges. 21
Counts followed Beard's advice and refrained from answering
Bobbitt.

In the absence of replies by l3eard or Counts the

principal defense of the Commission's position fell to Krey
and New·lon.
Krey replied to Bobbitt and other critics of the Commission's work in two pa:pers.
.~erican

One paper vras published

Scholar; the other in School and Society.

in~

In defense

of the Commission 1 s activities, Krey stressed the overall
nature of the Commission-s work.

He chided critics such as

Bobbitt for concentrating their criticism on narrow

as~ects

20T.
n
d , :.nnnea?o
.
l l. S , •.. llnneso
.
t a, "'.io
. ~-jC'.'T :.:ill\.rey t o .uear
ford, Connecticut, Se7tember 13, 1934, Krey Pa~ers, university of ~.• i:mesota Library,Archives.
21 Jen-rd to Cotmts, Counts-Det-..rcl Corres·1ont\.cnce,
Southern :llinois univ-ersity Library, Carbondale, :::::inois,
_~_:.t~·ust. ~n, 1934.
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of the report, for example, the treatment of the ttframe of
reference."

This concept was intended, Krey explained, as a.

heuristic tool to introduce the various sections of the report.

The Commission "iV'as merely describing the social

changes which had taken place in American society.

Every

student of social science was aware of the existence of the
process known as cultural lag.

They would realize that the

Commission was not advocating any radical change but merely
pointing out what had already occurred.
Newlon was in the best position to offer the rebuttal
of the Commission to Bobbitt's criticisms.

In a paper pre-

sented to the American Educational Research Association,
Newlon answered Bobbitt and other critics.

This forum would

allow the Commission maximum exposure to a group influenced
by Bobbitt.

Newlon lashed out at the critics who accused

the Commission of being too radical and leaning towards
Communism.

The Commission, Newlon stated, had been accused

of all sorts of radical activities and had been giving "lip
service to democracy" while knifing it in the back. 22

22Jessie H• .New·lon, "The Defective Vision of Some of
the Critics of the Conclusions and Recommendations of the
Social Studies Commission," School ~Society 41 (Saturday,
March 30, 1935): 1057, 409.
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Newlon dealt at great length with Bobbitt•s criticisms.
First he considered Bobbitt 1 s criticism of the Social Analysis
of the

Con~ission.

Bobbitt criticized the Commission for not

indicating whether it advocated Communism or Fascism, but
New·lon indicated that these were not the only forms of collectivism.

Bobbitt. also criticized the Commission for refer-

ring to the change from individualism to collectivism.

Could

it be, Newlon reasoned, that Bobbitt was unaware of the changes
sweeping American society?

These events had been capably

documented by various specialists in several fields.
felt that this :fact should be common knowledge.

IJewlon

Concerning

Bobbitt: s view -that the Commission favored paternalism, Ne·w·lon
remarked:
All the trust legislation that we have been able to put
upon our statute books has not stopped this process of
integration. Government regulation, begun more than
fifty years ago, has been gradually extended until every
business of any consequence has been brou~.;ht under some
form of government control.23
The Commission did not advocate a paternalistic

ap~roach

but

was merely reporting on a trend that had already developed.
Concerning Bobbitt 1 s criticism that the Commission gave
lip service to democracy, Newlon renlied:

"Taking its stand

squarely on the principle of democracy the commission answers,
for the :r_Jeople, by the peo::_:>le.

23 lbid., P• 410.

Human beings are placed above
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private property rights".24

W'hat better def'ense of democracy

and democratic rights could be expected than the Commission 1 s
concern for the individual i-Ie,rlon reasoned.
Newlon alluded to the dire economic situation in the
country where the paralysis of the depression was still pronounced:
Who "\'lould not prefer a 1ride extension of collective control of the instruments of production and distribution,
and of credit, to the continuance of the maldistribution
of work and national income to w·hich laissez-f'aire canitalism has brought the country- with forty six incom~s
above a million, and twelve million workers unemployed,
in the year of our lord, 1935. The report recognized
the fact of the trend tow·ards collectivism. It accepts
the principle of democracy. It believes that collectivism and democracy are not irreconcilable.25
If democracy and collectivism w·ere incompatible, judging from
events in some Euror>ean states, then democracy is doomed in
the united States.

The only ans·w·ers, according to Newlon,

would be through some form of collective control.
Continuing his criticism of Bobbitt, Newlon pointed
out that the trend towards collectivism vras a conditioning
factor in .American society, not a choice.
not return to an earlier stage of its
ed.

Ln

The country could

develo~ment

Newlon stat-

order to be realistic, educators had to accept the

recent trends in American development.

24 Ibid.

Numerous studies,
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including the Hoover Commission Report, had pointed this out.
With these factors in mind, they should be entered into the
"frame of reference."

Unless the educator accepted a guid-

ing philosophy and social outlook, educators would alw·ays be
confused and ineffective. 26
In conclusion, Ne·w·lon stressed that Bobbitt and other

critics brought their own "frame of reference" to bea.r in
criticizing the Report.
views.

This undoubtedly colored their

Newlon implied that every educator used some "frame

of reference" in developing his approach to education and
its application.

N.J. Weiss of Albion College criticized Bobbitt's
paper in a later issue of School

~

Society.

Weiss 1vas as

outspoken in his criticism of Bobbitt as Bobbitt had been regarding the final Report.

~Ieiss

felt that the scholarly

authority of Counts, Beard, Hayes,
ed with that of Bobbitt.
ing:

was evenly match-

~ ~.,

The debate came down to the follow-

"It is reduced, then, to a matter of choosing between

the respected opinions of scholars of equally high rank.
as ;·;ilson once said, 'truth matches truth,

t

If,

some one must be

mistaken. 1127
26 Ibid., p. 411.
27

cism,11

~. J. Weiss, "Concerning ?rofessor Bobbitt's Criti-

School~

Society 40 (October 6, 1934): 446.
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'rieiss felt that Bobbitt developed his "frame of

reference" during the last years of the frontier experience
in our country.

It vras also a pe·riod of individualism in

economic advancement.

Hence he tBobbitt) could not compre-

hend the difficult economic cond.itions which faced the
country.

It •·ras to these changed conditions that the final

report was addressed.

As ','ieiss indicated:

In the light of the foregoing we can understand Professor
Bobbitt's tentative rejection of a ''frame of reference"
which does not conform to his own intuitive credo, acceptable during the era of frontier economy w·hen he evolved
his philosophy of education based on enlightened selfinterest. lt must be disheartening to see one•s published works of a lifetime become obsolescent in a dynamically emerging society.28
~feiss

then attacked one-by-one the positions Bobbitt

took in his paper.

He accused Hobbitt of reducing the terms,

such as collectivism, to his m·rn stereotyped images.
Therefore, before the ~?rofessor unclertal~es to answ·er the
commission, he takes the liberty to reduce all terms to
his own mental stereotype, :presumably so that his carefully annotated files of ready-made rebuttals mi'~ht be
used 1ri thout too much adaptation to the real uoints.
Resting heavily upon the ;)ecial lexicon of the professional patrioteer he em:?loys his whole re;Jertoire
of ne:;ative sanctions in '!_)ummeling his man of straw.29
YTeiss believed the Commission did not use the stereotyped
terminology which Dobbitt accused it of doing.

,..,~

~u~bid.,

29.'
.l
.i.OJ.C

•

P• 447.

Carefully
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avoiding the highly charged stereotypes, the Commission had
sought to deal with the political realities of the day.
stressed this:

Weiss

"In short., :?rofessor Bobbitt objects because

the Commission chose to be

s~1ecific

than general and unscientific~.30

and scientific rather
The Commission used terms

that more adequately described the realities of society than
Bobbitt did in describing the Commission's vie·ws of that
society.
Bobbitt·s criticism of' the Commission's views on
democracy drew ',;eiss's fire.

In ·::eiss:s view, the Commis-

sian clid not give lip service to democracy but wholeheartedly endorsed it and suggested that it should not be ignored
but fulfilled in American society.
reDort to illustrate this point.

Yieiss quoted from the
He could not figure out

how Bobbitt could i::_;nore the Commission's vie1v-s es·?ousing

democracy.

The Coc1mission did not in any way reject demo-

cracy but sought to extend and inte:;ro.te it Yiith all levels
of American society ',;-eiss reasoned; a task 1vhich would be
fulfilling the true s"'lirit of the American der.1ocratic ideal.
aegarding 3obbitt·s criticism of the Commission's
views on incloctrination, "·eiss felt that it vras also exar;.;;erated.

The Commission did not stress

tion but an

"enli~htened

301..Dl'd •

re~;imentecJ.

indoctrina-

knowledge of realities" and a ca:;_::lacity
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to cooperate in shaping "the form of that society in accordance "''Ti th American ideals of popular democracy and pe-rsonal
liberty and dignity." 31 The report stressed that individualism in its non-acquisitive expression should be substituted
for self-interest.

The Commission put the welfare of the

group above one individual.

Was this not true democracy,

W'eiss asked?
According to 'Weiss, the ne·w·, emerging society advacated by the Commission would be for all citizens - not
just the wealthy.

A new social motive was to be substituted

for the competitive one in the economic realm.

All citizens

would cooperate with the aid of technology to gain for every
individual freedom from economic stringencies so

tha~

all

would have time and energy to become culturally what they
aspired to be. 32 The Commission desired that the American
educational system vrould produce rich-many-sided personalities.

Whether this meant that individuals woulcl become

automatons under the control of a repressive state depended
upon the democratic techniques employed in determining
American destiny.
The fact that Bobbitt resorted to ?Olemics in denouncing the work of the Commission should not deter American

educa~ors

from reading the report.

- .

31Th ~.d

J?rb
1·a . , ?• 448.

Educators would have
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to determine :for themselves the value of the repor-t and
should not be swayed by Bobbitt·s hysterical

Ac-

~leading.

cording to ·weiss, Bobbitt resorted to the same hysterical,
polemical

ap~roach

that he accused the Commission o:f using.

In conclusion, \,-eiss felt that Bobbit-t had lost sight of the
original aims in criticizing the report and had resorted to
polemics and hysterical denunciations of the work of the
Commission.

Boyd H. Bode, Professor of History of Education at
Ohio State university, delivered a more favorable critique
of the report - eschew·ing the polemics used b::,r Bobbitt.

Bode

-pointed out that there ·w-as much to condemn in the repor-t; but
he also said there were areas of concern for the thoughtful
educator.
directed

r-:iis remarks al?peared in Social Studies and 1vere
~rimarily

to secondary educators.

Lilre Bobbitt, he

zeroed in on certain parts of the Report rather than dealing
with it as a whole.

illost of Bode's critic isms were directed

at the "frame of reference" developed by the Commission.
Bode felt that it Tras necessary for the Commission to
state a "frame of reference", as the formation of a social
]hilosophy vras one of its major reasons for existing.
Commission erred, in Bode

1

schools be used to ;romote
out:

The
'

S

view·, by insistin;: that the
t~lis

:.1oint of Yie 1.'T.

:Oode nointed
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Agreement with the social philosophy expressed in the
'frame of reference' does not necessarily commit us to
any such conclusion. If this philosophy is presented
for the purpose of securing sanctions for an educational program of indoctrination, it is necessary to remind
ourselves that even the devil can quote Scriptures for
his purposes.33
The Commission, according to Bode, espoused democratic ideals and sought to develop a ttreasoned scepticism" in
students.

Furthermore, students were to be protected against

"coercing regimentation and indoctrination."

These views

seemed to resist criticism but closer scrutiny would lead to
doubt.

The Commission advocated the aforementioned points

but only if they were to be carried out within the limits
icposed by the "frame of reference." As Bode reoarked:
"Independent knowledge, reasoned scepticim, are all to be
prized, but 'within the general frame of reference adopted.'
Did any despot or church council ever ask for more?n34
Bode reasoned that the Commission asked educators
to develop "in the child habits of independent study, inquiring thought and action and thus free hiw as quickly and completely as possible from reliance upon the formal and authoritarian -tutelage of teacher, school and elders." 35 This process
333oyd H. Bode, "The Conclusions n.nd Recom.."'lendations
of the Commission on the Investi~~tion of the Social Studies
in the Schools: 'Jhich Wr!,y :;)e:-Jocracy?, 11 ~ Social Stndies
~5 (November 1934): 344.
34 Ibid.

35r·0~·a •
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of liberation had to be kept w·ithin the bounds of the "frame
of reference." 36 In other words, Bode remarked, the student
could think what he wanted to as long as he did not disagree
with his teacher.

t• he Commission was wrong in thinking that

freedom of thought could be taught in this fashion.

If stu-

dents were taught in this manner, the results could not be
reconciled with the conclusion desired by the Commission.
In Bode · s eyes, the Commission "\'fas resorting to faculty psy-

chology and imparting a "pure and holy nature" to the "frame
of reference. 1137
Bode remarked that the student did not come to school
without some previous training.

The student was not an empty

receptacle waiting to be filled but an active organism attempting to develop its own "frame of reference."

The teacher was

faced iV"i th the choice of trying to impose the "frame of reference" or to allow the student to develop his own synthesis.
If the latter situation occurred, the "frame of reference"
lost its sacred character.

The teacher's role then shifted

to shedding lieht on the conflicts the student faced as he
reconstructed his

ex~eriences.

As Bode asserted:

36American Historical Association's Co1:1mission on the
/
Social Studies, Conclusions and Recommendations \.~Ie·vr York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1935); p. 33.

37Bode "'rhe Conclusions and R.ecommenC:ations:
. ay Democracy, 11' :!? • 345.

Which
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It is not the function of the teacher to predetermine the
conclusions. From the nature of the case, the new synthesis which is achieved by the student will vary according to the elements that enter into it. The synthesis
cannot be predetermined by any antecedent frame of reference; it necessarily becomes a process i~ which the student builds his own frame of reference.Jo
It was necessary to have a "frame of reference" or
a basic philosophy but the Commission wanted it both w-ays.
The Commission ·w·anted the "frame of reference" to cover both
method and conclusions.
contradictory.

This, to Bode, w·as hopelessly self-

As Bode stated:

The insistence on independence of thinking becomes an
empty r>retense if the conclusions to be drai'i"U are determined in advance. The appropriate fraoe of reference
for a democratic theory of education, it would seem,
i'rould be the thesis, in the language of the Comoission,
that 'the Supreme goal of education is the growth of an
independent yet socially sensitive personality.r39
A democratic philosophy of education related to method, to

reliance on intelligence and not to conclusions, Bode felt. 40
The Commission irould have to

tal-:~.e

the risks involved

in espousing a democratic philoso}?hy of education.

It ":'tould

have to haYe faith in the intelligence of the common man.

A democratic system of education had to restructure its conelusions in li;_:;ht of the conflicts n.nd tensions ''rhich were
38I.Ol.·a •
39 Ibid.
40I,01.·a •
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inherent in that particular society.

If faith in the intel-

ligence of the common man was upheld, the effect of such an
educational system would be the promotion of democracy.

If

not, then democracy should be discarded as an idle dream.
'rhe Commission, by dictating conclusions, was sho·w·ing its
distrust of the common man.
ner:

It was done in the following man-

"The ;:>roper function of the 'frame of reference' set up

by the Commission is not to set limits to thinking, but to
justify the conclusion that a genuinely democratic system of
education cannot be to establish any such limits'. 41
In conclusion, Bode felt that it was a lack of faith
in the common man which rendered the recommendations of the
Commission innocuous.

The Commission attempted to combine

a.n authoritarian "frame of reference" with the cultivation o:f
effective and independent thinking.

He concluded:

The moral is that we cannot eat our cake and have it. If
we are bound to predetermine the character or direction
of social change, we cannot at the same time make the
maximum intellectual and sniritual develonment of the
common man our major consideration.42
~
Krey replied to Bode·s criticism by attacking his
assertion that the Commission lacked faith in the common man.

411, . d
OJ.

•'

p. 346.
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Krey asked if Bode would urge that ir.he common man be allow·ed
to choose his own rules vri th reference to the English language or the system of arithmetic?

Was it not just as conceiv-

able that the "average man" would be as well qualified to
select his

m1~n

language, his own system of society?

Certainly,

Krey reasoned, there were other systems of language and
arithmetic, but they did not carry the oenefits of commonly
derived systems.

If a common language and a common arithmetic

were not desirable, why not a common understanding of contemporary, complex social movements which were more important?
This was the aim of the Commission - to give the student as
accurate a description of our society as it was possible to
draw up.
The Commission, according to Krey, had no ulterior
motives nor did it malm any attempt to prophesize.

It merely

intended to present and describe as clearly as possible the
social changes which had

tru~en

place in American society.

K.rey pointed out that social change was a continuing
process and every serious student of Sociology knew that a
cultural lag existed.

Cultural lag could be a source of

social friction because it
opinion.

accentuated&ar~

differences of

·rhe members of the Commission n.ttem'!_)ted to describe

American society as they :;?erceived it in the "frame of reference 11 •

While there were disagreements

anon'~

Commission members,
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there w·as apJ?a.rent agreement on the social correctness of the
"frame of reference" as a description of American society.
New·lon dismissed Bode's criticism by charging that
Bode developed a "frame of reference" in criticizing the
Conmission and hence i'i'as guilty of ,.,hat he accused the
Commission of doing.

Newlon remarked:

Professors Hagzerty, Bode and Bobbitt make their criticism of the Commission's frame of reference from their
own 'frames of referencet which color everything they
do, the methods of teaching they employ, the ~3oblems
they choose to investigate and their writing.
Bode restricted his condemnation of the Report to
the "frame of reference," vrhile heartily approving the rest
of the Report.

As Bode stated:

Even i::f this criticism be ;:;ranted, however, the Re:port is
a significant document. The insistence that careful attention must be given to ~·rhatever (;eneral ::~oint of Yiew
or 'frame of reference' oay be involved in the teaching
of the social sciences is of basic imnortance. So is the
emphasis placed on the transitional character of the present, and the recognition that the supreme issue in this
period of stress and strain is the issue of democracy.
-.ie cannot go on indefinitely on the basis of custom a.nd
tradition; this Report w·ill do much to stimulate our
thinldng '.'rith res::~ect to res:ponsibility of education for
the quality or direction of social change.44

trDefective Vision of Some of the Critics,"
p. 410.

44Bode, "The Conclusions and Recommendations:
!'lay Denocracy," p. 346.

'.;hich.
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.Merle E. Haggerty was Dean of the School of :Sducation
at the university of

1~linnesota.

A widely respected educator

in the l,lid,·rest his vie·w·s would reach a large audience.

His

remarks concernin!"o the Conclusions -and
Recommendations aD--~~~~~~~~~

~eared

in School and Society.

lntended primarily for pro-

fessional educators in the schools of eduction, his views
were, like Bobbitt 1 s, highly critical of the Commission.
Bduca tors w·ho were looking to the Report for enlightenment
were, according to Haggerty, in for a disa:;>IJointment.
Report neglected,

Ha~gerty

The

stated, or slid over the areas it

was supposed to deal authoritatively with.

These nroblems

remained for educators to graprle w·i th as they had in the

Haggerty could find little to agree with in the R.e"'lort.
He fe·l t that the overall tone of the Rer>ort was unrealistic
and not attuned to the realities of American secondary education.

The Conclusions of the Commission ignored years of

solid educational research and were largely denunciatory of
secondary educators.

He devoted an entire

para~rarh

catalogue of de?recatory terms used in the &eport.

to a
the Com-

mission, Hacgerty feld, espoused an emotional rhetoric while
eschewin;_:; scholarly det2.chment which should have been characteris tic of ti.1is tY?e of endeavor.

.ri.s il::c:.:;-gerty pointed out:
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"The temper of the re-port is reminiscent of the religious
movement that invaded American colleges in the 'nineties' determined upon tthe evangelization of the vrorld in this generation'.

The Commission was bent on action rather than lmm'T-

ledge. 45
Having voiced his general displeasure with the document, Haggerty proceeded to criticize it in depth.
lm'Ting sections of the Report were criticized:

The fol-

(l) the "frame

of reference"; \2) the curriculum; \3) the teacher; l4) tests
and measurements and (5) educational and social objectiveso
The Report tended to ignore the results of educational research in various subject-matter areas in reaching its conclusions.
The "frame of reference" came in for some of Haggerty's
most harsh remarks.

He was not in disagreement with the con-

tent of the "frame of reference" but with the idea that it
·would become an all embracing philosophy for American educators.

This view carried with it restrictive imnlications

with re::;ard to the inderyendence of each teacher.

'i'h.e Commis-

sion stressed the idea that the teacher should be free and
inde!:Jendent, but it then erected the barrier of the "frame
of reference" as a ?rotective wall, as Haggerty illustrated:

45 lbid.,

'h

277.
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.i"t erects about him the protective all beyond which he
can not stray in search of his own solutions of social
1Jroblems. With nontifical care it would save him all the
hard intellectual labor and social risks of independent
thought. The teacher· s w·orld is not to be made safe for
intellectual adventure and liberty of mind; it is to be
made safe for the particular social creed ai_)proved by the
comm:ission.46

'l'he Commission had develo-ped a creed rather than a philosophy.
Philosophies w·ere not constructed in committee rooms, Haggerty
asserted, but in the wide ranging, creative work of active
minds.

Ideas that were addressed to the needs o:f the day

did not have to be adopted by a committee.

The procedure

used by the Commission did not serve as an aid to American
teachers but as ritualistic support for the ideas of the members of the Commission.
In trying to set up a social curriculum, the Commission
was unrealistic.

The realities of the American educational

scene were ignored by the Commission.

For example, Haggerty

pointed out,the Commission completely overlooked the fact that
only about thirty percent of rural children of the ages fourteen to seventeen were enrolled in secondary schools.

The

social studies curriculum recommended by the Commission was
inadequate in terms of the realities facing American educators.

46:. Ierle .E. Haggerty, "The Low Visi0ilitv of ...:ducational Issues,tt School~ Society 41 \)\larch l935)v:273.
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Haggerty stated the reason as follows:
The report stresses to boredom the importance of understanding the integrated society and the significance of
all the social disciplines in such an understanding, but
it still declares that instruction in history, political
science, economics and sociology shall each be given according to the traditional method as a separate body of
knowledge, utterly indifferent to the fact that this procedure in the vast majority of schools can result in only
a partial offering, thus leaving the student wi4~out much
of the material upon w·hich integration depends.
The report pointed out that instruction in the social
sciences depends on the nature of the child, but nowhere in the
report does the Commission show that these "generalizations"
are within the scope of the child's mentality.

Similarly, the

report stressed the need for adjusting instruction to the
varying abilities of the students, but it then rejected the
use of tests and measurements which had been developed for
that purpose.

Concluding his remarks on this section,

Haggerty stated:

"In short, the report avoids practically

every real problem that will arrive in the experience of a
teacher once launched upon a teaching task." 48
Haggerty felt that the section on the teacher was so
unrealistic that it added almost nothing to
teaching.

knowled~e

about

Haggerty compared the author Ernest Horn of this

section to an author writing a novel or a composer composing
a piece of music.

The profile sketched of the ideal teacher

47I'i)J."d •
4SI, . d

oJ.~ • '

P• 279.
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was an exercise in imaginative literature - not in the science
of education.

This section had little use, Haggerty concluded,

for the deans and instructors in teacher institutions.
Since Haggerty spent a great deal of his career w·orking in the area of tests and measurements, he was particularly
distressed with the views of the Commission on these subjects.
lie felt that the Commission's view 1v-as one of rejection.

"l'he

Commission saw tests as some evil, nefarious force stalking
American education.

~age

after page of the report condemned

the use of the ne·w·-type test.

The sweeping condemnation of

tests "l'las not backed up by factual evidence.

Statements made

by the Commission were not backed up by the Commission·s research or by studies available in the general literature.
The Commission did not try to understand the conditions
'i'lhich brought about the deYelopment of the test movement.

·.the

Commission attributed the growth of the test movement to
casual, superficial factors dealing with the grow·th of :public
education rather than the overarching problem of man:s attempt
to d.eal with measuremen...t since the birth of modern science.
This, Haggerty pointed out, is an enterprise not restricted to
education but an activity carried on in all fields of
as man attempts to understand the world around him.

ende~vor

The Com-

mission chose to ignore tr1is asiJect of the use of tests. The
Commission·s failure to understand the value of tests in. the
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educational

enter~rise

detracted immensely from its findings

and conclusions.
The Commission failed to clearly define the objectives
of education.

This was due, Haggerty felt, to the fact that

the Commission stressed the role of the schools in the solution of social

~roblems.

~hese

objectives were alien to the

tradition of American public education.

l,lany of the social

objectives stressed by the Commission were not ca:r>able of
being solved by the public schools.

Haggerty thought the

Commission was dumping social nroblems on the doorsteps of
the schools.

.American schools were not equipped to deal

with the solution of these problems.

Schools could attain

other useful objectives for which they were equipped vrhile
eschewing the objectives stressed by the Commission.

~he

inclusion of these issues were not realistic objectives.
As Haggerty stressed:
until it comes to grips with this question of possibilities and distinguishes those l')articular ends which may
be achieved through education from those which must be
sought through other means, as :Jronouncements can not be
taken seriously as educational objectives.49
Had the Commission used statistical -:_1rocedures, it could have
identified the major objectives and develo:7ed <;. :?rogram which
vronld lead to ti1e ir achievement.

49 .L. b ~"d . , Il• 233 •
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Haggerty concluded his remarks in a biting, sarcastic
manner:

Lf scholarship in the social sciences has no offering to
the schools but this, nothing beyond the unsupported and
sinaitic 'affirmations 1 contained in this volume, then
our educational program must continue to limp along under its own power, with only teachers, educational administrators and the much-disdained 'educational snecialists1 to give it direction and strength.50
~
lU'ey and Newlon answered Haggerty's criticism for the
Commission.

lirey attempted to soften the blow of Haggerty's

incisive remarks.

Ln a letter to Haggerty he commended the

Dean for his thoughtful and searching critique.

Krey stated

it as follows:
Let me say at the outset that of the many criticisms of
our report in detail or whole which 1 have seen, yours is
by many lengths the most searching, the most thoughtful
and the most pointed. In addition it is beautifully
written. unlike some of the critics, you have chosen to
deal with those matters on w·hich you are best informed,
and on the whole you have refrained from attacking conclusions on matters ,.,hich lie outside the field of your
s-pecial study.51
Krey then criticized several points which Haggerty
made in his critique.

First, Krey felt that Haggerty, like

other critics, dealt. with the Conclusions and neglected the
other fifteen volumes of the

l~e!_)ort.

Haggerty thus failed to

50 Lbid.
-1

' Krey to Haggerty, Se""9tember 24, 1934, ICrey l'a ;:>ers,
Archives, university of :.Iinnesota, :.linnea'c'olis, :.annesota.
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take into account the whole Report.

To Krey, the Conclusions

represented the final chapter of the Commission 1 s work- not
the main body.

By ignoring the other volumes of the Report,

Haggerty did not have the facts available to support his conclusions.
Haggerty misunderstood the Commission·s intentions
regarding the sections on tests and testing.

The Commission

had hoped to include a favorable reaction on tests in the
Final Report.

Research dealing with this area pointed out the

inadequacies of the test movement.

Surely Haggerty did not

want the Commission to "doctor the facts" in order to issue
a favorable report?

The Commission did not criticize the

capable professionals such as Haggerty in the testing field.
The Commission wanted to point out the inadequacies which existed and had no intention of slighting the good work that
had been accomplished.

l f Haggerty, Krey reasoned, view·ed

his criticisms in this light, he ?robably would be in agreement w·i th the Commission.
Having criticized Haggerty·s views, Krey then urged
him not to 9ublish the dissenting opinion but to couch it in
the cooperative terms which characterized the work of the
Commission:

"I ho"'Je that in your ?ublished criticism of the

Commis sian • s

re~)ort

you will be able to take this very real

intent of its members into account,. whatever may be your OT)in-
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ion of the correctness of their intellectual therapeutics." 52
Krey failed in his attempt to get Haggerty to soften
his criticism.

The critique was published with little or no

mention of Krey's objections.
Coffman (Coffman

Wt~s

At the urging of President

President of the University of Minnesota

at the time) Krey answ·ered Haggerty's criticism at a special
faculty meeting.

The reply was never published, but the

views ex1_)ressed by Krey w·ent beyond the confines of the auditorium in which it was presented.
In his reply to Haggerty, Krey attacked the princi-

pal criticisms which Haggerty directed against the report:

(1)

the "frame of reference"; (2) tests and measurements; (3) the
teacher;

~nd

(4) the question of school attendance.

Krey felt that Haggerty misunderstood the purpose of
the "frame of reference."

Haggeri;y complained, Krey observed,

that the Commission intended to impose a narrow set of views
on social studies students.

They did not have this view in

mind, as the purpose of the "frame of reference" '"as to prepare students for the obligations and duties of citizenship
in a democratic society.
keep up with the rapid

The average person could not

chan~es

in American society.

pressed by the Commission, the "frame of reference"

As ex~vould

give students an accurate picture of American society.

The
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outmoded picture of American society dating back to the 1890's
would be replaced by a contemporary "frame of reference."
Haggerty failed to understand the underlying idealism
in the "frame of reference."

The"frame of reference" stressed

an idealistic vision of the American past without removing
the democratic framework.

These views w·ere stressed in the

volumes prepared by Counts and 11erriam.

Haggerty's concentra-

tion on the final Report did not permit him to trute these
important views into consideration.
Haggerty was too critical of the Commission's views
concerning tests and measurements.

The Commission did not

intend to criticize the sincere workers in the field such as
Haggerty.

Criticism w·as directed by the Commission at those

testers who had hastily constructed tests without fully developing them or developing an awareness of their possible impact.
Criticism by the Commission was also directed at the extravagant claims proponents of the testing movement put forth.
The Commission sou6ht to portray the test movement as it related to social studies education, however pessimistic that
appraisal might turn out.

It w·as not the intention of the

Commission to embarrass any w·orker in the field but to describe realistically the testing procedures in the social
studies.

Krey did concede that the Commission's criticisms

were a bit severe, but he felt that they were essentially
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accurate.

Krey urged Haggerty to view the Commission's views

on tests in the foregoing light.

Krey reasoned that if

ti.aggert.y would do this, he would be in agreement with the
Commission 1 s views on testing.
In criticizing the Commission • s view· of the teacher,
Haggerty made the same mistake. lie accused the Commission of
making.

lie exuded flowery :prose in the critique of the

training of teachers.

Krey felt that this did little to

accurately :portray the average American teacher.

The fact

that many teachers did not measure up to the high ideals
stressed by the Commission did not in any way diminish these
ideals.

the Commission sought to impress those in charge

of teacher training selection by stressing high standards
and :professionalism.
Haggerty w·ould

In a calmer mood, Krey reasoned,

::~robably

concur w·ith the Commission·s vie·vrs.

Haggertyts criticism of school attendance was based
on emotionalism and a less than critical inter;Jretation of
the facts.

While it was true, Krey agreed, thn,t many stu-

dents y;ere not finishing high school, a closer scrutiny of
the facts would show that this was not entirely true.

In

large states such as California, S9 Jercent of the children
un to sixteen years of age were attending school.

One school

district in t.ie survey revealed that 66 0ercent of the students were still enrolled in school at the age of

ei~hteen.
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ln view of these facts, the Commission was justified in its
curricular recommendations.

Krey concluded that if

Ha;~gerty

had view·ed the Commission·s w·ork in its entirety, and had he
not become emotionally involved, his critique >V"ould have had
~reater

significance.
Newlon, like Krey, commended Haggerty for his forth-

right remarks concerning the Final Re1)ort.

He de;:>lored the

fact that Haggerty found little to ap1)rove of in the Re::_Jort.
In a manner similar to other critics of the Report, Haggerty
chose to confine his critic ism to narrow· as":Jects of the R.e_::>ort.
Ne>rlon remarked that the Commission dealt with broad, general
issues.

For example, the Commission criticized the >vork of

scientific educators but endorsed the use of the scientific
method.

Haggerty accused the Commission of trying to im::?ose

a "frame of reference'' on Arne ric an education ·w·hile ignoring
this fact when it :9ermeated his vie"\rs.
The "frame of reference" stressed by the Commission
·was not meant to

oe

a strait jacket into which .:..merican social

education was to be placed.

Haggerty chose to tuke a narrow

inter-ryretation of its meaning.

Throur:;hout the Re:?ort, the

Commission emphasized the importance of "reasoned skepticism".
The critics of the R.e::_:Jort, including Haggerty, failed to take
this into account.

Social 3t;1dies education had to include

techniques for .social criticism, along :Tith techniques emphasiz-
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ing social enlightenment in its programs.
w&re to be complementary - not competitive.

'fhese factors
The Report broke

new ground ·w·ith its analysis of social conditions; and if
this analysis

~roved

to be correct, American social educa-

tion w·ould be directed along the prop&r paths.
The Social Studies published a series of articles
during 1934 to try to bring together criticism and praise of
the Commission's final volume.
other journals.

Articles were reprinted from

These articles were written by educators and

professionals from other subject matter disciplines.
Eduard C. Lindemann, a sociologist w·ho taught at the
New York School of Social Work, authored one of these articles.
The article was conciliatory to the views of the Commission.
Lindemann pointed out that the Commission realized that
social studies education was
educational thicket.

The

~uddling

pur~ose

its way through the

of the Commission's

was to find a clear path through this thicket.

re~ort

The Commis-

sion in a bold, courageous manner sought to advance American
education for the important task ahead.

Lindemann felt that

the "frame of reference" correctly diagnosed the social ills
facing the country.

The .American student did not have to go

to the radical press or attend a radical lecture to become
a>rare of the ills in American

society~»

'l'l1is information could

be gathered from a reading of the Commission's Final Report.
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The critique of

society presented in the Report was

Americ~n

essentially correct.

Lindemann pointed out that corporate
-~erican

leaders had been attempting to manage the

system with ideas based on the nineteenth century.

economic
It vras

felt that a system of laissez-faire and individualism could
produce a form of rough

soci~l

justice.

This was not the

case, as the gap betwwen technological advance and culture
led to the economic crisis which gripped the country.
Lindemann agreed with the Commission's views on collectivism.

The Commission wanted to combine economic collec-

tivism with cultural freedom.

As Lindemann pointed out:

Members of the Commission wanted a collectiv-e society
without regimentation; they wish to preserve and build
upon the precious heritage of liberty which they believe
to be indigenous to American life. They foresee a
planned society which may be thought of as a fulfillment
of the historic principles and ideals of American
democracy.53
There were two major critic isms \Vhich Lindemann had
of the Commission's work.

Sfhile the critique of the scientif-

ic movement in education 1'i"as necessary and timely, it ''i"as
only a partial view.

In order for the American educational

system to progress, there must be a system of evaluation of
the r.1e::.ns eoployed to reach the :;oals.

Horn h::td presented a

similar view in his article on tests and testing.

11 H ·
SJ ..:.u.uar
. . . ..:I
d C • 1 J.nuemann,
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·
J.s t or1ans
The Social 3tudies 25 (October 1934) :280.
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Secondly, the Commission had a naive view of the role
of the school in social change.

A large

~ortion

of the Com-

mission's view of social studies could not be implemented.
'l'he only ".ray that the views of the Commission could have been
~ut

into practice was through coercion.

In the American

system of education, the best that could be hoped for was a
change in attitude of the wielders of economic power.

l.n

conclusion, Lindemann hoped that those who were in power
would see the light before it was too late.

Erling

lYh

Hunt of 'l'eachers College, Columbia univer-

sity, took a mid<lle position in his article.

Feeling that it

was easy to criticize a report of this magnitude, he sought
to deal with the report as the authors did- not as a program
but as a basis for a program.
categories.
precedent.

liunt•s views fell into three

First, he hoped that the Commission vrould set a
..~:he

leaders of educational and social thouGht

'\vould have to cooperate and develoiJ solutions to the problems
which faced .American education.
exam~le

The Commission·s work was an

of this cooperative endeavor and this

ty~e

of activity

would have to be continued in the future.
Second, the Commission called attention to needs and
T_)ointed out weaknesses in .American education, but it did not
~rovide

a _:Jrocram.

:his was a

~laring

weakness of the report,
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a failure to provide a program for American education.
was a common criticism voiced by many critics.

This

American

educators had been looking for;·;ard to a program of social
studies education which would be devised by the Commission.
Third, the Commission placed an enormous burden on the
teacher.

The task of implementing its recommendations fell

primarily on the teacher.

Could the teacher, Hunt asked,

assume primary responsibility for character molding, the cure
of civic ills and the remolding of the social order?

These

burdens would have to be borne by education as a w·hole.

The

best that the teacher could do i'lould be to contribute first
a clear narrative and descriptive account of the development
of our society and its present functioning - followed by
training in location and the use of facts - then our major
responsibility would be met.

If this '\Vas done, we could pro-

ceed to take on further obligations - important and not to be
shirked if they were practicable - which the Commission
recommended. 54 Hunt's critique was reasonable and sympathetic to the views expressed by members of the Commission.

54Erling 11. Hunt, "The Conclusions and Reconu11end~:tions
of the Commission on the Social Studies of the American Historical Association, 11 ~Social Studies 25 (October 1934):
283-285.
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R. 0. Hughes, Assistant Director of Curriculum Study
in the Pittsburgh Public Schools, w·rote a paper that was
essentially critical of the report.

His criticisms were

similar to those expressed by others who w·ere disenchanted
with the Report.

Hughes felt that the Report was a disap-

pointment, as secondary educators had been looking for more
than it offered.

The paper was w-ritten in a straightforward

style omitting the hysterics and emotionalism of other critics.
Hughes criticized the language used in the Report, claiming
that it was written over the heads of the readers.
asked:

Hughes

"Why can't cultured people, when they have a big

proposition to put before the public, say what they have to
say in clear, terse, everyday English? 1155

He felt that this

defect would detract from the general acceptance of the Report.
Hughes felt that the Commission's views on impending
social change were ambiguous.

The use of the term collectiv-

ism would likely be misinterpreted by some to mean Communism.
The Commission should have stated clearly what type of collectivism the country '\v-as moving tow·ards.

As he stated:

11

If all

55&. 0. Hughes, "Implications of the Report of the
Commission on the Social Studies of the American Historical
Association,"~ Social Studies 25 (October 1934): 285.
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the Commission means is that these fundamental principles of
cooperation and social justice should be stressed, we are all
But if it means more -well, what do you think.?" 56

vrith it.

Hughes agreed with the Commission 1 s view· on the role
of the teacher in planning school programs.

Administrators,

he said, have had too much authority in determining ?rograms
and assignments vrhich should have been handled by social
studies teachers.

The Commission felt that social studies

teachers were best qualified to determine the place of social
studies in the curriculum.
Commission then

~ulled

definite program.

Having stressed this point, the

out the rug by refusing to develop a

Because of this, no serious progressive

superintendent could use the report in preparing a social
science program.
Hughes also disagreed vehemently with the Commissionls
views on tests.

He felt that the Commission performed a use-

ful service by criticizing the quacks in the test field, but
he could not agree with their
test movement.

swee~ing

condemnation of the

The Commission should have pointed out the

ty7es of tests which had been 1Jroved to be useful in the evalution process.

Teachers could then make their own choice as to

which types of tests to use.

56

lbid.' 236.
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Lastly, the Commission placed too much of a burden on
the individual teacher.

The duties which the Commission would

impose on the teacher - to assume primary major responsibility
for character molding, the cure of civic ills and the remolding of the social order - would more ~roperly be solved by the
field of education as a whole. 57 The best that the social
studies teacher could do w·as t.o contribute to the students
understanding of our present society.

Once this was done,

education had to proceed to the more idealistic goals w·hich
the Commission recommended.

Kenneth E.dw·ard Gell represented the view·s of the
secondary teacher.
of the lf.&A.
Studies.

His remarks were first made at a meeting

The paper was later published in The Social

Gell was both complimentary and critical of the Com-

mission 1 s work as shown in his remarks.

He felt that the Com-

mission understood the importance of the social studies.

As

Gell pointed out:
ln these regards, the Commission has emphasized the importance to society of the social sciences and of the
soc~al-science teacher; it has pronounced for better
teaching standards, training and rewards; it has definitely espoused and justifie<l a liberal interpretation of our
society and its future.5u

57 Ibid.
58Gell, "Implications of the Report as It Affects the
aigh School Teacher," pp. 292-293.
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On the other hand, Gell felt that the Report could be
criticized for the following reasons.

It placed a heavy bur-

den of social and political responsibility on the teacher.
'l'he Commission failed to develop a specific program for the
crying needs of the profession.

It neglected the science of

education for the art of education.

The Final Report failed

to show the complexity of the educational process.
Gell's most harsh criticism was reserved for the
chapter on tests and testing.

He wrote:

'l'he chapters on 1 'l'ests and 'resting', I feel should be repudiated by high-school teachers as being against the
best judgment and experience on the subject, and also because the findings have been presented in a manner which
is both unscholarly and such as to belittle the scholarship and integrity of the professors.59
Gell did urge secondary teachers to heed the values stressed
in the Re?ort and to try to follow its positive precepts.

He

also called upon high school teachers to \orork together to correct its shortcomings.

His remarks w·ere similar to other

critics 'rho had expected the Commission to do the impossible.

Edgar Bruce Wesley, Associate ?rofessor of Education,
university of 1linnesota, presented one of the most balanced
critiques of the Conclusions.
·article w·hich was 1-rritten in

5 9 Ibid • ,

Jl•

293 o

His views y:-ere contained in an
~

Social Studies and entitled:
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"A Guide to the Commission 1 s Report".

It was intended to pre-

pare teachers and other concerned individuals to use the Re?Ort for professional purposes.
dealt with the overall report.

unlike other critics, he
He devised a plan whereby the

Report might be effectively studied.

Dividing the Report in-

to eighteen sections, Wesley considered the good and bad
points of each section.
Lack of space does not permit a discussion of each
section - only the most significant points will be considered.
They were:

tl) analysis of contemporary culture; (2) social

institutions and groups; \3) ideals and attitudes of the
American people; \4) the function of the school; (5) the
teacher; \6) objectives of the social studies; \ 7) nature of
the social sciences; \8) selecting curricular content; t9)
methods of teaching; and {10) evaluating the results of instruction.
Vfesley answered critics of the final Report in an
indirect fashion.

·while not :paying s:)ecific attention to the

major critics of the final Report, he proceeded to defend the
"rork of the Commission and to point out the inaccuracy of
their criticisms.

The various aspects of the final ;:te:?ort

accurately described the conditions existing in American
society.

The use of a "frame of reference" portrayed these

realities and ti1eir effect on the educational process.

'.:..'he

final R.epor-t -..vas not meant to be an exhaustive analysis of
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American society.

The Commission probably did as much as was

possible in this area.
The best way to study a society was through an examination of the institutions and agencies which constituted the
society.

Several volumes in the Commission's Report illus-

trated this procedure.

Counts, Newlon and Pierce carefully

examined the role of social institutions in our country.
As to the charge that the country was moving tow·ards
a totalitarian state or the misuse of the term denoted as
Collectivism, \'lesley countered with an affirmation of the
idealistic and democratic stance of the Commission.

The Com-

mission realized the important role which ideals and attitudes
have had on American views towards their educational system.
Several volumes of the Report ,.,ere directed to these topics.
In the Conclusions, the Commission dealt with the "choices

deemed possible and desirable in American life." 60

Works

by Counts, Curti, Beard, New-lon and Pierce dealt liberally
with the ideas and ideals which had grown up in American
·society.

Throughout the Report, great emphasis was placed

on the democratic ideal.
The function of the school had to change as society
changed.

American schools had expanded from relatively simple

6

~dgar B. Wesley, "A Guide to the Commission Report,"
The Social Studies 27 (~ovember 1936): 445.
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agencies for training pu]!ils in the basic skills to becor.1e a
vast arm of a bureaucratic complex and an agency for social
control.

The ex:panded nature of the schools called for a

continuing ::_Jrocess of reevaluating the schools' role in
American society.

This '"as 'ilesley·s answer to those w·ho

claimed that the Commission was

~utting

the burden of change

on the schools and the classroom teacher.
u·nlike other cornrni ttees, the Commission was concerned
with the importance of the teacher.

S:9ecial em-vhasis 1ras

placed upon the role of the teacher in the educational J?rocess throughout the Report.

Ne,rlon, 2.lerr iam ancl Bagley dealt

with this important to:::ic in the volumes they authored.

-.rhe

Commission clearly stated the training and working conditions
which 'rould help the teacher to perform to the best of his or
her ability.

Training in SJ?ecific social study disciplines

was stressed as O]?posed to training in methods and the science
of education.
Contrary to the views of critics such as 3obbitt and
Haggerty, the Commission placed a ;;reat deal of attention on
the objectives of social studies education.
a section of his
important to-vic.

~:Nature

~eard

devoted

of 1h£_ Social Studies to this

The final Re1)ort inclucled a vigorous and

challenging statement on social objectiYes.
The Commission failed in i"!,s ei'fort to -:Jrovide a
suitable curriculum for social stadies education.

Marshall
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and Goetz in their volume merely reiterated >'Tell-known ideas
concerning curriculum development.
course

conten~

Beard discussed

su.~gested

in his volumes, but he did not include tech-

niques or methods of selecting a

curricult~.

Counts includ-

ed some interesting suggestions concerning course content,
but he did not outline a specific social studies

curricul~.

The nearest the Commission came to programming a social studies
curriculum was in the Conclusions:
In the selection and organization of social science materials the teaching staff of the country, cooperating with
the social scientists and representatives of the public,
should assume complete professional res~onsibility and
resisting the pressure of every narrow group or class,
make choices in terms of the most ¥eneral and enduring
interest of the masses of people.6J.
This suggestion was impracticable and could not be used by
any school system in the country.

The Commission thus fail-

ed to furnish specific guidance for the selection of curriculum materials.
The Commission left the r>roblem of devising a curriculum up to the individual school districts.
that a recommended program
i ty.

mi.~~ht

It was felt

lead to a stereotyped uniform-

Jue to the vridesiJread differences in the _.unerican educa-

tional system it vrould be unwise to attempt such a program.

61.n!Her~can
1•
~J
•
·
·
1 ..:-~o.SSOC~at~on:
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•
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n~S"tor~ca
2ission on the Social Studies, Conclusions
-:?• 49.

~enort
~

of the Com2ecommendations,
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Public displeasure of such a program might sabotage the

~osi-

tive effects of the Commission's ,.,ork.
The Commission clearly opposed the views of educators
iVho were interested in the scientific ap:!.Jroach to methods of
teaching.
as follow·s:

In the Conclusions, these views ,.,ere summed U:!?
"ilfhen all is said that can be said concerning

method, the great teacher defies analysis.

He neither can be

defined, nor his method dissected or described; but whoever
. t o h ~s
. presence f ee 1 s tl1e
comes ~n

~ow-er

Rather than follow a set of

of a h uman

~rinci~les

.

. t''• 6 2

srar~

set up by

educational methodologists, the Commission recommended that
the competent teacher should try to emulate the great thinkers and teachers of the past.
The Commission"s views on tests and testing were an
attempt to deal w·ith the complex issue of evaluation.

Numer-

ous tests were studied and constructed, these by the Commissian's Committee on Tests.

Four tests were :published and

made available to the schools.

At the conclusion of the

study of tests, the Commission ivas dissatisfied.

r.:ost new-

ty:Je tests "i'l'ere not useful for evaluation and it was felt
that the intelliGence test had a very limited usefulness and
offered little or no social ,':ruidance.

Vesley felt that the

:no
Commission's views on tests should be viewed as a cautionary
measure rather than as a wholesale condemnation of the testing
movement.
Wesley dealt with favorable and unfavorable criticisms of the

Re~ort.

He pointed out that while there were

many educators who condemned the Report, there were those who
view·ed it in a favorable light.

Despite the shortcomings

of the Report the useful parts were not to be overlooked.
American educators were urged by \'[esley to avoid letting
their disappointment and annoyance over the Report obscure
their views concerning its

~ositive

aspects.

He concluded the article by remarking:
'£he value of the geport is not to be found in its ease of
application but in its possible effects in stimulating
teachers to view their task in a broad "''fay, to ap1]reciate
tendencies and trends; and to adapt their work to the
changed and changing situationo The final effect and
evaluation of the Report still rests w~t h the social
studies teachers of the united States. 0 3

An analysis of the criticisms levelled at the Report
have revealed the following:

\1) the reactions of secondary

educators tended to be unfavorable; t2) the controversies
w·hich highlighted the signing and acceptance of the geuort
carried over into the public arena; \3) much of the criticism
was on an emotional and highly partisan level; t4) most of
the criticism dealt with snecific parts of the Report rather

63...
.1es 1 ey, "A Guide to the Commission Re"I_)ort,"

"D.

450 •
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than dealing with the overall Report; t5) subject matter
specialists tended to view the Report

~n

a favorable light

w·hile educationists tended to view it in an unfavorable
light; t6) the major participants did not answer their
critics;

~7)

most of the criticism centered around the

"frame of reference", collectivism, tests and testing, the
failure to develop a social studies curriculum and it was
considered to be idealistic and impractical; and t8) there
were favorable criticisms, but they did not gain the attention accorded unfavorable

criticism~.

More space has been devoted to unfavorable criticism
than to critic ism "''l'hich favored the Commission; s w·ork.

This

was not an oversight but an attempt to deal with the factors
which propelled the Commission and its work into national
;:>rominence.

There w·ere many individuals who praised the

work of the Commission, but their vie'\'I'S did not gain the
spotlight.

Another reason for devoting more space to unfavor-

able criticism was the fact that much of this criticism was
charged 11ith emotion and partisanship.

Critics of the Report,

such as Bobbitt, Bode and Haggerty, seemed to be more interested in advancing their own views and gripes than in considering
the solid merits of the Commission's work.
The criticism directed at the R.enort contained some valua.ble insights into the nature of the Re-port, as well as its
shortcomings.

unfortunately, too much ;:tttention was paid to
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its shortcomings.

~he

controversy over the signing of the

Report carried over into the public arena.
participants:

While the major

Beard, Counts, Day, Merriam, Horn and Ballou

remained silent, their supporters engaged in a battle w·hich
colored perceptions of the Commission· s vmrk.

The unbalanced

nature of the criticism had an unsettling effect on the
Report·s reception by secondary teachers and administrators.
ln

conclusion - the critics w·e have disccused, vrith

the exception of \t'esley, did not attempt to deal vdth the revort in its entirety.

Critics such as Bobbitt and Bode con-

fined their remarks to narrow interpretations of the Renort•s
value and meaning.

naggerty attempted a broader approach, but

his biases seemed to nreclucle a balanced critique.

Lindemann

presented a balanced account which portrayed the shortcomings,
as i•rell as the positive achievements attained by the Report.
Hughes, Hunt and Gell tended to overemphasize the idealistic
nature of the Report and the burden that it /laced on the
secondary teacher.
]rovided a

-~·ood

\,-esley ;?resented a reasoned account which

introduction to the use of the ReT)ort oy

interested teachers and administrators.

CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

By the mid-1920's, the field of Social Studies Education was faced with a major crisis.
undergoing profound changes.

American society was

They were:

(1) the attempt to

return to normalcy after the unsettling effects of World War
I; (2) the continuing effects of industrialization which were
changing a rural, individualistic society to a collectivized,
urban society; and (3) the effects of the influx of immigrants
from Southeastern and Eastern Europe as they attempted to
adapt to the American system.

Social Studies educators were

concerned with ways in which the profession might best deal
with these problems.

Several professional committees, be-

ginning in 1894, had attempted to deal with these problems.
The work of these committees was unsuccessful, and they
failed to arrive at a workable solution.
The American Historical Association, which had played
a major role in the work of these committees, responded to
the crisis by creating the Commission on the Social Studies.
It was a standing committee of the American Historical
Association, charged with dealing with the current
crisis in Social Studies

~ducation.

Generous funding

for the project was secured from the Carnegie Foundation.
333
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August C. Krey, a noteQ historian, was chosen to direct the
work of the Commission.

Other members of the Commission

included subject matter specialists and educationists such
as:

Charles A. Beard, George S. Counts, Isaiah Bowman, Charles

E. Merriam, Edmund Day, Frank Ballou and Ernest Horn.
The work of the Commission '"as divided into five
areas:

(1) philosophy, purpose and objectives; (2) materials

of instruction and methods of teaching; (3) tests and measurements; (4) the teacher; and (5) public relations.
Meetings were held as was thought necessary in the
form of two or three day confe·rences.

The work of the Commis-

sion consisted of special reports, such as a bibliographical
study and specialized studies conducted by each of the five
committees - results of "I'Thich were published in book form.
The bibliography, while useful, contained much extraneous
material and was not published.

The Report of the Commission

consisted of fifteen volumes dealing with the

investi~ations

of the committee and a summary volume published under the
title:

Conclusions

~Recommendations.

The task attempted by the Commission reached monumental
proportions.

This study vms limited to a consideration of

six aspects of the Commission's work:
and

philoso~hical

(lJ the methodological

views of the major participants; (2) a con-

sideration and analysis of the social theories advanced by
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the members of the Commission; (3) views of the Commission
concerning Social Studies Education;

~4)

an analysis of the

views of the dissidents on the Commission who refused to sign
the final Report; (5) the relationship which developed between the American Historical Association and the Commission;
and (6) the reception of the final Report by secondary educators and an analysis of their criticisms.
The membership of the Commission was drawn primarily
from large Midwestern and Eastern institutions.

Three schools:

Columbia university, the university of Chicago and the University of Minnesota provided a large proportion of the membership.

Facilities at these institutions were used to help

the various staffs prepare the reports and papers of the
Commission.
It was found to be impossible to neatly categorize
and label the philosophic positions held by the members of the
Commission.

Some generalizations were possible, and they

proved useful in identifying the positions taken by Commission
members

durin~

various stages of the investigation.

distinctive polarities emerged:
~osition

(lJ the

Several

liber~l-humanistic

held by the subject matter specialists as opposed to

the traditionalist approach by those who represented the
schools of education; (2) those who held a relativistic
view· of the educational :vrocess as opposed to those who held
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the view that education should be scientific; (3) those who
favored a child-centered curriculum as opposed to those who
emphasized a modified, traditional curriculum; (4) those who
favored a close interaction between the school and society,
a reconstructionist position as opposed to those who favored
detachment - the school should follow the dictates of society;
and (5) those who felt that diagnostic tests were of little
value in the educational process as opposed to those who
wanted to develop a rigorous, objective science of education.
The social theories advanced by Charles A. Beard,
George S. Counts, Merle Curti and Charles E. Merriam 'vere
presented and analyzed.

The Commission proposed a "frame of

reference" which would embrace the entire field of Social
Studies Education.

According to the Commission, the social

realities which confronted and influenced Social Studies
Education were:

(1) the interrelationship of society and

education - the educational process could not be separated
from society; (2) the role of education in the historical
development of a country; (3) the impact of industrialization
on the educational process; (4) the yielding of individualism
to -;?lanning as American society moved towards a collectivistic
society; (5) the transitory nature of social problems when
considered against the historical backdrop; (6) the judgewent
that a progressiYe view was best in dealing w-ith current educational problems; (7) education could not solve all social
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problems as it was but one social agency; (8) education had
to deal realistically with the problems it faced; (9) progress could occur only when preceded by the necessary planning and foresight; (10) a new form of democracy '"as re·placing that of an earlier era as our society moved from economic
individualism to a democratic collectivism; (11) education
was a product of a particular time and place; and (12) education would lag behind the cutting edge of a society as it
moved through history.
The views expressed by members of the Commission
agreed on the importance of social education.

They extolled

the benefits which would accrue to American society if these
courses were diligently pursued by the nation's educators.
They did not outline specific programs but tended to expound
broad goals and calls to action.

This stance was to lead

critics to label their vie,rs as idealistic and impractical.
Aside from Count's views on imposition and his insistence that the school become directly involved in social change,
the views expressed w·ere moderate.

All agreed that one of the

major goals of social education was the development of good,
patriotic citizens.

Society's role in shaping the school's

environment w-as also stressed, as well as the role of comneting institutions.

Emphasis was placed on the relativistic

approach in teaching and

t~e

value attached to the teaching of
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social awareness.

Allowances had to be made for the changing

nature of .American society.

The day of individun,lism had

passed and social education had to prepare students for the
changed realities.

Lastly, they pointed out that the schools

should make opyortunities available to all students and not
concentrate on the middle and upper classes.
The dissenters ?resented their views concerning their
reasons for not

signin~

the final Report.

Isaiah Bowman's

reasons related primarily to geographic education and w·ere
not concerned w·i th the Report as a whole.

Edmund Day and

Charles Merriam did not divulge their reasons for not signing.
It can be inferred that philosophic and personal reasons were
at the root of their actions.

Merriam and Day \V'ere op:posed

to ideas concerning the role of imposition and the
ins collectivism.

ap~roach

A careful reading of the correspondence

bet,'l"een Merriam and Day revealed personality clashes '.>"i th
members of the Commission which played a big part in their
refusal to accept the Report.

Prank Ballou made his vieYrs

known in an article published in School

~

Society.

He was

disap}?ointed in the Commission's views on tests and its failure to develop a social studies curriculum.
to sign for two reasons:
~eport

(1) the views

Ernest Horn refused

t~ten

in the final

on tests; and (2) the denigration of teacher training

institutions by the members of the Commission.

The ,.,ork of the
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Commission would have been easier if all the dissidents had
stated the reasons for their actions in a public forum.
The Commission was allowed a great deal of freedom
in its work and in the preparation of the volumes of the

~eport.

The American Historical Association did not interfere directly
in the affairs of the Commission.

It did play a role through

the actions of the Executive Council in terminating the work
of the Commission.

The question which was difficult to answer

was whether the Council's action represented a consensus of
the Association's membership?

Judging from the lack of

criticism to the Council:s actions, the views expressed must
have been acceptable to the membership.
When viewed in the perspective of the passage of time,
it seems that the action of Beard and the American Historical
Association was too precipitous.

Members of the Commission

directly involved in secondary education were probably closer
to the heart of the problem, hence their views should have
carried more weight.

Many of the criticisns leveled at the

Report concerned the parts raised by Ballou and Horn (lack of
specific curricula and a biased view on tests and testing).
Certainly, Beard and Counts did a masterful job in preparing
the final !ie;?ort, but should not they have deferred to oth&:rs
with

~reater

expertise in the field of tests and testing?

The

Commission w·anted to issue a bold statement, but ''lere not Counts,_.
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ideas on the emerging collectivism a bit strong for a country
that still harbored a naive view concerning the political
realities of the day?
The reactions of the secondary educators to the Report
tended to be unfavorable·.

Most o£ the critic ism centered

around the "frame of reference", collectivism, tests and testing, the failure to

develo~

a social studies curriculum and

the fact that the language of the Report tended to be too
idealistic and impractical.
The amount of criticism reached
professional journals such as School
Social

Studies~carried

e~ic

~

proportions as

Society and The

a running account of the controversy.

Accounts of the controversy were also carried in the popular
press giving it nationwide acclaim.

There was also sound,

complimentary criticism of the Report but it did not generate
controversy.
We have attempted to portray and analyze selected
aspects of a major undertaking in American educational history.
What did the Commission accomplish?

~·ras

it, as its critics

suggested, a magnificent failure somewhat akin to Plato's
Renublic?

Most of the impact of the Commission's work was

subtle and indirect but positive.

Several volumes of the

Report became classics in their respective fields.

Other

volumes were used as textbooks in History, Education and
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Methods courses.

The Commission showed that it was impossible

to develop a unified curriculum on a national scale for the
Social Sciences.

No group has attempted such a large scale

undertaking since that time.
','fi th the passage of time some of the view·s of the Commission have taken on greater meaning.

The country has moved

closer towards a corporate society as evidenced by the growth
of conglomerates, large trade unions and government involvement in the private sector.

Today American public education

is in disarray, the object of frequent and bitter criticism
from educators and the public it serves.

A major criticism

directed to the schools is the apparent lack of a sound basic
education that relates to all students.

This was one of the

Commission's major goals as evidenced by the volumes authored
by Beard, Counts and Curti.
Finally, there w·ere significant changes which occurred
in Social Studies Education as a result of the Commission's
work.

It was the last time a professional organization at-

tempted to devise a curriculum for the field.

Teachers began

to play a 6reater role in curriculum development and determination of school policy.

The movement was slow at first

but accelerated after World ·1-rar II.

It reached its peak ,.,ith

the rise of teacher militancy J.Ild unionization in the 1960's.
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It marked the end of the period of collaboration between the
subject matter specialists and educationists.

Following the

conclusion of the Commission's work, each group w·ent its own
way.

Education departments and teacher training institutions

achieved phenomenal growth in the 1950's and 1960's.

Lastly,

feeling that its advice was not heeded, the American Historical Association remained aloof from the secondary educator helping in part to cause the crisis confronting the profession
today.
There are numerous topics concerning the Commission
on the Social Studies which remain to be studied by educational historians.

Charles A. Beard and Charles E. Merriam are the

only major figures of the Commission to be the subjects of
full length biographies.

Bibliographical studies could point

out the location of sources relating to the work of the Commission.

Members of the Conanission left archival materials

behind which could form the nucleus of other bibliographical
studies.

Sociological studies dealing with the problems of

group conflict, consensus and decision making could be undertaken.
.~erican

Studies using the comparative process could compare
ap/roaches to curricular change with that used in

other countries.

'.\"hat was the relationship between members of

the Commission and the faculty at their institutions?

Bobbitt's

criticism seems to point to a connection with members of the
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Commission.

Was he expressing his views or acting as a spokes-

man for members of the Commission?

The work of the Commission

will remain an important part of the history of American
education.

A?PEND IX I
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APPENDIX I
.A.

list of the membership of the Commission on the

Social Studies.

It was taken from:

Commission on the Social Studies in the Schools: Conclusions and Recommendations of the Commission-(New York:
Scribner's;-1934) p. 151.
----COMMISSION MEMBERSHIP
Frank w. Ballou, Superintendent of Schools, Washington, D.C.
Charles A. Beard, formerly Professor of Government, Columbia
Univ.
Isaiah Bowman, Director of the .A.meric~~ Geographical Society,
New York.
Ada Comstock, President of Radcliffe College.
George s. Counts, Professor of Education, Teachers College,
Columbia.
Avery 0. Craven, Professor of History, University of Chicago.
Edmund E. Day, Director of Social Science, Rockefeller
Foundation.
Guy Stanton Ford, Dean of the Graduate School and Professor
of History, University of Minnesota.
Evar~s B. Greene, Professor of History, Columbia University.
Carlton J. H. Hayes, Professor of History, Columbia University.
Ernest Horn, Professor of Education, University of Iowa.
Henry Johnson, Professor of History, Teachers College,
Columbia University.
A. C. Krey, Professor of History and Professor of the History
of Education, University of Minnesota.
William E. Lingelbac.i:1, Professor of History, University of
Pennsylvania.
L. C. Marshall, formerly Dean of the School of Commerce and
Administration, University of Chicazo.
Charles E. Merriam, :Professor of Political Science,
University of Chicago.
Jesse H. Newlon, Director of Lincoln School of Teachers
College, Columbia University.
Jesse F. Steiner, Professor of 3ociology, 0niversity of
Washington.
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lu?PENDIX II
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APPENDIX II
A list of the committee assignments.

It was taken from:

Commission on the Social Studies in the Schools: .£2!!.clusions and Recommendations of the Commission-(Ne~ York:
Scribner's;-1934).
----COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS
Philosophy and purpose in education.
George s. Counts
Merle E. Curti
Jesse H. Newlon
Materials of instruction
Charles A. Bear~
Isaiah Bowman
George S. Counts
Henry Johnson
A.C. K:rey
T.L. Kelley
L.C. Marshall
C.E. Merriam
R.M. ·rryon
Method of teaching.
Ernest Horn
Henry Johnson
T.L. Kelley
A.C. Krey
L.C. :Marshall
C.E. Merriam
Tests and testing.
C.A. Beard
Ernest Horn
T.L. Kelley
A.C. Krey
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APPENDIX II (Continued)
The teacher.

w.c.

jjagley

H.K. Beale

.J.H. Newlon

Bessie L. Pierce

Public relations and administration.
\'f.C. Bagley
H.K. Beale
Me-rle E. Curti
C..E. Merriam
.J.H. Newlon
Bessie L. Pierce
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APPEND IX III
A list of the volumes nublished by the Commission on
the Social Studies. It was taken from:

-

Commission on the Social Studies in the Schools: Conelusions and Recommendations of the Commission-(New York:
Scribner's;-1934).
----VOLUMES PUBLISHED
!a~

1.

A Charter for the Social Sciences
Charles A. Beard:

2.

~

3.

Citizens' Organizations ~~Civic Training g! Youth,
by Bessie Louise Pierce.

4.

Progress is Learning ia ~ Social Science Subjects
Indicated ~ Tests, by T. L. Kelley and A. c. Krey.

5.

Geography
Bowman.

6.

~Social

Foundations 2£Education, by Georges. Counts.

1.

~Social

Studies

8.

Methods

9.

Civic Education

Introduction ~ ~History
Schools, by Henry Johnson.

!a

.2!

Relation~~

~School

Instruction .,!a

~ ~

Schools, by

Social Sciences

!a

~

Social Sciences, by Isaiah

Subjects, by Rolla M. Tryon.

~Social

Sciences, by Ernest Horn.

ia .2 United States,

by

Charles E.

~rerriam.

10.

Educational Administration
Newlon.

11.

~

12.

Freedom

13.

Soci.:.l Ideas ,2! .tr:Ierican Educators, by Merle Curti.

14.

A Social Process Ap-nroach ,12. Curriculum-1!aking i£ ~
Social Studies, "uy"L. C. ~brshall and Ruchel Marshall Goetz.

Teacher .Q,!

~

~

Social Policy, by Jesse H.

Social Sciences, by 'Jilliam C. Bagley.

.2£. Teaching .!!! .i£2. Schools,
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by

Hov:o.rd K. Beale.

APPENDIK III (Continued)
15.

~Nature

16.

Conclusions

of~

Social Sciences, by Charles A. Beard.

~Recommendations ~
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the Commission.
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